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VICTORY IS YOURS!
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THE CHALLENGE: You have just seated yourself in an ultra-sleek inter-

galactic space fighter. Red Alert! Your craft is catapulted out through the launch AfJI p
bay doors into an ultra-hostile environment. YOUR MISSION: Survive the

onslaught of robot drones, ground attack craft, and enemy fighters through ten g\J

fantastic sequences of escalating danger. Withstanding this, you must enter the

Starbase Trench, fly through its tunnels, avoid all barriers, and destroy the r

Starbase Power Generator— provided your ship has enough energy remaining!

THE RESULT: A masterpiece of 3-dimensional graphics, awesome sound -
. „ .

Su*e
,3

effects, intense drama, and treachery at every turn.

Another great game from the makers of the smash hit HARRIER STRIKE MISSION:'
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STEREOTEK"

GLASSES-
true stereoscopic

3D graphics for

your Atari ST

Put on the STEREOTEK glasses

and jump into a new universe. Dis-

cover a magical world that you

always knew existed. That extra

dimension—DEPTH. Now you can

add depth to your computer

graphics with the STEREOTEK

Liquid Crystal glasses. Solid,

realistic, 3D images you want to

reach out and touch. STEREOTEK

glasses plug into your ATARI ST

cartridge port to provide absolutely

realistic 3D graphics in full color or

hi- res monochrome.

Your STEREOTEK depth-view

system includes:

• One pair electronic Liquid Crys-

tal Shutter glasses with four-foot

cable (can be comfortably worn

over eyeglasses).

• ST cartridge interface unit-

supports two sets of glasses

(second set optional).

• DEGAS Elite Stereo Desk

Accessory.

• Stereo CAD-3D animation and

stereo slide show by Tom Hudson.

» For programmers: Complete

developer's instructions plus

source code for adding stereo

to your own programs.

The secret to full-color stereo

images on a computer screen is

electronic Liquid Crystal Shutter

(LCS) glasses. Two optical shutters

in eyeglass frames are connected

electronically to the ST. Every-

time the ST screen refreshes

(60hz/color, 70hz/mono), one

shutter closes and the other

opens. The .monitor displays

alternating right and left eye

views synchronized with the shut-

ters. The alternating views appear

faster than the eye can see, and

your brain translates the normally

flat monitor image into one of

startlingly realistic depth. Because

of the ST's speed, RAM size and

cartridge port, this advanced

graphics technology is only avail-

able on the Atari ST. (One mega-

byte RAM recommended).

Developed by LC Technologies. Distributed by The Catalog.

LC Technologies is a venture of Teklronn, Inc. ! Beauerlon, OR
Dealer inquiries welcome, call (415) 957-0886

CIRCLE OSfl 01) READERS SERVICE CARD



MARK WILLIAMS C.

AN ENLIGHTENING DEVELOPMENT
FORADAM ST USERS.

If you've tried your hand at

developing applications on the Atari

ST, you know the problem. Pro-

gramming tools aren't only hard to

come by, they're hard to use. One

might even say primitive. But now
for some enlightening news: you

can have all the power, portability

and versatility of the C language

from a leader in professional C pro-

gramming tools, Mark Williams.

BRING YOUR
PROGRAMMING UP TO SPEED.

The Mark Williams C compiler

produces fast, dense code and supports the <£>.

complete Kernighan & Ritchie industry stan-

dard C. You'll have access to GEM's AES and VDI
libraries for programs using graphics, icons and the

Atari mouse. And Mark Williams C lets you take

advantage of the full 16 megabytes in Atari's 68000

microprocessor.

STREAMLINE DEVELOPMENT
WITH POWER UTILITIES.

Mark Williams C is loaded with everything you'll

need for professional development Bring the power

of the UNIX environment to your Atari ST with our

Features

C compiler

• Complete Kernighan &
Ritchie C plus extensions

• Up to eight register variables

• Full access to AES and VDI

libraries for programs using

graphics, icons and mouse
• Complete UNIX-compatible

libraries allow easy portability

to and from UNIX development

environment.

• Over 300 Atari-specilic

routines

• One-step compiling, linking

with cc command
• English error messages

• Lint-like error checking

Microshell Command Processor.

powerful UNIX style shell includes

1/0 redirection, pipes, command
substitutions

MicroEMACS Full Screen Editor

with commented source code

included

Make Program Building Discipline

Complete symbolic debugger

with single-step, breakpoints and

stack traceback

Assembler, linker and archiver

Powerful Utilities Package: egrep.

sort, rjiff, cmp, pr, tail.uniq.wc

and more

Over 600 pages oi documentation

including 120 sample C programs

Not copy protected

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST
5179 95

6D DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Microshell Command Processor

including pipes, I/O redirection and

i%.. ,.;-» more. Edit your program with the

g& 'r-f b F\ highly acclaimed MicroEMACS full

screen editor. Accelerate and simplify

/ \vy; compiling with make which finds

JjCi v \Jv > anc^ recompiles only those modules

^Xm /(k'^M' aifected ky your changes. Then,

"^-Cfv •: \\) when you're ready for debugging,

call on our db Symbolic Debugger

with single step, breakpoint and

stack traceback functions. Over 40

commands, including a linker and

assembler, provide a total development

package for your Atari ST.

DEPEND ONA NAME WITH
A HISTORY OF PERFORMANCE.

Mark Williams C for the Atari ST is part of our growing

line of C compilers. A line that includes the C compiler

chosen by DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of profes-

sional programmers. Now our Atari C compiler is

earning its own reputation:

"Finally a great C compiler that exploits the power

of the ST"-Sigmund Hartmann, President, Atari

Software Group

"The all-around best choice for serious software

development on the ST"-Douglas Weir oiANALOG
COMPUTING

GETWHAT YOUR ATARI ST HAS BEEN
WAITING FOR.

Mark Williams C is just what your Atari ST was
made for: powerful, professional

programming. So now that you

can have Mark Williams C for just

$179.95, what are you waiting for?

Ask your Atari dealer about

Mark Williams Cor order todayby

caking 1-800-MWC-1700 *

In Illinois call: 312-472-6659

I

Mark
Williams
Company

1430 West Wrightwood. Chicago. Illinois 60611

UNIX isa trademark o( Bel] tabs.

CIRCLE 023 ON READER 5ERV1CE CARD
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WANTS DATABASE INFO

Recently I became the proud owner of

an Atari 520 ST computer and I'm now

yearning for a good database program to

aid in organizing and indexing my col-

lections of books, albums, videocas-

settes and software. However, I'm some-

what confused about the basic features

of commercial database programs. For

example, will these programs allow me

the flexibility ol accessing information

in a variety of ways, such as alphabeti-

cally, categorically, by date, price, etc.?

Also, what does the word "relational"

mean when used in describing

databases?

Deneyse White

Morrobay, CA
Please see our "Database Overview" by

Brian Lee in this issue ofSTART, It should

answer some ofyour questions, or at least

point you in the right direction of some

good ST databases. Also, check the reviews

and New Products section of The ST Re-

source in each month of Antic magazine for

additional software information.

WANTS AUTO PROGRAMS
The ClipBoard section of START con-

tained a note about placing .PRG files in

an AUTO lolder so they will autoload. I

placed 1ST Word in such a folder with

no luck. Am 1 doing this wrong, or is

there a special trick I need to know?

Dan Proctor

Banning, Calif.

There are two basic types of .PRG files as

far as the AUTO [older is concerned: Those

which make cails to GEM and those which

don't. When the ST boots up, one of the fust

things it does is check for an AUTO folder.

Unfortunately, the ST has not initialized

GEM when the AUTO folder is searched, so

any program in the AUTO folder which

makes calls to GEM will crash. Programs

which make no calls to GEM will operate

properly Don't give up, however, as START

has programmers working on this problem

at this very minute 5ta_y timed.'

NEW ST KEYBOARD?
Help! Those fat keys on the ST have got

to go! I do a lot of writing on my ST, and

wind up spending time thinking of

ways to replace the keys. Does anyone

know of a computer with IBM-like keys

which will fit onto an ST keyboard?

Tom Gladan

Lincolnwood, 111.

Atari designed the ST keyboard layout to

resemble the DEC VT-IQQ terminal As

Leonard and Sam Tramiel have said, key-

board feel is extremely subjective-some

people love soft keyboards, others enjoy

those with tactile feedback. There are

reports, at press time, that Atari has a new

ST configuration with a separate keyboard,

resembling a standard IBM-type PC. How-

ever, we are not aware of any replacement

keytops which will fit on the ST. Anyone out

there have information on this?

ULTIMATE PAINT
PROGRAM?
I have been holding out buying a paint

program. From the very beginning I

have been fasinated with NEOchrome

that came with my ST I have seen Paint-

Works and DEGAS in action -but not

DEGAS Elite-and I am afraid to buy

one of these programs because of the

impending final version of NEOchrome.

Whatever happened to it? Is it still a

possibility or can I go on and buy one

of the other programs without seeing a

bigger, better version of NEOchrome on

the shelf a week later?

Gerd Knaak

Houston, Texas

START never recommends someone wait for

the next level of technology, which is always

advertised as being available "Real Soon

Now. " DEGAS Elite and PaintWorhs are

STart. The ST Quarterly
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available now right of} the shelf. At press

time, ATARI reported a final version of

NEOchrome being readied for release, to re-

tail for $49-95. Some of the more fasimtting

aspects ajit are dynamic picture stretching

and cut and paste.

CALLING DAVE & SANDY. . .

I want MacCartridge! 1 want Mac-

Cartridge! I want MacCartridge! Please

ask David Small how we go about get-

ting one.

Bruce Daniell

Niceville, Fla.

The cart is now known as the Magic Sac,

and is advertised as an upgrade to your

Macintosh computer- Brace, plan on making

two purchases. First, get the cartridge from

Data Pacific, 609 East Speer Blvd., Denver,

CO, 80203. Phone (303) 733-8158. List

price is $129. Second, contact B & C Com-

puterviskm at 3283 Kifer Road, Santa

Clara, CA 95051. Phone (408) 749-1003.

B & C Computervision will sell you 64K

MAC ROMS, which you can then insert

into the Magic Sac.

POWER WITH A LOWER
PRICE

After spending over $2000.00 on my

1040 ST system, 1 cannot justify the

purchase of either MegaMax C or the

Atari Developers Kit, as they both ap-

proach 10% of my hardware invest-

ment. Because of favorable reviews in

your magazine and others, 1 purchased

Personal Pascal from OSS. From its low

price and apparent popularity. I

counted on at least one Personal Pascal

article per issue in the available ST

magazines. However, it seems a majority,

if not all, of your programs are written

in C. Could you provide some guide-

lines for translating C source code into

Pascal?

Frank Reyes

Ventura, Calif.

APL. 68000
for the Atari ST

APL. 68000 is a highly optimized 68000
Assembler based APL Interpreter which

takes full advantage of the Atari ST
features including user-defined pull- down

menus and Dialog and Alert boxes. All this,

along with a complete interface to ST
graphics, are the reasons that AP L. 68000 on

the Atari ST sets the industry standard for

performance and capabilities.

Drder direct for S295 + shipping |$7 US, $1 Canada).

/ISA/MC/AMEX add 4ft. Check, MO or COD. Demo
Disk available for SI S + shipping ($2.50 US, S6 Canada)

Way tie applied ia full version purchase.

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SPENCER ORGANIZATION
INC.

P.O. Box 248 Westwood, N.J. 07675

(201) 666-6011

CIRCLE 051 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WHERE'S
MY
DISK?

1

1

SMT.
^^^F AKl is a magazine

^k m with programs on disk.

tj m Normally you will find the disk bound into the magazine and selling

on the newstands lor $14.95.

But some of you ST enthusiasts want to read START first, so we have provided

a limited number or copies without disk for $4.00 each.

If this is your situation you can complete your copy of this issue of START by

ordering the companion disk direct from us, for $10.95 plus $2.00 shipping and

handling. See the order form inserted into this issue.

STaj/t. The ST'Quarterly
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The Atari Developers Kit and MegaMax C

are professional software packages allowing

the programmer to exploit the full power oj

the ST computer. Yes, Personal Pascal is

low-priced, and many people have it, but

currently, C submissions to both START and

Antic's ST Resource far outnumber submis-

sions written in Personal Pascal. Regardless,

we will endeavor to cover, to some extent,

every language available for the ST, from

BASIC to Pascal to lisp,

Remember, this is your magazine. // von

want to see an article about Personal Pascal

in print, send us your ideas or finished arti-

cles. For the conversion from C into Pascal,

examine some of the C listings in Antic

Magazine: while there won't be a direct

translation, some of their C programs use

the power of the C preprocessor to "Pascal-

ize" the listings. Check them out—youll see

what we mean.

WORD IMPERFECT?

There seem to be a number of incorrect

entries in the word processor compari-

son chart (START, issue 2, Fall 1986).

For example, Mr. Chadwick didn't report

that Regent Word supports microdot

justification, and shows bold, elongated,

super, and subscripted text during print

preview. Or, for that matter, did he dis-

cover that Regent Word does, indeed,

vary headers and looters, encompass

variable line spacing in half-line incre-

ments, save custom print formats, in-

clude multiple fonts, search/replace

non-ASCII text, print the disk director)',

and include proportional prim support,

in addition to many other features.

Frank Cohen

REGENT SOFTWARE

I take exception to some of the items in

START'S word processor review. First,

the chart shows 1ST Word doesn't

merge files, but you may "READ" a file

into your current document anytime,

starting where the cursor is. Next, you

point out that 1ST Word doesn't have a

command to move the cursor to the be-

ginning or end of a line. Why would

ALERT BOX

START #1:
STEALING THE ST PRINTER
DRIVER (p. 20)
Tom Hudson sent us an Email recently

in response to readers' complaints that

the JX80 printer driver source code on

START #1 would not run correctly. Tom

says.

Well, I finally sat down and

looked at theJXSO source ... It

turns out that when I rearranged

the equates, I mistakenly allowed

only two bytes for the MASK vari-

able, which is a LONG. Sheesh.

So, the only change which needs

to be made is:

YCOUNT .equ 92

At the top of the file.

START #1:
SOPHISTICATED TEXT HAN-
DLING (p. 52)
Corey Cole, another START author,

found a problem with his TEX-

TDEMO.C program in START #1. The

fix applies only to users of Megamax C.

Megamax users need to modify the mal-

loc statement, casting the argument to

an unsigned int. As it appeared on the

START Disk, it was defined as a long

int, which is correct for Alcyon, but will

crash with Megamax. To do the cast,

simply insert (unsigned int) immedi-

ately inside the first parenthesis of the

mallocQ statement.

START #2:
CLIPBOARD (p. 75)
Douglas J. Mathis, a system analyst from

North Kingstown, Rhode Island, alerted

us to the inefficiencies of the Clipboard

trick which allows a program to ask,

"Where am I?" He notes that theJSR

plus MOVE solution takes 32 machine

cycles, whereas the more elegant

solution

LEA 2(PC),A0

provides the same results in only 8 cy-

cles, according to his calculations.

Steve Mcintosh of Long Beach, Cali-

fornia, did a more ambitious dissection

of the trick: he actually tried it with the

AS68 assembler in the Developer's Kit.

He found that A568 had its own ideas

about how

JSR LABEL

LABEL: MOVE.L (SP) + ,A0

ought to be interpreted. It quietly

changed the JSR to a BSR, but contin-

ued to list it as a JSR in the output. This

actually makes a lot of sense: for most

intents and purposes, a BSR would be

preferred over a JSR. But, when the as-

sembler swaps the JSR with a BSR, it

winds up with a branch offset of zerol

This gives the assembler tummy trouble,

so it then changes the BSR to a NOP
without even a hiccup, let alone an error

message When you execute the code,

not only do you not find out where you

are, but it messes up the stack, resulting

in almost certain doom. Thanks Steve.

start. The ST Quarterly
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The software II Line Up

WRITE 90'

$29.95 This package
turns spreadsheets,

text and screen

output on their ear

by allowing vertical

formatted files to he
printed sideways

using continuous or

single sheet paper.
Incredibly useful for

tho;

r flospreadsheets

Chart style programs.
Five character sizes

are available. WRITE
90°ls GEM based and
supports Epson FX,

SMM804. NEC,

PROWRITER and
compatible printers.

TYPESETTER ELITE
$49.95 Is a GEM
based desk top

publishing package
that integrates text,

graphics and DEGAS
like drawing tools and
allows for a full lay-

out page preview and
a what-you-see-Is-

what-you-get print

out. TYPESETTER
ELITE can handle
custom fonts and
icons; and ASCII Mies

can be loaded into

TYPESETTER ELITE
pages. You'll be Im-

pressed with the high
resolution and clarity

of your printer output

when it is driven by

TYPESETTER ELITE,

RUBBER STAMP ST
$39.95 A utility that

lets a user
manipulate pictures

from DEGAS and
other popular

graphics programs.
RUBBER STAMP ST is

useful for creating
icons and printing

out repititious full

screen pictures,

graphic
address labels, index,

Rolodex or other card
sized output- RUBBER
5TAMP ST can add
text to pictures in

multiple sizes and
styles and can load in

fonts from DEGAS
and MEGAEOriT ST.

MEGAFOINT ST
$39.95 Soup-up your
printer output by
designing your own
fonts with GEM based
MEGAFONT ST. Mix
font styles to indicate

italics or to provide

emphasis. Arrange,

space, position and
size text and graphics
In a document with

MEGAFOMT ST'S click

through "GEM
menus. MEGAFOm" ST
embeds graphics, text

and fonts in the same
file. Compatible with

DEGAS. NeoChrome
and the XLEnt Line

Up of ST software,

MEGAFOMT ST also

has a built in font

editor. MEGAFOMT
supports SMM804.
MIX. PROWRITER and
EPSOM compatible
printers.

PM INTERFACE
$29.95 Is a GEM
based driver that will

enhance the utility of

Print Master, PM
IMTERFACE allows
Print Master to be
integrated with

DEGAS and the XLEnt
Line Up of ST
Software. You can use
PM INTERFACE to

create new Print

Master graphics and
borders using stored

portions of DEGAS
and other picture

files. PM IMTERrACE
converts Print Master
graphics into icons

that can be
manipulated by the

XLEnt ST software
utility Line Up.

ST MUSIC BOX
$49.95 A MIDI util-

ity that lends

graphics support
and other admin-
istrative tweaking
support to your
composing. Allows

for changing key

and time signatures,

inserts, deletes and
copies measures.
Prints high quality

sheet music with

the option of lyric

and graphic nota-

tion. Compatible
with an ST console
or a MIDI syn-

thesizer. 5T MUSIC
BOX is another MIDI

progression from
the authors of the

Abacus book, In-

troduction to MIDI
Programing for the

Atari ST.

P.O.Box 5228
Springfield, Virginia 22150

(703) 644-8881
Order number

(703) 569-8881
Customer Service

TELEX 269728 XLENT UR
CIRUE 058 ON READERS SERVICE CARD

XLENT Software [u.K.Jltd
516 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock
Birmingham B8 3MX
United Kingdom
(021) 327-61 10
TF.LEX 26587 1 (MON REF Q)



Is your ST
still

Naked?
Willitmt Miixl'ah, my S'T seems nuked.
l-'i'i'iy(liiii/i ihul fi'ii.1

. misiiinf! /'rani I/ii

ST is WW ai my fingertips. I wouldn't
think of using my ST without Hta.r!'titi.

MnxPok combines more- than ten iiDwfrii.il

liro^rjims and utilities iiilo :i single, inn.1 -

fjrildid ST ac'C'cssiin . It's flexibililY, i-H-su

of use, mid incredible features combine tn

make it the single most useful accessory
package a\ ailable for the ST.

Mttxl'ah rumyji'te nil ofmy ST programs
bv providing li'ii/mrs <'i"</«r m-i>i;r-um/m'i\v

fir Atari fe/f out /' ado* urflal all of the

others forgot!

Masl'uk gives you:

Print Spooler - Non*

Hum Disk Uts-.LhLs! i

of the:

Macro Keys - Record andpbv Im-k feijUCT

iwil phrases, pmaminb iuicI lu-yilitilii-s.

Screen Saver - Prw*nts tLtimgr tn CUT S

nil' ili^ll.iy utii-f :i peril kI ill' inat'Hvitv.

Print Magic - Aeons iln enhanced print Its

nfjiiy ])riii(cr Inim iinj -Vl' pr»unini.

Math Magic -Calciiliiti'iiuith I'^in^inns jiihI

Alarms -

ii |>:.r;r.L-

.!>;i,t .iI.l-i

Unlike other desk ai:cessi>ncs,.MiLNl';ik

works with both Gem and non-Gem pro-

grams. It is compatible with literally

hundreds of ST programs and supports
idl three screen resolutions.

If you use your ST for more than just

games, yuu nei'd Miixl'uk. Mu\l';ik givr.'s

your ST, and ail of your programs, a

boost in performance and capability

Only $49.95
Available at vour ST dealer.

Or to order by credit card call:

801-272-5623

SOFTWERXS

DIALOG BOX

you need one when you may move the

mouse cursor anywhere onscreen, click,

and [he cursor moves chere? Does your

WP have a "move three lines down and

thirty characters over" command? You

say it doesn't show page numbers?

What are those numbers in the left

hand scroll column? How can you

claim 1ST Word won't allow configuring

the printer driver when the 1st Word

disk has a PRINTER folder full of

configuration files and an INSTALL

program?

Kenneth Butcher

Oakland, Calif.

START stands corrected.

NEED DEVELOPERS KIT?

I cannot develop the programs Irom the

compressed files on the 5TART disk. I

have tried many times to follow the in-

structions without success. Is it neces-

sary to have Atari Developers Kit to pro-

duce the programs?

Harry Gensler

Novi, MI.

Most mnnable files start with ".PRG",

'JOS", or 'UP". You may click on these

and run them Instantly. Asjar as the

decompressor goes, it will only unsqueeze a

file with a "Q" as the second letter of the

extender. You don't need to unsqueeze a file

which does not have this "Q". Unsqueezing

a file does not compile it! Compiling a file

requires a "compiler',' understandably

enough, so you should read "Which C For

Me?" in START #2 (Fall 1986).

SOGGY START?

I just couldn't remain silent when 1 read

your editorial and the reprinted letters

in the front pages of START magazine's

second issue. 1 understand the senti-

ments expressed by the readers who

feel bewildered by the technical material

in START about the ST I sympathize, but

please, don't water down the the pages of

START! 1 don't want hand-holding

tutorials on how to open a file from the

desktop, and 1 have no interest in read-

ing a review of the latest, greatest game. I

do want to see source code for things

like Fujiboinkl, which nicely illustrate

doing something fundamentally simple,

but not-so-simple to figure out how to

do on the ST. I do want useiul utilities,

like MouseTrap, and Tom Hudson's arti-

cle on the EA IFF format. Basically, 1

just want to know what makes the ST

tick,

Steve Rehrauer

Sutton, Mass.

Steve was also one oj the winners of Antic's

DfiGAS Art Contest. Thanks jar the sugges-

tions, Steve.

WANTS MONOCHROME
LISTINGS

When you publish a review for a prod-

uct in START, could you please tell us if

it runs on a monochrome ST system?

Also, please include at least one pro-

gram in every issue which runs in

monochrome

John I lodges

Blaeksburg, VA

START asks our contributors to attempt to

make their listings nmnable on either a

color or monochrome system, but some-

times that isn't so easy. While it is possible,

the program must be designedfivm the

ground up as being either color or mono-

chrome adaptable. The process Jor "coloriz-

ing" a monochrome program, or "mono-

chromizing" (sorry, Mr. Webster), a color

program is at best fantastically hard. Also,

remember not everyone has both the color

and monochrome monitor, so they aren't

able to check out the program on the other

system. We do agree with you that manu-

facturers should state which system their

software runs on—cohr, monochrome, or

both. M
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AUTHORS

Darrel Anderson, professional

artist, was introduced to his first

computer, an Atari 800, two years

ago [o produce screen art for an in-

teractive fiction ^me. Shortly after-

wards, Darrel bought a 520 ST and

applied its graphics capabilities to

various projects, including the pack-

age illustration for an upcoming

interactive fiction adaptation of Ray

Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles

(Bantam, NY). Using DEGAS, he

designed 33 illustrations for Best of

the New Wave, a science fiction an-

thology from Bluejay Books (NY). In

another project, Ray Bradbury's Fever

Dream, (Armadillo/St. Martin's Press,

NY), he used a CAD 3-D model as a

reference. Darrel was also the winner

of the Antic DEGAS art contest. (See

Antic, July 1986 for his winning en-

try.) He is also the author of the

Future Design disk, a collection of

CAD 3-D parts enabling you to build

futuristic robots, spaceships, tanks

and other science fiction vehicles.

The Future Design disk is available

from The Catalog.

Christopher Chabris one of

our ST language experts, has ap-

peared in every issue of START and

became a Contributing Editor as of

last issue. A student of computer

science at Harvard University, he is

completing a book on .artificial intel-

ligence which will be published this

year by Dow Jones-lrwin/Multi-

science Press. Christopher is among

the top 50 chess players in the

United States under 21 years of age,

and has won a National Masters

rating.

Dale Giarrafana, author of

MacroPix, is currently a junior at

Brick Memorial High School in Brick,

New Jersey. Between the ages of 9

and 14 he engaged in the sport of

Moto-Cross Racing, and at 15 ac-

quired a yellow belt in Judo.

Presently he is an instructor of BMX
(bicycle moto-cross) at the Shore

Area YMCA. Dale got involved in

computers through a computer

course in school, and improved his

skills by working on the 8-bit Atari

computers. Dale is familiar with

Logo, BASIC, Action!, Fortran, and

Pascal. MacroPix is his first pub-

lished program.

Contributing Editor Tom Hudson is

the author of DEGAS, DEGAS Elite,

and CAD 3-D, versions 1.0 and 2.0.

He was head of programming with

ANALOG Computing from 1982 to

late 1985 before leaving to become a

free-lance software developer Tom

has written two previous articles for

START- 'Stealing the ST Printer

Driver" and "Swapping Art With

Other Computers" in issues 1 and 2

respectively

Tom's first computer was an IBM

1620 that he played with in high

school. He worked his way through

college teaching computer neophytes,

then landed a job as program-

mer/operator at a savings and loan

while earning his BS in data process-

ing. Tom lives in Mission, Kansas

and is a SYSOP in the 16-bit section

of CompuServe.

Tom Jeffries has been a profes-

sional musician for more than 15

years. He has played first trumpet

with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra

and the San Jose Symphony. He has

also recorded with Dave Brubeck

and on numerous TV and radio

shows.

Tom currently heads a company

called Singing Electrons that de-

velops and translates soundtracks

and music-related software for

microcomputers. He has written pro-

grams for the Atari ST, the Atari 8-bit

computers, the Amiga, the Apple II,

the Commodore 64, the IBM PC, and

the Radio Shack Color Computer

In addition to the ST version of

MIDI Magic, Tom is doing develop-

ment work for Dr. T's Music Software

on the ST and has written or collabo-

rated on CZ Patch, a patch editor for

the Casio CZ-101, CZ-1000, CZ-

3000, and synthesizers: Dr. T's KCS,

a professional sequencer, and Dr. T's

MIDI Studio, a sequencer for non-

professional musicians.

Alex Leavens and his partner,

Shirley Russell, have designed and

created more than 30 projects for

Atari computers and game machines.

One of their games, the parody ad-

venture Wombats 1, is currently in

the Smithsonian Institution. At pres-

ent Alex is working on an ST educa-

tional program for Jerry and Roberta

Pournelle.

Alex got the impetus to write the

START Desktop Icon Editor when he

got tired of looking at the ST's stan-

dard Desktop icons. "I brought in

the original version of the program to

START'S offices, and the editors said,

'Hey, this is great!' Then they paused,

and said, 'Ya know, there're some

changes you could make. ' So 1 made

the changes, came back, and they

said, 'Hey, this is really great!' Then

they paused, and said, 'Ya know. .

This happened four times, but the

final results are worth it. " Alex and

Shirley both graduated from the

University of Chicago with a B.S. in

Math and Sociology, respectively.

They live in Fremont, California.
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AUTHORS

Brian Lee bought his first computer,

an Atari 800, in early 1981. After

directing budgeting and expense

control for The Gap Stores, Inc. he

joined Synapse Software and estab-

lished the Applications Product Di-

vision. He worked on the design and

managed the development of Syn-

Calc, SynFile+ and SynTrend for the

Atari. In February of 1984 he took

over running Synapse after its acqui-

sition by Broderbund Software After

finishing the final consolidation with

Broderbund he left and formed Forte,

in conjunction with Mike Silva, au-

thor of SynCalc. Forte specializes in

custom hardware and software de-

velopment work for the IBM market.

Brian and Mike have completed

several dBASE projects and are cur-

rently working on a major consumer

FAME
AND

FORTUNE
Do you have an ST program

or article idea you want to

share with the fastest-

growing ST-only magazine

in the industry? Want to

experience the fame of see-

ing your name on these

pages and the fortune of

our competitive submission

rates? Then send us your

programs, articles, artwork

and Ideas on how to get the

most out of your Atari ST to:

Jon A. Bell

Editor

START
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Free author guidelines

available on request.

software project. Brian holds an MBA

in Finance

Daniel Moore, along with partner

Steve Ahlstrom, has written several

programs (or the 8-bit Ataris, includ-

ing Paperclip and SynFile. He is also

the co-author (with David Small) of

"The Amazing Mousetrap" in START

issue 2.

Dan recalls his first computer was

a Hewlett Packard 2114B in high

school: "It was the size of an extra-

large, legal file cabinet and contained

8K words of memory. It used paper

tape and a 30-line Fortran program

took three hours to compile."

Dan attended the Colorado

School ol Mines. "We were six

blocks Irom a Coors brewery and 1

remember waking up in the dorm,

opening a window and taking a

breath of Rocky Mountain hops."

Dan is currently working on the

Hometext portion oi Russ Wetmore's

HomePak for the ST. and on Paper-

clip Elite for the ST.

Howard Oakley is a doctor in

the British Royal Navy, specializing in

physiological research. He became

involved with computers over ten

years ago, and has since progressed

from mainframes to micros. He has

degrees Irom Oxford University,

Cardiff and King's College, London.

He served with the Royal Marines

Field Hospital during the Falkland?

Conflict in 1982, then in 1984 spent

nine months in the Antarctic, carry-

ing out research during the Joint

Services Expedition to Brabant Is-

land. In his spare time he has run

the expedition's database, first on an

IBM PC XT and now on an Atari

1040 ST.

Dr. Oakley lives in an early-

nineteenth-ccntury house in a rural

part of the Isle of Wight, UK, with

his wife and daughter. He particu-

larly enjoys walking, camping and

cross-country skiing, and has a large,

all-encompassing library of books

and software which threatens to take

over his entire house.

David Plotkin. another of STARTS

ST language experts, has written

countless programs, in both BASIC

and ACTION!, for our sister maga-

zine Antic. In past issues of Antic, he

has authored a series of beginners

programming tutorials. An engineer

at Chevron USA, David designs and

builds oil processing plants and

offshore platforms. David recently

had his first professional program.

Miniature Golf Plus (for 8-bit Ataris)

published by XLENT Software. Now,

he is busily programming in Personal

Pascal and hasn't turned on his 8-bit

Atari in months.

David Small has contributed a

wealth of technical articles to various

computer magazines, including Crea-

tive Computing, Antic, and the first

two issues of START ("Voodoo Com-

puting" and "The Amazing

Mousetrap" - the latter with Dan

Moore). He has three books, includ-

ing Guidebook for Winning Adventures

(Baen Enterprises, N.Y., NY) which

he co-authored with his wife, Sandy.

Their fourth book was released in

January.

David is also the developer ol the

Magic Sac (otherwise known as the

Mac Cartridge), a plug-in card that

allows your ST to run Macintosh

software. He has worked for several

computer companies and is now a

consultant, freelance writer, and busy

father of two children.
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and get ready to roll with 10th
nding graphics and true

w. 10th FRAME captures the look and
tf real bowling and sets a new standard of
tnce for computer based sports simulation.

Features include:

• Up to eight different players including league play.

• Multiple levels of play.

• Outstanding sound and pin action.

• Automatic scoring.

• Suggested retail price $39.95

ADER
LEADER BOARD
iUWilUikii

-„~jiting world of pr
LEADER BOARD. Featuring amazing 3-D
hole courses that demand strategy,

under par.

Attention Dealers!

If you wish to be included on our dealer

list for new product ii

'

special promotional n

call I -(800) 824-2549

ACCESS
: Software Incorporated



THE START

DESKTOP

ICON EDITOR
CUSTOMIZE YOUR
DESKTOP ICONS!

By Alex Leavens

K ck out those old file cabinets and throw away

yourtrashcan. With START'S Desktop Icon Editor,

you can replace your standard icons with whatever

you want—a scroll, a wooden door, or even your

favorite cartoon characters! Full GEM editing

capabilities! Plus a desk accessory loader—find it

all inside the ICON.ST folder on your START disk.

H Folder ICON. ST

on your START disk
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DESKTOP ICONS...

If
you've used your ST for more

than, say, thirty seconds, then

you've seen icons. What? Aren't

icons Russian religious artifacts that'll

get you tossed in the gulag after some

humorless KGB agent finds them in

your luggage at Moscow Airport? Da,

tovarischch. But don't worry, they're not

the subject of this article. What I'm talk-

ing about are ST computer icons.

Icons on your ST are the small, bit-

mapped graphics appearing on your

desktop shortly after you boot up your

machine. The first icons you see are

filing cabinets, representing your disk

drive(s), and a trashcan, representing

your file delete function.

When you double-click on one of

the drive icons, a window will open,

showing the contents of the disk in that

particular drive. The window then

shows the remaining icons: a folder,

usually a sub-directory representing

programs with similar functions; a pile

of paper with a dog-eared comer,

representing, say, a resource file, or sim-

ply program data; and a memo pad, in-

dicating programs executable from the

desktop-

Icons gained their present foothold

in computer operating systems for a

very simple reason; Human beings are

almost completely visually-oriented. In

the past, people used their eyes to espy

sabertoothed tigers from afar, and pre-

vent said tigers from munching on

them. Now, skip forward a few zillion

years to the computer age. Before icons,

people struggled with cryptic instruc-

tions on their PCs just to open files.

With the advent of input devices such

as mice, coupled with bit-mapped

graphics, pictorial representations of

computer hardware and software have

made opening files easy. Now you just

point and click.

But let's say you don't want to point

and click on a dog-eared pile of paper

What if you want to click on the

Banana Jr 6000 character from Bloom

County to run a program? What if you

want to trash a file by dragging it over to

the gaping maw of Sesame Street's Oscar

The Grouch? In order to accomplish

these aesthetic transformations, you

need a specialized program to alter your

icons. You need . . .

THE START ICON EDITOR
There are a number of files which make

up the icon editor, among them

ED1TOR.ACC, LOAD1CON.ACC,

MAKEICN2TOS, ICON. DAT and

ED1TME.RSC (see specific disk instruc-

tions in the sidebar and on the Disk

Instructions Page). EDITOR.ACC is a

desk accessory allowing you to do all

sorts of wonderful things, which I'll tell

you about in a moment. EDITME.RSC is

the resource file for the accessory.

MAKEICN2TOS is a program executed

at boottime by the accessory, and

fCON.DAT is the icon image read in by

MAKEICN2.TOS. LOADICON.ACC is a

small desk accessory that will load your

icons but won't let you edit them. In the

second half of this article, I'll discuss the

program take-apart, but first let's see

how we edit icons.

CHANGING ICONS
Whenever you boot your ST, one of the

first things it does (after loading in

GEM) is to load and execute any files

with the extender .ACC from your boot

disk. These are desk accessories, which

are really independent multi-tasking

programs. There are many desk acces-

sories already, performing such diverse

tasks as checking your spelling and

buffering files that you want to print.

EDITOR.ACC is a desk accessory that at

boottime, loads in a set of custom icons

from a disk file. Once your ST is tun-

ning, it also allows you to edit icons on

the ST desktop.

Figure J shows a typical icon picture.

By "coloring in" specific pixels on a 32

x 32 grid, we can form a picture. This is

what the desktop does-each of the

desktop icons is a series of on and off

pixels which combine to form an image.

For the desktop, these images are con-

tained in a file called DESKTORRSC,

which (in a ROM-based ST system) is

located in ROM.

RUNNING THE
PROGRAM.
At boot time, the editor accessory will

try to open a file called ICON.DAT. This

file should contain the custom icons

you want loaded. If there is no file

ICON.DAT, no icons are changed, al-

What if

you want to trash

a file by dragging

it over to the

gaping maw of

Sesame Street's

Oscar The Grouch?

though the accessory will still run.

Once your ST has booted, the desk ac-

cessory ICON EDITOR will be available

from the DESK menu. Clicking on this

line will bring tip the control panel for

the accessory. From the control panel

you EDIT the foreground mask, edit the

BACKground mask, CLEAR both masks,

CLONE (copy) the foreground mask

into the background mask, LOAD a

foreground/background mask set, and

SAVE a foreground/background mask

set. You can also LOAD and SAVE an

entire group of masks, which will load

(or save) one of each of the five types ol

mask sets. (For a detailed explanation ol

masks, see the sidebar.) Here's a break-

down of each of the six functions:
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EDIT: Edit the foreground

mask of an icon.

The foreground mask of an icon is

the actual icon picture-this is what will

be displayed for a normal, unselected

item on the desktop. When you click

on this option, you will be put in the

edit window, with a copy of whatever's

currently in the foreground mask for

this icon. (I'll explain the edit window

in detail in a minute.) Note: The pic-

tures you create using the editor will re-

main in the icon masks, even if you

leave the desk accessor)'. This means

that you could edit part of the picture,

exit the accessory, come back to it later

and your picture would still be there

(assuming you haven't turned off your

computer).

BACK: Edit the background

mask of an icon.

The background mask of an icon

performs two tasks. Before an icons

foreground mask is placed on the desk-

top, the background mask is logically

OR'd with the desktop surface. Thus,

whatever shape is in the background

mask will show up as a hole on the

desktop. Think of the background mask

in this sense as being a "cookie cutter;'

which will punch out a hole in the

desktop, leaving only empty space.

Once the background mask has been

used to punch a hole on the desktop,

the icon mask is placed here. This is the

normal, unselected state. However, when

you single- click on an icon (or drag

something to it, for example) the back-

ground mask comes into play again.

This time, the background mask

is XOR'd (exclusive OR'd) with

the foreground mask. This is

what gives us the "negative image" effect

when you select an icon.

Editing a background mask works

exactly the same way as editing a fore-

ground mask. (The edit window is dis-

cussed in detail, below.)

CLEAR: Clear the current images

from both the foreground and

background masks.

You will be prompted with an "Are you

sure?" message if you haven't yet saved

your current images to disk. If you have

saved your images, then the masks will

simply be cleared.

CLONE: Copy the current fore-

ground image mask (the icon it-

self) into the background image

mask.

You use this function primarily when

you're creating a new icon and want a

basic pattern to work from to create

your background. If there's something

already in the background mask, you

will be prompted with an "Are you

sure?" message,

LOAD: Load an icon (or icon

set) from disk.

Icon files are assumed to have a .DAT

extender. There is nothing about an

icon file that tells it which icon it

should replace. That is, you can create a

file icon, save it, and load it back in as a

program icon or any other type of icon.

Also note the program does not distin-

guish between single icons (created us-

ing SAVE of an individual icon) and

icon sets (created using SAVE of ALL

icons.) If you attempt to LOAD an icon

5et into a single icon mask, you will get

the Erst icon images foreground and

background. Additionally, if you select

load all and use a file with less than all

images, you will get error alerts for the

lllpill
liiiiiijiiiiiijjiiii;
.i::::1jb ::::ii_:

Atypical

Design gri
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A GEM™ among ST drawing programs. Very
friendly, but very powerful design and painting

program. A must for everyone's artistic or

graphics needs. Use up to three windows.
Cut & paste between windows. Free-form
sketching; lines, circles, ellipses, boxes, text,

fill, copy, move, zoom, spray, paint, undo,
help. Double-sized picture format. $49.95

Express yourself with PalntPro, the GEM-
based, full-page graphics design package.
Multiple windows. Cut & paste between
windows. Free-form sketching; lines, circles,

boxes, text, fiii, zoom, undo, rotate, invert,

help. Edit til! and line patterns. $49.95
PalntPro Library #1 -hundreds of clip art

pictures, 5 GDOS fonts. Fills 3 disks. $29.95

;l*a*

Wordprocessor with professional features

and easy-to-usel Full-screen editing with

mouse or keyboard shortcuts. High speed
input, scrolling and editing; sideways printing;

multi-column output; flexible printer install-

ation; automatic index and table of contents;

up to 180 chars/line; 30 definable function

keys; metafile output; much more. $49.95

deserves another...

ST Disk Drives - Inside and Out ST INTERNALS 3D Graphics Programming
Essential and valuable information lor FANTASTICI Rotate about

Includes Chapters on tiles, file Structures the professional programmer and ST any axis, ^oom in or out, and
and data management. Thoroughly novice. Detailed descriptions of the shade 3D ob|erts. Programs

discusses floppy disks, hard disks and BOund and graphics chips, internal written In machine language

RAM disks from a programming and a ^"iware, "0 ports, using gem, (commented) lor high speed,

technical perspective. Several fufi-length fn̂ !
8
'T
™™b

JL"- i^Z!.^
8
™!,^ W„^hKD

.,,...
r

. r1^
i

. , m
i H. Ions, error codes. CommGritud ti>ub graphics; shading, hidden

Utilities and tools to further explore the
| JEtirla . An [fldi£pensiblB reference (or line removal. With 3D pattern

ST disk drives. 450pp $24.95 your ST library. 450pp $19.95 maker & animator. 524.95

Optional diskettes are available for $1 4.95 each.

STTRICKSiTIPS CEM Programme Ret.
Fantastic collection ot pro- For serious programmers
grams and Info for the ST. needing detailed Intormalion
Complete programs Include; on GEM. Presented In an
super-last BAM disk; time- easy-to-understand torniat.

saving printer spooler; color All examples in C and
print hardcopy; plotter output assembly language. Covers
hardcopy; creating access- VDI and AES (unctions. No
ories. Money saving tricks serious programmer should
andtips. 260pp J16.B5 be without. 4l0pp J1B.U5

Atari and Alan ST are trademarks of Atari Corp.

GEM is a trademark ol Digital Research Inc.

Phone (616) 241-5510

Telex 709-101- Fax (61 6) 241-5021

m | you can count on

Abacus if!
P.O. Box 721 9 Dept. A4 Grand Rapids, Ml 49510

Other software and books also available. Call or

write for your free catalog or the name of your
nearest dealer. Or you can order directly using your
Visa, MC or Amex. Add $4.00 per order for shipping

and handling. Foreign orders add $12.00 per item.

30-day money back guarantee on software. Dealers
inquires welcome—over 2000 dealers nationwide.

(IRttt 001 ON READERS SERVICE CARD



EZ-ltack
The 20 Track Polyphonic MIDI Recorder for the ATARI ST.

With EZ-Track you can make multitracK recordings in real time or step time, save them to disk, then play them back in

perfect sync. Professional features include: Real time solo and muting of tracks, quantizing (auto-correction) of timing, instant

transposition of entire song and many others. Memory capacity is over 27,000 notes on the 520ST and over 63,000 on the 1040ST.

Retail Price $65.00

CZ-Android
The patch librarian, editor and sound generator for the CASIO CZ synthesizer series and the ATARI ST.

CZ-Android has set new standards for MIDI software in the pro music market, yet it is so easy to use with its mouse driven com-
mand structure, that first time musicians will be generating and editing sounds right off the bat. The program includes a librarian

system that allows over 20,000 sounds to be saved per disk, both numeric and graphic editing of all CZ parameters, plus the

amazing Android function that will actually program the synthesizer automatically. Using the Android command lets the

user listen to thousands of original sounds and select the best for immediate use or additional graphic-editing.

Retail Price $99.95

EZ-Score
The sheet music scoring program for the ATARI ST.

This program allows EZ-Track song files to be translated into sheet music
on the ST screen. User can add lyrics and chord symbols as well as

define the chart format. Most of the popular
printers are supported.

\
Retail Price $99.95

MIDI Cables
MIDI spec, cables in

5 foot length.

Retail Price

$4.95

;rl:;

(Jj)
Hybrid Arts, Inc.

11920 W. Olympic Blvd., LosAngeles, CA90064
Computer: (213) 826-4288 Main Office: (213) 826-3777



DESKTOP ICONS...
icons which have no data. This is

normal.

SAVE: Save an icon image

(or set) to disk.

This works the same as LOAD, except

that you're saving an icon (or icons) to

disk. Note: Whenever you save an icon,

a flag is also saved, indicating whether

this icon is in use or not. (The program

defines completely blank icons as being

not "in use") This flag is unimportant

lor single icons (you're not likely to be

saving out blank space), but it is very

important when you save out an icon

set. This is because the program

MAKEICN2.TOS (which is the actual

icon loader/editor) looks at the usage

dag for each of the icons it loads in, and

edits the icon based on that flag. Here's

an example.

With the icon editor accessory, I cre-

ate a new program icon, a new file

folder icon and a new text (non-

program) icon. However, 1 don't do any-

thing with either the disk icon or the

trashcan icon. (I haven't loaded any-

thing into them from disk, either). This

means that the file icon and trash icon

are blank, while the program icon, the

text icon and the folder icon are non-

blank. Now I select SAVE ALL from the

icon menu, and choose as my filename

ICON. DAT. What happens?

• The file icon mask is marked as un-

used, and 128 bytes of zeroes are saved

to disk.

• The trashcan icon mask is marked

as unused, and another 128 bytes of

zeroes are saved to disk.

• The program icon mask, being non-

zero, is marked as used, and the images

in the foreground and background

masks are saved, foreground first (64

bytes), then background (64 bytes). The

same thing happens for both the text

and folder icons.

ow, when MAKEICN2.TOS

is run (either from the

desktop, by double-clicking

it, or at boottime by the accessory), it

will attempt to load in ICON.DAT. Once

it does, it discovers the images for the

file and trashcan icons arc unused. It

then searches through memory and

replaces only the icons which are used

(in this case, the program, text and

folder icons).

USING THE EDIT
WINDOW
We've examined the main menu func-

tions of the icon creator Now lets take a

look at the actual icon editor built into

it. Figure 2 shows what our icon editing

window looks like. You'll notice several

things about our window:

• At the top is the name of the icon

mask we're currently editing, such as

"File icon Mask" for the foreground

mask of the file icon, or "Trashcan Icon

Background" for the background mask

of the trashcan icon.

• On the left of the screen is the actual

edit- window. This is the area you will

either PAINT or DRAW or make a LINE

in.

• In the middle top of the screen you'll

see three small boxes. The top-most box

corresponds to our edit window- this is

where you'll see a real-size image of the

one that you're creating. This is how the

Desk File Uiew Options
Editing Progran Icon Mask,

c PAINT )

c$>K$itt )

cLim- )

c CLEAR )

cIHUERT )

cUNDO )

rSHIFT )

cMIRROR )

( SWAP )

cABORT )

cEXIT )

FIGURE 2.

Your Desktop

Icon editing
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DESKTOP ICONS.

How the Desktop
Draws Things

Throughout most of this article,

I've yammered on about foreground

and background icon masks, with

nary an explanation of what the

darned things actually are. Never fear,

an explanation is at hand.

Whenever the Desktop draws it-

self, it does a couple of things. First,

FIGURE 1 Bac tgroun d mask
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it draws a solid background pattern.

This is the partem appearing when

there's nothing else such as an open

window or an icon to interrupt it.

On color monitors (w/ TOS in

ROM), this pattern is simply solid,

all pixels on (and, if you haven't al-

tered the desktop palette color,

Desktop pattern.

green). On monochrome monitors

the pattern is a little more complex,

and is known as a 'dithered" pat-

tern, consisting of one pixel off, one

on, one off, etc. Think of it as

hundreds of little checkerboards, all

linked together OK, the Desktop has

drawn the background. Next, it

Resulting Desktop. (Selected icon.)

WTm '
El

\yTv//////Aw/u
)Cfkw^ * :

rwrmmimu

Desktop punched with background mask. Final unselected desktop image.Foreground i k.
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FIGURE 3. Background mask. Desktop image. Resulting inverted image.
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draws the icon images for disk drives Step 2: GEM takes a copy of the

and die trashcan, and then draws foreground mask for the icon

any open windows. It's the second (usually just called "the icon;' and

stage of this process we're interested uses it to do a "replace" function on

in. the Desktop (See Figure 2). Notice

Remember: our icon image is how it's difficult to see the edges of

nothing more than a pixel pattern 32 the final icon- they just seem to

bits wide and 32 lines high. If we blend in with the desktop. Because

simply dropped this image down on of this, it's a good idea to make your

the desktop, without regard to what background mask at least one pixel

was underneath, the results would bigger than your image. That way,

be, at the very least, unaesthetic. This you'll be cutting out some "white

is what will actually happen if you space" around your image, so that

create an icon image with no back- the edges of it will be visible. See the

ground mask. It'll just get slapped icon images on your disk for exam-

onto the desktop any old way, and it ples of this.

looks very ugly. . . This is the normal, unselected

So what we need is something to state of an icon. But what happens

clear out a space on the desktop be- when you single-click on an icon, or

fore we plop our icon image there. cause it to be highlighted (like drag-

This is what the background mask is ging something to the trashcan, for

for Let's take a closer look at the ac- example). The same two steps listed

tual process of drawing the icon above are performed. Then a third

mask on the Desktop. (Note: To step takes place, which is:

avoid confusion, when I'm speaking Step 3: GEM takes a copy of the

about the desktop program, I'll say background mask, and performs an

GEM. When I'm referring to the ac- exclusive OR with the current desk-

tual physical Desktop on the screen, top image. An exclusive OR does the

I'll say "the Desktop") following:

Step 1: GEM takes a copy of the

background mask for an icon, and • If both pixels are ON, the result-

does a "replace" function with it on ing pixel is OFF

the Desktop. Wherever a pixel in the • If one pixel is ON and one is OFF,

background mask is ON, the corre- the resulting pixel is ON
sponding pixel on the desktop will • If both pixels are OFF, the result-

be turned OFF (set to the back- ing pixel is OFF

ground color, normally white), with-

out regard for what that Desktop The result is an inverse image of

pixel was originally. If a pixel in the the original pixel image (See Figure

background mask is OFF, then It has 3). Note that wherever the image was

no effect on the desktop (See Figure ON now contains whitespace, but

I). Note how the little figure has the three pixels (the "eyes" and

effectively punched a hole in the "nose" of our little figure) which

desktop pattern. were off are now ON.

icon will look on the desktop. The mid-

dle box corresponds to the other mask

of the icon you're currently editing.

Thus, if you're editing the foreground

mask of an icon, the background mask

will be displayed here Similarly, if

you're editing the background mask of

an icon, the foreground mask will be

displayed here. The lower box shows

what happens when the foreground

and background masks of the icon are

put together In other words: The image

which will result when you select the

icon. Where AND and XOR are logical

bit operations, the process used to de-

termine this window is:

{Foreground mask AND Back-

ground mask)

XOR Background Mask.

On the right hand side of the edit win-

dow you'll see eleven buttons. These

are: PAINT, DRAW, LINE, CLEAR,

INVERT, UNDO, SHIFT, MIRROR,

SWAP, ABORT and EXIT They perform

the following functions:

• PAINT, DRAW and LINE are toggle

buttons to select the drawing mode for

editing. The current mode is displayed

by the button in nonnal text- the other

two modes are displayed in lightened

text. Any of the buttons may be clicked

at any time. Clicking a button that's al-

ready active has no effect. When in

PAINT mode, pixels will be drawn in

the edit window as long as you hold the

mouse button down and move the

mouse Painting stops when you release

the button. The color you're PAINTing

in is determined by the color of the

pixel that you first click on. If you click

on a white (empty) pixel, you'll be

painting in black. If you click on a black

(filled) pixel, you'll be painting in white.

PAINT mode is useful for drawing large

outlines and filling in spaces.

For detailed editing work, use

DRAW mode In DRAW mode
you tum pixels on and off, one

at a time, by pointing to a particular

STaj/I The ST Quarterly



DESKTOP ICONS...
pixel and clicking on it, Clicking on a

blank pixel will turn it on, and clicking

on an activated pixel will turn it off.

LINE mode is used for drawing lines.

When you first click on a pixel, you

mark that pixel as being the starting

point of your line. Then, as long as you

hold down the button, you'll have a

rubber-band line that follows the mouse

around the screen. When you release

the mouse button, you define the end-

ing pixel for that line. The program then

draws a line between the two points.

(Note: Since the program uses integer

math in drawing a "best fit" line, it may

not always be perfect.)

CLEAR will clear the edit workspace.

You will be prompted with an "Are you

sure?" message

• INVERT reverses the current image

(black pixels are turned to white and

white pixels are turned to black.) Useful

for creating background masks.

• UNDO works intuitively and undoes

the last operation you performed. You

can also use the UNDO key on the ST

keyboard. You have 9 levels of UNDO,

which means you can undo the last 9

previous functions.

• SHIFT gives you the ability to shift

the entire image one pixel in any direc-

tion (up, down, left, or right). Very use-

ful for when you thought you had that

Image centered. The arrow keys on the

keyboard also activate this function.

• MIRROR allows you to draw with

mirroring on, similar to DEGAS and

DEGAS Elite. The best way to under-

stand this feature is to play with it!

• SWAP allows you to switch to editing

the other icon image. If you're editing

the foreground image, you would start

editing the background image and vice-

versa. You will be prompted with an

"Are you sure?" message

• ABORT will allow you to abort your

current edit, leaving the current icon

you're working on unchanged. You will

be prompted with an "Are you sure?"

message.

• EXIT exits the editing process and

copies the contents of the edit buffer

into your icon buffer.

In addition to the control panel fea-

tures, there's another function which is

not listed, but instead accessed through

the mouse. This is the "Area Select" fea-

ture, and is used in conjunction with

the CLEAR, INVERT and SHIFT func-

tions. Normally, these functions work

on the entire image that you're editing.

However, you can also select a smaller

area lor these functions to work on.

While pressing the RIGHT mouse

button down, move the mouse cursor to

the pixel that you want in the upper left

corner of your selected area. Now press

the LEFT mouse button down. (Once

you've pressed the left mouse button

you can release the right one). You

should now see a rubber box sitting

with its left corner where you clicked

the mouse. Now, as long as you hold the

left mouse button down, you'll be able

to drag the rubber box around. Once

you release the mouse button, the box

will snap inwards to the nearest pixel

boundaries and highlight that area. This

is your selected area. You can now use

the CLEAR, INVERT and SHIFT [unc-

tions, and they will only affect (his

selected area and not the entire image.

The selected area will stay in effect

until you (1) cancel it explicitly by

pressing on any area outside both the

edit window and the buttons or by

selecting a new area, or (2) Cancel it

implicitly by starting to paint, draw, or

draw a line.

As a final note, avoid selecting any

options from the menu bar when in

edit mode. To make updates more

efficient, 1 ignore most GEM redraw

messages. Hence, if something over-

writes the edit window, it'll stay there. If

you insist on trying this, any key (ex-

cept UNDO or the arrows) will force a

redraw and repair the window.

INSTALLING NEWLY-
CREATED ICONS
You'll note that once you exit the START

Icon Editor (from the QUIT option in

the main menu), none of your icons

have been changed. This is normal. The

Editor is simply an icon editing tool In

order to actually change the icons on

your desktop you must:

1) Create new icon(s) and/or load old

ones from disk.

2) Save out all icons, in a file named

ICON.DAT. (If you already have an

ICON.DAT file, you can save it out as

something else, and rename it as

ICON.DAT later.)

3) Exit the Icon Editor.

If you already had an ICON.DAT on

disk and saved your new icons as

something else do the following: Single-

click on ICON.DAT. Type the letter "X."

Type RETURN. You've now renamed

ICON.DAT to be 1CON.DAX. Next, sin-

gle click on the filename you just saved.

Hit IESCAPE1, then type ICON.DAT fol-

lowed by a IRETURN1. You've now re-

named your other file to be ICON.DAT.

4) Double-click on MAKEICN2TOS,

This program will read the file

ICON.DAT, and install the new icons

you've created.

Hurrah! You're finished. Now, let's

see how this stuff works.

HOW NOT TO BOOT A
22K DESK ACCESSORY
EVERY TIME
Also included on your START disk is a

program called LOAD1CON.ACC This

is a very small desk accessory perform-

ing only one function: It loads in your

custom icons at boot time Once you've

created a set or icons you like, you can

remove ED1TOR.ACC from your boot

disk, and replace it with this one. (Of

course, you won't be able to edit icons

then.)

ICONS, GEM AND THE
DESKTOP
The ST desktop icons are contained in a

file called DESKTOP RSC. which (in a

ROM-based ST system) is located in

ROM. Yes, you're right. DESKTOPRSC is

the desktop resource file. This brings us

to a little-known fact about the desktop:

It's just another GEM program, like any
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other k makes calls to the AES and VD1

libraries, accesses DOS. and reads the

mouse using evnt_multicalls. It has a

resource file, too, where it gets the menu

bar you see on the desktop, where it

gets other information, and where it

keeps all the information needed by the

desktop.

But, how can our program alter

desktop images stored in ROM? It can't,

of course. However, when you boot your

machine, one of the first things TOS

does is copy DESKTOPRSC down into

the low'memory of your ST Then, when

the desktop program is started up, it

gets its information from the RAM copy

of the resource file and not out oi ROM.

When I wrote this program, I

thought. 'All 1 have to do is find the

copy of DESKTOPRSC in low memory,

and change the icon pictures to what-

ever I want!" Unfortunately, it wasn't

that simple.

The first stumbling block is the fact

you can't predict exactly where the re-

source is going to be loaded. All of the

following things (and others) affect

where DESKTOPRSC finally ends up:

How many drives (both physical and

logical) you have, whether or not you

have a disk cacher program installed,

how many accessories you've got and

how much memory your machine has.

It's loaded into the general area at

0x10000 ("Ox" is a C sign for hex-

adecimal numbers)-but it can be

higher or lower than that, sometimes by

as much as 0x2000 bytes! This means

that we're going to have to search for it

every time we boot the machine.

MAKEICN2TOS does exactly that. It

loads in and then, starting at 0x50000,

searches downward through memory

lor the string DESKTOPRSC. Once it

finds it (and if it doesn't find it, there's

something seriously wrong!), it calcu-

lates the offset from the beginning ol

the resource file to the place where icon

images are kept. This is a fixed number

(at least for this release of the GEM
ROMs), arrived at through experimenta-

tion -this value is not one that Atari

guarantees to be the same in Future

releases This means that MAKEICN2.C

will not necessarily work with future

releases of the ROMS . . . but by that

time, I'm sure I'll have figured out where

the new icon images live.

Anyway, the problem of finding the

images in memory was insignificant

compared to the second one: The desk-

top program loads the icon images it

needs out oi the resource into another

area of memory, and thereafter doesn't

look at the resource unless it tells itsell

to. In other words, at boot time, the

Think

of the background

mask as a

"cookie cutter."

desktop makes its own copy of the icon

images, and never looks at the resource

file again, unless it absolutely has to.

And unfortunately, our changing the

images in the resource file doesn't

qualify.

Let me explain further. After some

fooling around, I'd managed to write a

simple little program which went down

into low memory, found the DESK-

TOPRSC, determined the offset from

the start of the resource file to the start

of the actual icon images, and then

patched the images to be something

else. I had no tools for actually building

a data file of images-the program I

wrote simply had a different image (a

floppy disk) coded into it, which it

used to replace the file cabinet image. I

drew the disk image by taking a piece of

graph paper, plotting it out, and then

converting that plot into integers, which

1 stored in an array But back to the

story.

ow I had this program.

which I would execute

from the desktop. Double-

click on it. it would execute, then leave,

the desktop would come up again. And

voila! there was the image I had stuffed

in-a little 3.5" disk instead of Atari's

filing cabinet. Great! 1 thought. I'll just

write a little desk accessory which will

execute this program at boottime. 1

won't have to change anything at all.

Wrong, wrong, wrong. 1 wrote a patheti-

cally simple desk accessor)'. All it did

event_timer (4000, 0); /* Wait

for 4000 milliseconds */

Pexec(My little program); /* Exe-

cute my icon program */

loop: Goto loop; /* simply wait

for ever, since */

/* desk aces never end. V

(Pexec, by the way, is simply a DOS call

that allows you to load and execute an-

other program.) Now 1 ask you: How

much simpler could things be? Not

much. And my accessory worked, too:

The machine would boot, the Desktop

would come up, and 2 or 3 seconds

later, the drive light would come on, in-

dicating my little program was being

loaded and executed. But nothing hap-

pened. The desktop icons remained un-

changed. What was going on? I exam-

ined low memory with a debugger, and

sure enough, my program was

working- the icon had, indeed, been

changed. So why hadn't the changes

shown up? And then to further con-

found me, when 1 exited the debugger,

there was my icon staring me in the

face! Aaaargh! What was going on?

1 finally figured it out: The Desktop,

instead of going to the resource each

time it wanted to draw an icon, was go-

ing there just once, copying the icons

somewhere else and using that copy »
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Can You Make Change
For A Duck?

Donald's mischievous nephews, Huey, Dewey and Louie, would love to

have a playground. And you know kind-hearted Uncle Donald -- he has a

soft spot for those rascals. Help Donald earn money to buy the necessary

supplies. Visit several stores where you'll practice money-handling as you shop

for playground equipment. If you don't have exact change, count out change

from the cash drawer. Then go to the park and play with Donald's nephews

on a playground of your own design.

For ages 6 and up.

Money handling, shape matching, logical thinking,

spatial relationships.

For Apple II+/Ile/IIc, IBM, Atari ST and Commodore.

At software dealers everywhere. ..or call toll free

800-M4-744H outside CA, H00-624-9S0S inside CA.

' 'Donald Duck 's Playground is undoubtedly one of the best educational

games ever devised.
"

- Commodore Microcomputers magazine

SIERRA

DONALD DUCKS

Look For Donald Ducks Playground At These Fine Dealers:

pSIERRA8

SIERRA ON-LINE. INC.

COARSEGOLD, CA 93614

CIRCLE 044 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Everybody Loved Radio
Until..

i scene from Ihe popular "I'm: l!i<chhikcr~\ Guide lo ihe Galaxy.

...television came along!

It wasn't just a coincidence that

"the Golden Age of Radio"
ended just a few years after TV
was introduced. It was evolution in

progress

.

Television's ability to deliver

visual action, rather than

descriptive prose, created a more
entertaining, more educational and

a much more fun and compelling

format.

Evolution is now at work in

adventure game software!

Ju.il n jew of ihe many Hpfira within Spun- Quest-Chapier One:

Look for Sierra 3-D Animated Adventure Games at one of these fine dealers:

Introducing 3-D Animated

Adventure Games from Sierra.

Software that adds outstanding

graphics and amazing animation to

text adventures. In fact, it's more
like being part of a movie than a

computer game. Each adventure

comes complete with a roving cast

of talented characters, a great plot,

dazzling special effects-even

elaborate soundtracks!

A scene from l!i? hiiurimn ia-t) pur/xly ' 'Spiift Qitrsi.

Sierra 3-D Animated
Adventure Games truly offer

an adventure experience with

which text adventures just can't

hope to compete. The superb

graphics and animation even

truimph over the best arcade-style

games.

It's the most fun you'll ever have

playing adventure games!

Discount Computer*

Witness the evolution of adventure games soon.

3-D Animated Adventure Games only from

#SIERRA

CIRCLE 044 ON READER SERVICE CARD



COMING
ATTRACTIONS

PACKTEXT
A text compression utility by Dan Matejka. PACKTEXT dis-

cusses the concepts of information compression and Huffman

coding.

BASICS FOR THE ST
Dave Plotkin compares BASIC languages for your favorite

computer.

MIDI SOFTWARE REVIEWED
A look at MIDI software for the premiere music composition

computer of today—the ST.

THE ST LIBRARY
Contributing Editor Matt Loveless lists his favorite computer

books—and why no ST programmer should be without them.

. . . and many other surprises!

All in the summer issue of START on sale in June.

DESKTOP ICONS...
from then on. There was no way to

force the Desktop to go back to the re-

source, ever The only time it would do

it was when you executed something

from the Desktop, like running a pro-

gram, or showing a hie. After you run a

program, the desktop decides whatever

information it has lying around is hope-

lessly scrambled, and goes and gets a

fresh copy of everything it needs from

DESKTOPRSC Of course, once it does

that, it now has a copy of your new

icon, and so the new image shows up

on the Desktop.

Unfortunately, there was no

method-no system call, for example-!

could've used to force the Desktop to

look at DESKTOPRSC after it had

looked at it the first time. And once I

phrased it that way, the answer became

obvious: Sure, there was no way to get it

to look at the resource again after after it

had already looked at-but how about

before it had looked at it? Was there a

way 1 could get at the resource file be-

fore the Desktop did?

In a word, yes. When your ST first

boots, there is a very brief period after

DESKTOPRSC has been copied into low

memory, but the Desktop hasn't yet

been executed, and thus the Desktop

hasn't had a chance to load the icon

images out of the resource. If I could get

to the resource file during that time,

then I could alter the icon images, and

they would be used by the desktop

from the beginning. After about a day of

experimentation, I came up with a timer

value for my desk accessory that was

long enough so the DESKTORRSC had

been loaded, but short enough so the

desktop itself hadn't yet read the images

out of it.

After that, it was relatively easy. I had

built a series of images by hand, and I

had a little loader program

(MAKEICN2.TOS) which would load

them in. Now what I needed was a tool

to let me edit those images, save them to

disk and load them later So, how long

was it going to take to write that

program?

Would you believe less than 48

hours?

PROGRAMMING
MADNESS: (Or, how to
write a 2000 + line GEM
program in less than 2
days)

know what you're thinking; There's

simply no way I could've written, com-

piled, and debugged all the code in EDI-

TORS in less than 48 hours. 1 admit it:

First, 1 stole a couple of the routines

from other places, and second, some of

the auxiliary routines (like the stuff

handling the buttons inside the edit

window) 1 wrote over the next several

days (bringing the grand total to 1 week

of programming). Most notably, I stole

sho_lform(), a very handy little utility

for displaying dialog boxes. 1 also stole

the basic shell of an accessory from the

Atari Developer's Kit, but 1 gutted it so

much only about 50 lines were left. The

fact remains 1 wrote, compiled and

debugged something like 1900 lines of

C code in less than two days (and 90%

of the code was written in a single fren-

zied 12-hour programming session).

And this points to one of the reasons I

like GEM so much: It's easy to write

effective, useful programs, in a short

amount of time.

WHAT IT ALL MEANS
Actually, there is no cosmic significance

to this program, but I've had a lot of fun

creating it and playing with my Desk-

top. You'll find the Desktop icons that I

use in the ICON.DAT file on your

START disk. Use them as a starting

point to see how to create little anima-

tion tricks (in particular, look at my pro-

gram icon), and just have fun. I hope to

see lots of custom icons floating around

soon! (Editor's note: For oodles and oo-

dles of the best icons, look on our own Antic

ONLINE Type GO ANTIC at any Compu-

Serve prompt. For more information on

CompuServe Information Services and Antic

ONLINE, circle 163 on the Reader Service

card.)

Lessee. . . I'll trade you two program

icons for a trashcan. . .

STaht. Tbi'STfjuiirU'rly 28 Spring I'm7



Drive for the

mm 1/4"

5 ATARI" 5
14

ST & PC
Unit comes complete with everything that you need!

Unique Design allows drive to read and write

^^^^^^^^^^ both 40 and 80 track disks with the flip of a switch.

Va.saxwsw"* ^"^^c

.

8K mootth: wmm&oty

/
11 _

\ SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

$279.95
V Paradox Enterprises Inc. 602-721-2023

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Corporation

CIRCLE 040 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Black Patch Systems
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ICONOGRAPHICS

The START
Ray-Trace

Construction Set
Awesome do-it-yourself graphics!

by TOM HUDSON CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Ray-tracing, the earmark of$25,000 graphic workstations,

comes to the ST. Follow Tom Hudson, author ofDEGAS
Elite and CAD 3-D 2.0, into a surreal spacetime, where

chrome spheres and checkered rooms abound; beams of

light are stretched through a 3-dimensional computer

world; and the Atari ST is pushed to its outer limits.

H Folder RAYTRACE.ST
on your START disk
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^^^ nc of the most exciting areas in computer graphics

M m today is the use of a technique known as "ray-

^^ tracing!' This computationally intensive technique,

though time-consuming, can produce stunning images, and

until recently was only practical on dedicated graphics sys-

tems with powerful processors.

Fortunately for us, the Atari ST has the computing power

and the graphics features which make ray-tracing possible on

a personal computer The images still take a while to calculate,

but the results are well worth it.

The program TRACER.PRG, in the RAYTRACE.ST folder on

your START Disk, will allow you to generate your own im-

pressive ray-traced images with a minimum of work. Its batch

control-file allows your computer to create multiple images

and save them to disk automatically (for a large number of

images, you can actually let your system run overnight com-

pletely unattended).

If you have a set of the LC Technologies STEREOTEK

glasses, you can even create stereo pairs of a scene for a true

3-D image!

ALL ABOUT RAY-TRACING

To leam about ray-tracing, you must think about how your

eyes normally work. Light rays from the sun or another light

source illuminate an object and are reflected in many direc-

tions. Some of these light rays eventually reach your eyes, im-

pact on the retina, and are relayed to your brain.

In computerized ray-tracing, it's a little easier. Instead of go-

ing from the light source to the objects to the viewpoint, we

can start at the viewpoint and "look" out into the scene. In

this process, the screen of the computer is an imaginary

plane positioned in front of the scene (see Figure 1).

This process is simplified by the fact that a computer

screen is made up of square pixels. We simply follow the line

(or ray) from the viewpoint through each pixel's location on

the screen and out into the scene When the ray hits some-

thing, we can check the color of the object hit by the ray and

place that color in the pixel the ray passed through. When

this process is repeated for each pixel on the screen, you have

a complete image of the scene

The interesting thing is, you don't have to stop with simple

objects. Using the mathematical formulas for the reflection of

light, we can make certain objects in the scene reflective.

When the ray hits them, we simply calculate the new direc-

tion for the ray and continue following it. Figure 2 is a photo-

graph of a ray-traced scene which contains three mirrored

spheres of different sizes, created on an ST computer. Note

that the walls (images created with the DEGAS Elite paint

program and the Computereyes color digitizer) are reflected

in the spheres, and the two smaller spheres are actually

reflected in the large sphere!

TRACER.PRG allows you to create your own scenes like

Figure 2. You can have up to 20 mirrored spheres of different

sizes anywhere in the scene, and you define the colors and

the images used on the walls of the "room." You also deter-

mine the position of the viewpoint so you can create different

perspective effects. It will create beautiful three-dimensional

ray-traced images in the low-resolution, 16 color graphics

mode. It will not run in monochrome mode.

HOW IT WORKS
To generate an image, the program creates an imaginary room

in the computer's memory. Each wall of the room is a 320 X

200, 16-color picture taken from a DEGAS picture file. The

ceiling and floor are both 320 X 320 checkerboard images

which are automatically generated. The room's layout is

shown in Figure 3.

As you can see, the room is a 320 wide by 200 tall by 320

deep area. The left wall is at X coordinate 0; the right wall is

at X coordinate 320. The floor is at Y coordinate 0; the ceiling

is at Y coordinate 200. The front wall (the wall you're "look-

ing through") is at Z coordinate 0; the back wall is at Z coor-

dinate 320. As you can see by the image in Figure 6, the vari-

ous walls show up in perspective, and the front wall is visible

only by its reflection in the spheres!

The program's operating principle is simple EourDEGAS-

format picture files are loaded into memory. Because aU four

pictures will be displayed on the screen at one time in the

Ihe program

will allow you to

create your own

ray-traced images.

ray-traced image, they must all use the same color palette.

This is a tough restriction, but with judicious use of colors

you can create very appealing images. The image in Figure 2,

for example, began as a Computereyes color digitized photo ol

a girl (the picture is available on the Computereyes demon-

stration disk as DEBBIE. PU). I loaded DEBBIE.PU into

DEGAS Elite and created a new color palette for the image,

placing the reddish skin tones on one end of the palette, and

an attractive violet color group on the other end. The DEBBIE

image was then "re-mapped" to use the colors I had selected,

and saved as the picture for the front wall. The three bitmaps

for the other walls were created with the same colors as the

DEBBIE picture and saved to disk.
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The color palette setup is important. The leftmost four

colors on the palette are used to draw the floor of the room,

with the first color in the palette being the brightest. Colors

and 2 are used to make the checkered pattern, and colors 1

and 3 are used to make shadows (shadows on color are

made with color 1; shadows on color 2 are made using color

3). Because of the way the program generates the images, you

should have at least six colors in the group making up the

floor (see Figure 4 for an example palette).

The best situation you can have when setting the colors

for your ray-tracing palette is to have only a couple of colors

with a large number of shades of that color. The palette in Fig-

ure 4 has only two main colors, but the brightness values

range from bright to dim. Having more colors can produce a

more colorful image, but may not allow you sufficient shading

ability. You'll probably want to find a happy medium between

the number of colors and the number of shades of each.

Once the computer knows which images it needs to make

the walls, it sets up a user-defined number oi spheres in the

room. The spheres can be any size, as long as they do not go

outside the room's dimensions.
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CREATING IMAGES

On the START disk, you'll find a file called EXAMPLE.CTL

This is an example ray-tracing control file. It's a good idea to

print the EXAMPLE.CTL file on your printer or load it into a

text editor program so you can follow along with the descrip-

tion of the file.

The control file is a simple text file which the

TRACER. PRG program uses to describe the "room" being ray-

traced and the contents of the room. Any line in the file be-

ginning with a semicolon (;) is treated as a comment and is

ignored. This is very convenient because you can add

descriptive notes to your control files for later reference. In

fact, the example control file already has comments telling the

function of the parameter line following the comment.

Lines requiring numeric input are entered very simply. Just

type the number you want to enter on the line. Don't use any

non-numeric characters. Some parameter lines will require

more than one value. In this case, just type the numbers,

separating them with a single comma. To enter a parameter

with the numbers 13, 200 and -30, you would type:

13,200,-30

You can edit the control file with any text editor or a word

processor which will edit program text files without doing

any text formatting (1ST Word is ideal, just make sure you're

not in word processing mode). Be sure to save the file with a

-CTL extension on the filename For example: TEST1.CTL.

THE PARAMETERS

The first parameter in the control file is a number that tells

the computer how many times to reflect the ray if it keeps

bouncing off objects. This value must be at least 1, and 1

recommend that you set it to no less than 3 for a good effect.

The example control file uses a value of 10. The more reflec-

tions you allow, the better your scenes will look, because the

spheres will reflect other spheres, which are reflecting other

spheres, and so on, producing an extremely realistic image.

The maximum value allowed is 10- Having a large number of

reflections means the image will take somewhat longer to

generate because the program must follow the ray for a long

distance.

Figure 4 is the color palette used by the wall images in the

example control file, which created the image in Figure 2. The

colors in the palette are numbered from 0-15. These values

are referred to in the next three parameters.

The next parameter is the "infinity color'' which is the

color register number (0-15) the computer will use if the ray

reflects the maximum number of times. I suggest setting this

to the darkest color in your color palette. The example control

file uses an infinity color of 15, which, as you can see in Fig-

ure 4, is black.

The next section of the control file is a table telling the

computer the relationships between the colors in the palette.

Specifically it gives the information needed to dim the colors

for each successive reflection. Each color register has a pa-

STari The ST Quarter!)
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rameter line which gives the palette color number used for

each reflection. The number ol entries on each line must

match the number of reflections specified earlier, which in

this case is 10.

Looking at the color palette and the dimming table, you

can see that the first color in the palette (color 0) uses color

numbers (no reflection), 1 (1 reflection), 2 (2 reflections), 3

(three reflections), 4 (four reflections), 5 (five reflections).

FIGURE 2

and 15 (black) for the sixth through ninth reflections, be-

cause there is no darker violet shade in the palette. The tenth

reflection will use color 15, the "infinity" color specified

earlier.

Similarly, the third color in the palette (color number 2)

uses color 2 for no reflection, color 3 for one reflection, color

4 for two reflections, and so on. The tenth reflection is always

treated as the infinity color.

As you can see in Figure 4, the palette has two groups of

color, a violet group and a red-orange group. Colors 0-5 are

violets, colors 6-14 are reds and color 15 is black. The red

group (including the black color), 10 color registers, gives us

the maximum practical number of reflections the palette can

handle. As you can see in the dimming table for color 6, the

dimming sequence is 6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15.

Each color in the palette is given a dimming table because

each time the ray reflects off an object, the reflected color is

dimmed slightly to simulate the light loss seen in the real

world. You must tell the system how all the colors are related

so that it can do the dimming automatically. This is simply a

process of looking at the color palette used by the wall images

and linking the related colors together, starting at the brightest

and moving to the darkest.

Another possible color palette is shown in Figure 5. This

palette has a set of six red colors defined for the floor (0-5)

and has two groups of other colors, [\vc blues and four

greens, with the last color in the palette set [or the infinity

color, black. To generate a room with this palette, the

parameters would be:

;Ray bounces:

6

infinity color:

15

;PaIette dimming indexes:

:REDS:

0,1,2,3.4,5

1,2,3,4,5,15

2,3,4,5,15,15

3,4,5,15,15,15

4,5,15,15,15,15

5,15,15,15,15,15

;BLUES:

6,7,8,9,10,15

7,8,9,10,15,15

8,9,10,15,15,15

9,10,15,15,15,15

10,15,15,15,15,15

;GREENS:

11,12,13,14,15,15

12,13,14,15,15,15

13,14,15,15,15,15

14,15,15,15,15,15

15,15,15,15,15,15
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In this example color palette and the control file entries, you

can see that the colors are grouped into reds, blues and

greens. Figure 6 shows an image created with this palette. Us-

ing this method, you can build custom color palettes contain-

ing several groups of color, in any order

The next parameter, which also uses the color numbers

from the color palette, tells the computer which two colors in

the palette to use for the ceiling of the room. The ceiling is a

simple checkerboard pattern made ol two colors, and is

created automatically by the program. In Figure 2, the colors
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used For the ceiling are number 6 (yellow) and number 9

(red)- Since the values given here are color registers, they

must range from 0-15.

The next section of the parameter hie is repeated lor each

frame you want to generate. This is the data that determines

J.) how many spheres there are, 2.) where the spheres are

located, 3.) what images to use for the walls, and 4.) the file-

name to save the ray-traced image under. If you want to gener-

ate three images, you simply supply this information three

times. The EXAMPLE.CTL file is set up to build two frames.

The first frame parameter is the observer's viewpoint. This

is a three-number parameter which specifies the X, Y and Z

coordinates of the viewer's eye. The X and Y values can be lo-

cated almost anywhere, but for most images the X value

should range from to 319 and the Y value should range

from 0-199, so that all the walls can be seen. The Z value

must be a negative value. The example control file has a view-

point X coordinate of 150 (just left of center), a Y coordinate

of 170 (slightly below the ceiling) and a Z coordinate of -450.

If the Z coordinate is moved toward zero, the perspective

effect becomes more dramatic; if moved away from zero, the

perspective effect is lessened. Try changing the Z value and

you'll see the change in perspective.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1G ii 12 13 14 15nnPDHBDDDDDBBM
UIOLETS RED-ORANGES

FIGURE 4

The next parameter is the number of spheres in the scene.

As you can see in Figure 2, this value is set to 3. You can have

as many as 20 spheres in the room (crowded!), or none at all

(boring!). For none, enter a zero here.

" X, 2 3 5 6 7 3 10 11121314 15

DDDDI
REDS BLUES GREENS

FIGURE 5

The program has to know how large each sphere is, so the

next parameter tells the radius of each of the spheres. In this

case, the spheres are 90, 40 and 30 units in radius, respec-

tively (giving diameters of 180, 80 and 60 units). Because the

room is only 200 units high, the maximum radius of a sphere

is 99 units (giving a diameter of 198). The program will tell

you if a sphere is too large to fit in the room. The smallest

recommended size for a sphere is a radius of 30 units, but

you can make them as small as you like (down to one unit). If

you have spheres smaller than 30 units, the program will run

more slowly to ensure that it does not "miss" the smaller

spheres. You have been warned!

The two

smaller spheres are

actually reflected in the

larger sphere

The next parameter is a list of the X coordinates of the

centers of all the spheres. These values must be such that the

sphere remains inside the room's limits. For example, if a

sphere is 20 units in diameter, the X coordinate can range

from 21-299 (placing the edge of the sphere at 1 or 319,

respectively). If a sphere's centerpoint is placed such that the

sphere hits one or more walls, the program will tell you about

the error, Spheres can overlap without incident, though -the

program handles it nicely, and the effect can be very im-

pressive!

The next parameter is a list of the spheres' Y coordinates.

This is similar to the X coordinate list, but the spheres' Y

limits range Irom 1-199 because the room is only 200 units

high.

The next parameter, similar to the X and Y lists, is the list

of Z coordinates of the spheres. The Z limits, like the X limits,

range from 1-319.

If you're generating a room with no spheres, just enter a

single zero for the X, Y and Z coordinate lists,

The spheres in the EXAMPLE.CTL control file range as

follows:

Sphere 1: X=70-250, Y=10-190. Z=70-250

Sphere 2: X = 200-280, Y=10-90. Z=30-110

Sphere 3: X= 10-70. Y=120-180. Z= 70-130

The next four parameters are the full file pathnames ol the

files for the left, right, back and front wall images, respectively

To make a full pathname, you need the drive specifier, the

folder names (if any) and the filename plus extension, in the

example file, all the images are in a folder called PICTURES on

drive E:. The pictures must be stored in uncompressed

DEGAS format (you programmers out there can modify the

program to load any picture type you like). All lour pictures

rpa ette so they look correct whei
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used together. If you use different palettes in your pictures,

the output will use the color palette from the "front wall" pic-

ture, and the other walls may appear strange.

The last parameter for the frame is the filename under

which to save the ray-traced image when it's complete The

image will be saved in uncompressed DEGAS format. Like the

wall image parameters, this parameter must supply the full

pathname of the file, including the drive and folder names (if

any). If you don't supply the drive, the picture may not go

where you want it. In the example file, the ray-traced image

will be saved as RAY1.PI1 in a folder called GRAPH1C5 on

drive C:. Before running the program, be sure the drive where

you'll be saving your images has enough room (approximately

33K per image).

This structure can be repeated as many times as you like

to create a large number of frames, each with different sphere

numbers, sizes, and even wall images. The EXAMPLE.CTL

control file continues on to make a second image, with a

different viewpoint, and saves it as RAY2.PI1. The STEELY-

BOINK! animated demonstration, which 1 created with the

TRACER program, used several different wall images in se-

quence to create an animated image on each wall. There are

30 frames total in the animation sequence, and to generate all

these frames took an ST 25 hours of processing. Fortunately,

the automatic nature of the TRACER program allowed much

of this processing to take place overnight, completely un-

attended.

One other convenient feature of the control file structure is

that those readers with STEREOTEK glasses can easily create

stereo pairs of the room for true 3-D images! Simply create a

control file that generates two identical frames, but set differ-

ent X values in the viewpoint (to simulate the slightly differ-

ent horizontal positioning of your eyes). For example, a good

left-eye viewpoint might be 150,170,-450, and a correspond-

ing right-eye viewpoint would be 180,170,-450, Stereo image

pairs can be created in under two hours and viewed with the

STSLIDE.PRG program (available on CompuServe's SlG*Atari

forum; type GO ATARI16 at any prompt), and the results are

simply stunning!

FIGURE 6

BAILING OUT
Once you start the TRACER program, it asks for the name of

the control file with a GEM item selector box. Once you tell it

which control file to use, the program reads the parameters

and checks for errors. If an error is found, the program dis-

plays the line with the error and tells you about the problem.

You'll have to re-edit the control file and re-run the program.

If there are no errors, the program begins the ray-tracing

process.

Before the ray-tracing begins, you'll see the screen clear.

Then, if you have spheres in the room, several circles fol-

lowed by squares will be drawn on the screen. This is the

program building the floor of the room with its checkerboard

pattern and circular shadows- This is normal. After comple-

tion, the screen will clear, ready for the final image.

If the Z

coordinate is moved toward

zero, the perspective effect

becomes more dramatic.

The ray-traced image will be drawn from left to right on

the screen, one pixel at a time. Go and get yourself a snack or

peruse other articles in this issue of START because the aver-

age frame generation time is approximately 50 minutes. You

can watch the progress of the program as the image is created.

If there is a problem (a misplaced sphere or the wrong

filename for one of the walls), you can abort the program

with the UNDO key. If you have a control file with several

different images, pressing HELP will skip to the next image in

the control file. If you have built a control file to generate a

large number of images and you want to leave the computer

unattended to do the job, run the program once using the

HELP key to skip each image. Each image's control parameters

will be checked and you can catch errors ahead of time. If no

errors show up, you can run the program again with

confidence that you will not get a parameter error.

After the program has generated the image and saved it to

disk, you can load it into a paint program to add text, touch

up the image manually or add details. Again, though, the pic-

ture is in DEGAS format. If you own another paint program

(eg,, NEOchrome), there are a number of conversion utilities

available in the public domain, or see Patrick Bass' Grafccm ST:

The Universal Graphics Converter (Antic, July 1986).

Have fun using the TRACER program. It really shows how

the ST's graphics can shine.
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DETAILS, DETAILS

If you're a programmer, you'll be glad to know the source files

For the TRACER program (TRACER.C and TRACEASM.S) are

included on the START disk in the RAYTRACE.ST folder You

can modify the program as you like, to load other types of

bit-mapped images for the walls or ray-trace other kinds of

objects. The source files are packed with helpful graphics

routines.

The code is commented heavily, so 1 won't go into labori-

ous detail about everything it does.

The first section of the program takes care of reading the

control file and parsing out all the information. This section

uses several functions to get the job done.

The getparmf) function retrieves the next non-comment

line from the control file and returns it in the specified string.

The ascinr() function converts a numeric string into a

WORD value. The iaparseO routine parses a string contain-

ing numbers separated by commas, placing the parsed values

into a programmer- specified WORD array.

The DEGAS-format images are loaded into four 32,000-

byte arrays by the IoadmapO function. All four images must

be placed into memory so the program can get pixels from

each as required. To load pictures other than uncompressed

DEGAS pictures, just change the code in this function.

R = V
1

+ ZN

Where;

U The ray's vector before reflection

N The nornal of the reflecting surface

R The rail's vector after reflection

V
1

The angle between the ray and the

reflecting surface's nornal

Once the walls are loaded, the program creates a special

320x320 bitmap for the floor, containing a checkered pattern

and the shadows of the spheres. The scene is lit by an imagi-

nary light source positioned directly above the room. The

floor bitmap is made by plotting the sphere shadows (circles)

onto the screen in two passes (necessary because the screen

handler won't plot beyond the 200-pixel height limit), copy-

ing these bitmaps to the floor's buffer (botbufll. then ORing a

checkered bitmap with the circles. Since the shadow circles

are plotted in color 1 (VDI index 2) and the checker squares

are color 2 (VDI index 3), the floor takes on color (no

You can easily

create stereo pairs

of the room for true

3-D images!

shadow or square), color 1 (shadow with no square), color 2

(square without shadow) or color 3 (square with shadow).

This is what gives the floor the proper shadowing on the

squares! Simple, but effective.

Actually, in true ray-tracing, we would follow the ray until

it hit the floor, then determine whether or not that pixel was

in the shadow of an object, but that takes a great deal of extra

time. This simple pre-processing makes the operation pro-

ceed much faster. Using the existing routines in this program,

however, it would not be too difficult to convince the program

to do true shadow-checking, where a shadow could fall par-

tially onto the floor and partially onto a wall, bending

properly around the corner! I leave this as an exercise to you.

Once the floor bitmap is created, the program begins the

ray-tracing process by calling the genframe( ) function. The

primary ray-tracing routine, genframe( ) calls the trace(

)

function for each pixel on the screen, causing a ray to be shot

through that pixel and into the room. The trace() function

returns the color of the bitmap (walls, ceiling or floor) that

was hit. The boucnt variable holds the number of times the

ray bounced off an object, and the genframe{) routine then

calls myplotf ) to plot the pixel's color after being dimmed by

the number present in boucnt.

The trace() routine is the code that actually takes care of

the ray-tracing itself. The movement vector for the ray is cal-

culated from the viewpoint to the screen pixel coordinates,

stored in the xi, yi and zi increment variables, and is changed

to a step value that moves the ray through the room as

quickly as possible without missing the smallest sphere in

the room This step value is set in the bigincsQ function.

Once the ray's movement vector is calculated, it is followed

around the room until it either hits a wall, the ceiling or floor,

or enters the bounding box of a sphere (the bounding box

limits of each sphere are stored in the minx, maxx, miny,

maxy. minz and maxz arrays).
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226 Lincoln Road
Miami Beach, FL 33139

WHOLESALE TO THE PUBLIC
BUY BELOW DEALER COST!

ICONOGRAP

ORDERS ONLY

1-800-233-6345

CUSTOMER SERVICE OR IN FLORIDA (305) 53B-1364

FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDEHS OVER $100.00

Orders undar $100.00 add $4.00 shipping and handling.

C.O.O. orders add $4.00 prices redact a 3% cash discount.

Add 3% for VISA/MC AMEX
Personal checks allow 2 wks for processing

ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 12:00 PM WILL
BE SHIPPED SAME DAY. Florida residents add 5% sales tax

Prices Subject to Change Withoul Nolice

v^
CIRCLE 0« ON READERS SERVICE CARD

Ray-Trace. .

.

• Allow other types of objects in the scene, such as cubes or

free-form 3-D models from programs such as CAD-3D.

• Perform true light-source modeling with shadows. This

would take more time, but is perfectly feasible on the ST.

With this technique, your image could have realistic shadows

(from single or multiple light sources) When the ray hits a

wall or the floor, cast a new ray from that point to an imagi-

nary light source. If the ray hits an object before it hits the

light source, the point is in shadow.

As you can see, this program could be the starting point

for a whole new branch of exciting graphics for the ST. I hope

you enjoy working with the program and generating high-

quality images. The ST is a truly worthy graphics machine-

let's see what we can make it do!

(Editor's Note!: As with the FujiBoink! program in issue #2 of

START, we are very interested in seeing what additions our readers

can dream up. Ifyou make an interesting modi/ication to the Tracer

program, send it to us at the address in thefront of the magazine.

We may run it in the magazine and pay you for it, to boot.)

REFERENCE:

BOOKS

Procedural Elements for Computer Graphics , by David F Rogers,

McGraw Hill, pp. 360-381

An Improved Illumination Model for Shaded Display, by Turner

Whitted, Communications of the ACM, June 1980, pp.

343-344

SOFTWARE
CAD 3-D 2.0 in the CyberStudio set

THE CATALOG
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(800) 443-0100 Ext. 133

$89.95

HARDWARE
STEREOTEK Glasses

THE CATALOG
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(800) 443-0100 Ext. 133

$149.95

COMPUTEREYES Color Video Digitizing System

Digital Vison, Inc.

14 Oak Street, suite #2

Needham, MA 02192

(617) 444-9040, 449-7160

$249.95
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Life doesn't sit

neither should your

still,

creativity.

Aegis Animator ST™
We combine three kinds of animation to create a versatile

animation system for your Atari® ST™ Metamorphic.

eel and color cycling animation may all be used together

or independently to build professional quality animations.

The program is both easy to use and powerful.

Animations are built visually on the screen using

interactive tools that make it easy to see what you are

creating. More advanced users can get extra precision by

using the optional command language.

Aegis Art Pak ST

Created by one of the top computer artists this collection

of images makes it easy for you to enhance your

paintings or create shinning animations quickly. There

are hundreds of detailed objects such as animals,

buildings, trucks, cars, plants, scenery, and much more.

All of the objects use the same color palette so they can

work together. This product is a must for any eel

animation enthusiast.

See the Aegis Line at your local dealer.

Can't find what you need?
Order Direct: 1-800-345-9871

Please have credit card handy when ordering by phone.

Name _

City ^ -Zip.

n Check Enclosed Money Order D VISA/MC

Card t Exp

Signature

Aegis Animator ST @$79.95 ea.

Aegis Art Pak ST rs29.95 ea.

California Res. add 6.5% Tax

Shipping ($3.00 + $2.00 each

additional item)

Total

Aegis Development

2210 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 576

Santa Monica, CA 90403

(213) 392-9972

CIRCLE 005 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Atari ST is a registered trademark of Atari Corporation

AECI*



MACROPIX
A PERSONAL PASCAL DRAWING

PROGRAM

by Dale Giarratana

M^L n object-oriented

GEM graphics program

written entirely in Per-

sonal Pascal, MacroPix

also serves as a

graphics macro utility

for animated title

screens and a source of

memory-efficient

graphics for your

programs.

5

Folder MACROPIX. ST
on your START disk
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I
can't draw a straight line; for that

matter, I have a pretty hard time

with circles, squares and squigr

gles. So, i turn to computers for help I

had wanted to try my hand at program-

ming in Personal Pascal, and a drawing

program seemed the ideal choice. It

would give me an opportunity to learn

many of the graphic-oriented GEM rou-

tines which were why I bought an Atari

ST In the first place.

Basically, there are two ways to store

computer graphics information,

whether on disk or in memory: direct

screen memory storage, or object infor-

mation storage. The first method is used

by paint programs like DEGAS or

NEOchrome which save the actual

screen memory-an array of the pixels.

This results in a disk hie at least 32K in

size. Object inlormation storage is more

complex and varied. There are several

methods, but the principle is the same:

object-oriented 'draw" programs-such

as EasyDraw or CAD 3-D -'record" the

coordinate and vector data along with

the commands used to create the draw-

ings. The commands are '"played back"

using the saved data, and the complete

picture is redrawn. For example, a line

can be expressed by two points and the

command to draw a line between those

two points. Unlike direct screen-

memory picture files which are always

the same size, object information files

vary in size, depending on the complex-

ity of the picture. Usually they are quite

a bit smaller,

MacroPix is an object-oriented

graphics program. Each time you exe-

cute a graphics command -whether to

draw a circle or to fill a box-that com-

mands special number code is added to

an array along with any necessary data

values (such as X and Y position coor-

dinates).

PROS AND CONS
The picture files created by MacroPix

vary in size depending upon the num-

ber of graphics moves made, but they

will usually add up to no more than

several kilobytes, as compared to the

32K of most paint program files. The

small file sizes offer a viable method to

include several graphic screens in an

application with little memory over-

head. Also, if you're thinking of writing

a graphics/text adventure, which re-

quires many pictures in one program,

this is the technique lor you. Sierra On-

line has been using it for years.

Unfortunately, whereas paint pic-

tures slap themselves quickly to the

screen at the speed of a memory move,

If you're

thinking of writing a

graphics/text

adventure, this is

the technique

for you.

MacroPix has to go through and redraw

each command. Depending upon the

complexity of the picture, this will

usually take more time than a paint file.

The screen redraw, however can be used

to your advantage: You can take the

redraw into account and create simple

animations. Although paint program

boo-boos may be painted over leaving

no one the wiser, draw over a mistake

in MacroPix and it will briefly rear its

ugly head during each redraw. But take

heart. 1 have added an editing feature to

MacroPix to take care of just this

problem.

HOW TO USE MACROPIX
Okay, spread out the magazine and

stick a paperclip at this place. We're go-

ing to do some drawing. Boot your

START disk, click open the folder MAC-

ROPIX.ST. unsqueeze and run MACRO-

PIX.PQG. (See the Disk Instructions

page for information on unsqueezing-

decompressing-the MacroPix pro-

gram.) MacroPix is very easy to use. You

could probably figure it out without

reading a bit of this, but it's always nice

to have some documentation.

You can run MacroPix from any

resolution. For our purposes, we'll de-

scribe an operation in low resolution

because we like to play with all the

colors. When you click and run Micro-

Pix, you will first see a title screen tell-

ing you to press any key. So- press any

key. (I'm partial to 1K1, some people pre-

fer IT1.)

You are now in the familiar GEM en-

vironment with a menu bar across the

top of your screen revealing the choices:

Desk, MODES, SPECIAL, and POINTER.

Desk contains any desk accessories you

may have loaded plus a title box under

the heading, MacroPix. Run your mouse

cursor along the other menu bars and

check out the options. Instead of listing

them all in order, let's just draw some-

thing and take advantage of each option

as we need it.w hen the program starts,

you're all set to plot

points. Move your

mouse cursor around on the screen and

click the mouse button a few times. Lit-

tle black dots will appear here and

there. (In monochrome these dots may

require a magnifying glass to see, but

rest assured, they do exist. Also, those

people with monochrome monitors

should ignore our upcoming references

to color. No matter what color we men-

tion in this article, you will see either

black or white. You're probably used to

this by now.) Now, move up to the

drop-down MODES menu and-yup,

you can tell by the check mark that you

are in POINT5 mode. This is the default

mode of MacroPix, along with the de-

lault color ol black. Notice the number

on the right of the menu bar This index

shows you how many graphics instruc-

tions you have stored so far Since you

are in POINTS mode, the number will
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remember?). You may also save and

load color palettes by using COLOR
FILES. Apart from the colors changing,

loading color files will not affect the

drawing in memory, Both ol these op-

tions use the familiar GEM file selector

box.

If you don't now have a whole bunch

ol patterns and drawings on the screen,

go out and scribble some, then come

back here when you're through. Fin-

ished? Okay, within the SPECIAL menu,

click on REDRAW, REDRAW clears the

screen and recreates your drawing from

scratch. Now, click on EDIT, choose AL-

TER DELAY, press [ESC], enter an

amount like 20, and press [RETURN].

Click on REDRAW again to see the

difference. This delay time is saved with

your picture.

Click on EDIT and choose EDIT

MOVES, This will place you in

a special screen showingjust

the first drawing move. Each click of the

left button executes a move until you

have marched entirely through the

drawing. At any point, you may press

(ESQ and be given the choice to EXIT,

DELETE (that move), or CONT(inue)

stepping through the moves. Should you

choose to DELETE a move, you won't

notice it is missing until you REDRAW

the screen. (Deleting moves can cause

some pretty strange things. If, say, a box

was originally drawn and later filled,

and you go back and delete the BOX

move, when the FILL move comes

along, much of the screen may be

flooded.)

If you just want to delete a portion of

your drawing, but don't want to do it

one step at a time, choose EDIT then

MULTIPLE DELETES. This will prompt

you for the number of moves you wish

to delete, in descending order (from

most recent to first).

Looking again within SPECIAL, DE-

LETE MOVE will perform the same

function as pressing the IDELETE1 key,

NULL MOVE is a feature primarily ad-

ded for those interested in creating sim-

MODE NUMBER COMMAND DATA VALUES
1 plot point Color, X, Y

2 line Line type, Color, X, Y, X2, Y2

3 outlined circle Null, Line type, Color, X center, Y

center, X radius, Y radius

4 outlined box Null, Line type, Color, X upper left, Y

upper left, Width, Height

5 filled circle Fill type, Line type. Color, X center, Y
center, X radius, Y radius

6 filled box Fill type, Line type, Color, X upper left,

Y upper left, Width, Height

7 triangle X apex, Y apex, X corner, Y corner, Line

type

8 area fill X.Y, Color, Fill type

9 3D box X upper left, Y upper left, Width,

Height, X2 upper left, Y2 upper left,

Color, Line type

10 3D triangle X apex, Y apex, X corner, Y corner, X2
apex, Y2 apex. Height, Width, Upside-

down triangle flag, X lower right

corner, Line type, Color.

11 add 3 to DP
12 add 6 to DP
13 add 7 to DP
14 odd 7 to DP
15 add 7 to DP
16 add 7 to DP
17 add 6 to DP
18 add 4 to DP
19 add 8 to DP
20 add 12 to DP FIGURE 1

pie animations. At some point, you may

want nothing to happen. A click on

NULL MOVE will increment the move

counter and delay without drawing

anything.

I think we've covered all functions.

Let's try a simple animation. Click on

CLEAR to begin fresh. Make sure you're

using solid lines and you have a nice

variety of colors in your palette. Choose

a blue from the COLOR screen. Go to

the FILL PATTERNS menu and choose

the pattern of quarter- inch cross grids.

Now, activate AUTO-FILL, select BOX

and draw a big, blue, grid-filled box that

takes up most of the screen.

Change to a red color. Turn off

AUTO-FILL (by clicking again on it).

Choose the solid pattern lrom the FILL

PATTERNS menu. Click on FILL AREA.

Now, fill each square in the blue grid

with solid red in some pattern. Spell

your name, or just snake around.

Remember, when you play this back,

the fills will appear in the same order,

one at a time.

Now that you have an interesting

pattern of dots, change colors again

-

maybe green. Select CIRCLE, find a spot

to start it, and draw a small (quarter-

inch, or so) circle. Click at the center of

this circle and draw one slightly larger.

Repeat this until you have a huge,

screen-filling circle. All right, we're al-

most ready to roll the projector, but,

first, let's get rid of the grid.

From the COLOR screen, select the

blue in which your grid was drawn and

change the RED, GREEN, and BLUE

values to match the background (proba-

bly 0,0,0 for white). Now, go back to the

main screen and choose REDRAW. If

the whole thing is too fast, choose AL-

TER DELAY from EDIT and try a higher

number.

When working with animation, keep

in mind that some drawing functions

work faster than others. Experiment un-

til you get the results you want. Pro-

grammers may want to use their draw-

ings in their own program. This can, of

course, be done. (Non-programming ar-
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MACROPIX...
cists can drop off here. Beyond this

point speak we computereze.)

FILE STRUCTURE
MacroPix stores picture files on disk in

much the same manner as it does in

memory; as a series of instructions. All

the variables stored on the disk are in

integer form (two bytes). The variables

are stored as follows:

TIME-variable used in the delay

procedure. (0 = no delay).

MP-Total number of moves executed

(number of values in the MODE array).

DP-Total number of integers saved as

data for the drawing moves (number of

values in the DATA array).

COLORS-red, green, and blue values

for the 16 colors. 48 integers in all.

MODE-integers put in the mode array.

Amount defined by MP
DATA- integers put in the data array.

Amount defined by DP

The MODE array holds a se-

quential list of the commands

executed. Each command is

stored as an integer value. The DATA

array contains information needed by

the commands in the MODE array,

such as the X and Y positions, fill color

and line type. (See Figure J.) Note that

there is not a one-to-one correspon-

dence between the elements in the two

arrays. In fact, the DATA array can be

six to seven times larger than the

MODE array because all draw com-

mands require at least three integers;

some commands even require more. For

example, a point needs only three

values, whereas a 3D triangle can't live

without 12. In many cases, 1 did not use

the most efficient method of storing

data, opting for less complicated code.

The table in Figure J documents the

MODE and DATA contents. The last ten

commands (11-20) are used by the edit

routine when you delete moves from

within a sequence. Rather than actually

restructuring the entire array for a delete

(which would have been tricky), the

program merely adds ten to the mode

value, creating a command which in-

structs the redraw routine to skip over

those DATA values. A delete from the

end of a sequence actually removes the

elements from the arrays.

Drawing the picture using all this

data is fairly straightforward. First, the

screen is cleared, then a command is

pulled from the MODE array. Depend-

ing on the instruction (for example,

draw circle), a corresponding routine is

executed. This routine uses information

from the DATA array to draw a line, fill

a circle, or whatever the particular com-

mand happened to be. The pointers to

the two arrays are incremented, and the

whole procedure is repeated until all

the elements have been drawn.

All this may be confusing right now,

but if you know anything about Pascal

you could probably look through the

Once you

(hoose AUTO-FILL,

certain drawing

modes automatically

fill in whatever

pattern you're

chosen.

source code to figure out how to use the

picture files.

MISCELLANEOUS
MacroPix is a very long program, thus

to go over every step would take far too

many pages. Instead, I will try to cover

the more important procedures and

techniques that I used. Many of the

tricks demonstrated by MacroPix were

realized only after long telephone calls

to OSS, the makers of Personal Pascal.

The technical support staff at OSS was

invaluable during this program develop-

ment and I must commend them for a

job well-done.

Personal Pascal has most of the VDI

routines already built into the language

but not all. Calls for seed fills or other

not-so-simple tasks were left out. Many

of these can be accessed by calling the

VDI routines directly. To make VDI calls

copy the procedure VDI_CALL, the

variables CONTROL, INT_INA.

INT_OUTA, PTS_INA. and PTS_

OUTA, and all the TYPE declarations

from the MacroPix source code. To use

this call you must first define the

integers-in under the array INT_INA

and points-in under the array PTS_

INA(suchasINT_lNAI01: = l) You

then can make the VDI call as follows:

VDI_CALL(command #, sub com-

mand #, number of integers in, num-

ber of points in, CONTROL, INT_
INA, INT^OUTA, PTS_INA, PTS_

OUTA, true or false)
;

The last declaration for true or false

depends on whether you want translate
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the points in (PTS_INA) and points

out (PTS_OUTA) relative to the current

origin (this declaration is usually false).

If the call involves the returning of any

parameters they can be found in the ar-

rays PTS_OUTA and INT_OUTA. You

will be able to find some examples of

the call in the program. If you need

more information on VDI calls you can

send a self-addressed stamped envelope

to OSS requesting information on VDI

and AES calls.

The Personal Pascal documentation

on using IO_CHECK and IO_

RESULT is a bit confusing. I found that

if you don't declare these commands as

global variables (.after the type declara-

tions) you will get a compiler error. To

ou can

run Macro Pix

from any resolution.

declare these as global you must add

the following lines to your global vari-

able declarations.

PROCEDURE IO_

CHECK(FLAG:BOOLEAN)
;

EXTERNAL
;

FUNCTION IO_

RESULT :INTEGER
;

EXTERNAL
;

You can now use the commands as ex-

plained in the manual.

The simplest way to write text to the

screen is the DRAW_STRING com-

mand provided with Personal Pascal.

Unfortunately, this only works with

strings. But what if you wanted to out-

put an integer or any other variable type

besides a string to the screen? The

WRITE command is a partial solution,

but the text can show up just about

anywhere on the screen. To correct this

problem, copy the procedure GOTOXY
into your own code. To move the cursor

make the call: GOTOXY (x-position, y-

poiition), where x-position and y positions

are the coordinates in character posi-

tions. The procedure then adds 32 to

the x and y variables and makes the call

WRITE(CHR(27),CHR(89),CHR(Y).

CHR(X)) ; to move the cursor to the x

and y positions.

Dynamic variables offer you a

powerful, albeit confusing, way to move

large blocks of memory for tasks such

as saving the screen. MacroPix utilizes

dynamic variables when it switches to

and from the color selecton and fill

selection screens. This technique also

provides a simple way to redraw the

screen after a dialog box. To switch

screens like this you must first turn off

the pointer range checking ({$p-}).

Then, you must then declare two type

constants as follows. The first one allo-

cates enough array space to hold entire

screen and the second sets up a pointer

into this array:

SCREEN = PACKED ARRAY

10,31999] OF BYTE
;

SPTR = - SCREEN ;

After declaring the type constants you

must declare two pointers under the

global variable table as follows:

SCR1.SCR2 :SPTR
;

To get the address for the physical base

of the graphic screen you make an

xbios(2) call. To do this add the follow-

ing lines:

FUNCTION PHYBASE :SPTR
;

XB10S(2)
;

You then set the pointer SCR1 equal to

PHYBASE (SCR1: =PHYBASE ;). Now
you may save the screen in memory by

the following:

NEW(SCR2)
;

SCR2~:=SCR1- ;

To restore the screen from memory do

the following:

SCR1~:=SCR2~ ;

DISPOSE(SCR2)
;

(Note: you must make the call DIS-

POSE(SCR2) ; before you can do the

save screen commands again.)

This is probably the shortest and easiest

way to save screens in memory. For

more information on this, contact OSS.

FOR YOUR OWN USE
If you are programming in Personal Pas-

cal, you can easily use the MacroPix

pictures in your own program by copy-

ing all procedures in the MACRO-

PIX.PAS listing that are labeled with an

asterisk (*). You must then copy the

MACROPIX-PAS global variable table to

the beginning of your code. To use the

loading procedure, define the string

FNAME to the file name of the picture

and call the procedures LOADSCR Co

load the picture into memory, then

REDRAW to redraw the screen in mem-

ory. (Note: You must delete some of the

lines in the procedure REDRAW as

commented in the source code).

REFERENCE
• Personal Pascal

Optimized Systems Software

1221B Kentvvood Avenue

San Jose, CA 95129

(408) 446-3099

S74.95
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A surprising thing happened

in 1982. Several of the lead-

ing manufacturers of elec-

tronic musical instruments, normally

iierce competitors, decided to sit down

together and develop a means whereby

their instruments could communicate

with each other They wanted to set

things up so that a synthesizer from

company A could drive a drum ma-

chine irom company B or even a syn-

thesizer from company C.

Why? Well, for several reasons. It

was, and is, very useful to have more

than one synth playing the same part.

You can often get considerably more in-

teresting sounds using two different in-

struments than you could with any one

instrument, a fact well known to classi-

cal composers. However, it's difficult for

a single player to play several instru-

ments at the same time, and rock bands

generally don't carry more than one

keyboard player

Hardware devices called sequencers

(actually dedicated computers; see later

in this article for a discussion of soft-

ware sequencers) were coming into use.

The problem was that a sequencer put

out by one company would not work

with a synth or drum machine put out

by another company. Sound familiar?

Synchronization was also an issue.

Drum machines were becoming popu-

lar, and many people wanted an easy

way to synchronize their keyboards to

their drum machines and vice-versa.

So, in a move that should be an ex-

ample to the computer industry, these

brave souls carved out a hardware and

software standard that defines exactly

how electronic musical instruments

should communicate. They named their

invention Musical Instrument Digital In-

terface, or MIDI.

Communication between musical in-

stalments and personal computers was

not the primary concern of the MIDI

developers, but since in reality almost

all digital synths, drum machines, and
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MIDI.

Connecting your ST to a MIDI equipped

synthesizer.

MIDI-in / -/MIDI-out

Atari 520 or 1040 ST

MIDI-in^ \ MIDI-out!—
MIDI equipped synthesizi

sequencers are dedicated computers, it

was natural that the MIDI standard

turned out to work so well with com-

puters.

HOW MIDI WORKS
Let's take a look at how MIDI actually

works. Suppose you have a MIDI-

equipped synth and have attached a

MIDI cable from the MIDI-out port of

your synth to the MIDI-in port of your

ST (see Figure J). Every time you press

down a key on your synth it will send a

message over the MIDI cable to the ST

telling it a key was pressed down ("note

on event" in MIDI jargon), which key it

was, and how hard you pressed the key

(The latter is particularly useful with

"velocity sensitive" keyboards, such as

the Yamaha DX-7.)

A different signal is sent when you

release that key. This signal will be a

"note off event" (logical enough), and

will also specify which key was in-

volved and, on some synthesizers, will

tell how quickly the key was released.

You can see that if your computer is

keeping track of these signals, and the

amount of time between them, it now

has a record of which notes you have

played and how long they were. The

software doing this is called a se-

quencer; I'll discuss it in some detail in

the section on software.

Now, if you have a MIDI cable run-

ning from the MIDI-out port of your ST

to the MIDI-in port of your synth, and

the proper software, your computer can

make your synth play back the notes

you played on the synth in the first

place. All the software has to do is send

those same "note on" and "note off' sig-

nals it saved, making sure it waits the

appropriate amounts of time between

notes.

Since MIDI sequencers func-

tion, in many ways, like tape

recorders, there are some per-

sistent misconceptions. MIDI se-

quencers do not "record" music like a

tape recorder. They record a series, or

sequence, of events: Note on events,

note off events, pitch-bend events, and

so on, that are produced by an elec-

tronic musical instrument equipped

with the appropriate MIDI hardware

and internal software. A MIDI sequencer

cannot record your voice, at least unless

you can find a way to equip your vocal

chords with a MIDI-out port.

The wonders of MIDI come from the

fact that the list of events you store in

your computer can be treated as data

and manipulated in many ways, just as

a word processor allows you to manipu-

late your words much more easily than

you can on a typewriter.

The MIDI standard provides for 16

channels of communication. This

means your ST could send a different

set of notes (in the form of note on and

note off events) to sixteen different syn-

thesizers, or even to sixteen different

sets of synths, with all of the synths in

each group set to the same channel. In

reality, such a system is rare, mostly be-

cause of the expense, and MIDI does

run into some trouble when it is

pushed that hard, but the capability is

there.

NON-PROFESSIONAL
USES OF MIDI
MIDI was designed for professional

electronic musicians, and has become

extraordinarily popular with them.

MIDI is such a useful tool, however, that

it was only a matter of time before it

came into general use. With syn-

thesizers dropping in price to the point

that you can buy a very useful instru-

ment for $300 or so, a lot oi people

who do not make their living by music-

are buying instruments and MIDI

software

An example of non-professional

MIDI software is Activision's popular

Music Studio. With the mouse, you en-
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i forMIDI-thru adapt.

Male 5-pin DIN connector to be plugged

into the ST MIDI-out port after the adapti

complete.

ter a series of notes on a staff and can

play them back either through the ST's

sound chip or through any MIDI-

equipped synth. The program is too

limited for professional use but is

highly entertaining and educational.

However it has quite a strong following

from music hobbyists, resulting in

hundreds of song files available from

users groups and bulletin board sys-

tems such as CompuServe and Genie. It

doesn't really fit into any category-it's

not a sequencer since it doesn't record

notes in real-time from the synth, but

it's fun!

Another clever use of MIDI comes

from QRS, the people who sell mechan-

ical piano rolls. They have converted

many of their piano rolls to MIDI data

and sell a program called MIDI Magic

that plays them back while displaying a

moving piano roll on the screen. I'm bi-

ased about this program, since 1 wrote

the Atari ST version, but 1 enjoy listen-

ing to George Gershwin playing my Ca-

sio CZ-101 while 1 watch his piano

technique on my computer screen.

There is a huge potential for MIDI as

an educational tool, but it's still largely

undeveloped. (Are you listening, soft-

ware companies?) MIDI also takes away

some of the need for years of intensive

training in the physical act of playing,

considered "paying your dues" by per-

forming musicians. The transition from

amateur to professional may well be-

come easier because of MIDI. The jury

is still out on whether or not this is a

good thing, but technology evolves

whether we like it or not, and music is

no exception.

MIDI SOFTWARE
The most important kind of MIDI soft-

ware is the sequencer In its simplest

form, a sequencer stores the sequence

of events (or notes) coming in over

MIDI so they can be played back either

through the same synth or through any

other MIDI equipped synthesizer.

Note that last bit. Once you've stored

the sequence, you can play it back over

any instrument or instruments you

want, as long as the receiving instru-

ment is properly equipped. This means

you can prepare a piece of music at

home on a relatively inexpensive key-

board, then go into the recording studio

with the best equipment you can rent

or borrow for the actual session.

Even more significant is the manipu-

lation you can do on the music once it's

stored. The best sequencers allow you

to edit each note of your music much

like a document in a word processor.

Missed a note? Take it out and put in

the right one!

In addition, with a good sequencer,

you can transpose the notes, "quantize"

them (take out certain kinds of rhyth-

mic imperfections), add dynamic-

changes (changes in the loudness), set

up repeating patterns, and overdub. You

could also record one line, or track, at a

time. Many sequencers actually allow

you to exceed your synth's capabilities

several times over

Although sequencers were

developed for professional

musicians, they can be just

as useful to amateurs. A good profes-

sional sequencer, however, can cost

several hundred dollars. Several com-

panies are selling "consumer"

sequencers for under $100; but as with

all soltware purchases, make sure what

you're getting. Some of the inexpensive

packages offer little or no editing. Those

of us who are not expert keyboard

players need more editing facilities

than, say, Jan Hammer or Stevie Won-

der Unless your fingers never miss

when they tickle the ivories, look for a

sequencer that allows you to edit in-

dividual notes. (Editor's note: The first

issue oj START included a simple sequencer

written by none other than Mr.jejfiies.)

There are some other, very useful,
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MIDI...
kinds of MIDI software, such as patch

editors and librarians. The sounds

produced by a synthesizer are deter-

mined by the "patch" the synth is set to

(the term is a holdover from the 1960s

when synthesizers consisted of modules

connected with patch wires; you set the

sound by plugging and unplugging

wires). Most synths will hold only a

limited number of patches, and patch

storage with plug-in cartridges gets ex-

pensive very quickly when the car-

tridges for some leading synths cost $75

or so apiece

Floppy disks, however, are pretty

cheap, and it didn't take long for people

to start writing programs to get the

patches from the synth and store them

on disk. Programs that do this are called

patch librarians.

Originally, patch librarians

just worked with a single

kind of synthesizer, so, if

you had 4 different synths you had to

buy 4 different patch librarians. That

got old quickly, especially since the syn-

thesizer manufacturers kept coming out

with new machines. So, somebody got

the bright idea of writing universal

patch librarians that could handle patch

information from a variety of synths.

This gets difficult also, since every synth

has a different way of storing its patch

data and the software companies have

to keep updating their software to

match new instruments, but from the

user's point of view it's a vast im-

provement.

Patch editors are often confused with

patch librarians, but, although there is

some overlap they really serve quite

different functions. Most synths are

very complex machines, and the proc-

ess of setting up a really interesting

sound on them can be extremely

difficult and time consuming, since they

only provide buttons (and maybe a

slider or two) for input and a tiny LED

display to let you know what's going on.

A computer, with its full screen dis-

play, keyboard, and, in the case of the

ST, a mouse, is a much better environ-

ment for editing the sounds or patches

to be used by the synth. A program al-

lowing you to edit patches is called,

reasonably enough, a patch editor. Some

patch editors even employ artificial in-

telligence principles, facilitating the cre-

ation of new sounds.

Patch editors normally include patch

librarian functions. They only lunction

with a single synthesizer, however, be-

cause the inner workings of each synth

are so different it is not really possible

to build an editor that will deal with all

or them. Some companies are working

on patch editors that can be co-resident

in memory and work in conjunction

with a sequencer, letting you have your

cake and eat it too. This is only possible

with computers like the ST, providing

large amounts of memory at reasonable

prices.

Midi

also takes away

some of the need

for years of

intensive training

in the physical act

of playing.

There are several other types of MIDI

software. There are filters that change

the data coming from one synthesizer

on its way to another There are compo-

sition programs that generate pieces of a

composition according to rules you set

out. There are score printing programs

that, while not MIDI-based, can read a

file from a MIDI sequencer and turn it

into printed music.

I suspect we've only seen the tip of

the iceberg so far MIDI has so much to

offer; over the next few years 1 expect to

see software which will allow us to do

things we simply couldn't have done

without it.

MIDI AND THE ST

The MIDI interface was designed to be

inexpensive and easy to implement;

still, it was a pleasant surprise when

Atari announced they were going to in-

clude it in the ST. With other computers

you had to spend between S50 and

$450 to add a MIDI interface

Atari did a reasonably good job of it,

too. They provide the standard 5-pin

DIN connectors forMIDI-in and MIDI-

out, attached to the internal circuit!")' of

your ST through devices called opto-

isolators which prevent certain kinds ol

noise which occurrs because of connec-

tions between your computer and your

synth.

MIDI GABLES
Unfortunately, Atari decided to get fancy

and included a feature called MIDl-thru

without spending the money to add an-

other 5-pin DIN plug for it. A MIDl-thru

port simply copies exactly what is com-

ing in the MIDI-in port, and sends it

through unaltered. So, if you are playing

on a MIDI controller keyboard that

doesn't produce any sound you can

hook up a synth which will produce a

sound to the MIDl-thru and hear what

you are playing into the sequencer.

According to the MIDI standard, only

three of the five pins of the MIDl-out

port should be used. Atari connected

the two signal lines (the third line is

used for shield/ground) from the MIDI-

in port to the two unused lines on the

MIDI out port. The idea was to provide

MIDl-thru, although such a non-

standard implementation should have

been called something else to avoid

confusion in the first place.

Atari's version of MIDl-thru isn't

much use without some kind of adap-

tor that will split the signal into a

proper MIDI-out and MIDl-thru, so 1
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have provided directions to build this

extremely simple adaptor Limited use-

fulness, however, is not the biggest prob-

lem with the "MIDI-thru" on your ST.

Not long ago 1 wrote a commercially-

available patch editor for the Casio CZ-

101, 1000, 3000. and 5000. It was quite

popular, but customers called us, saying

it caused their synthesizers to lock up

or exhibit other bizarre behavior. Long

discussions with Casio, many experi-

ments, and considerable hair-tearing

were to no avail. The worst thing was

that we could not recreate the problems

on our equipment.

Finally, one of the customers having

this difficulty took a look at the cable he

was using. Much to his (and our) sur-

prise, it had the two pins which should

be unused wired to the two signal pins.

Since the unused pins on the Atari

MIDl-out were sending a copy of the

MIDl-in signal, the handshaking re-

quired to exchange patches with the

synths was impossible. In fact, the effect

was so confusing to the CZ it locked up.

BI oth Atari and the company

v making the cables had

deviated from the standard,

although with non-malevolent inten-

tions. Both, however, assumed that no

one else would deviate from the stan-

dard. Unfortunately, they were incorrect

in that assumption.

There are two solutions to this prob-

lem. One is to cut the wires connected

to pins 1 and 3 (the two outermost

pins) on the cable you connect to the

MIDI-out port on your ST. The second

is to run down to your local electronic

parts house, pick up a few inexpensive

parts, and put together an adaptor that

will upgrade your ST to the proper MIDI

standard.

THE ADAPTOR
MIDI-thru provides a way to play one

synth from another without disconnect-

ing your ST. Let's say you have a synth

with a keyboard and also one

without- maybe one of the popular

Yamaha TX7 modules, or the new FB-

01. You've laid down some hot rhythm

section parts using your favorite se-

quencer software and your keyboard

connected, via MIDI cables, to your ST.

You want to try out some lead lines,

but you think they'll sound better on

your synth with no keyboard. With

MIDI-thru. all you have to do is connect

a MIDI cable from the MIDI-thru port

Midi

sequencers do not

"record" music like

a tape recorder.

They record a

series, or sequence,

of events.

on your ST to your keyboard-less synth,

set the sequencer to playback, and play

your lead lines on your CZ. The signal

will go straight from the keyboard to the

keyboard-less synth while your rhythm

parts are being played back on your

keyboard.

Of course you can accomplish the

same things with the right combina-

tions of cables and splitter boxes, but

MIDI-thru is a convenient and inexpen-

sive way to handle quite a number of

situations. With this adaptor, you can

add something new to your MIDI bag of

tricks.

This is a very simple project, but if

you have no experience with hardware

you will need more instructions than I

have space to provide here. There are a

number of books and magazines cover-

ing the basics of putting together cir-

cuits; if you want one of these adaptors

and don't want to go to the trouble to

make it yourself, I'm sure you can find a

TV, stereo, or musical instrument serv-

ice center to make it for you at a

reasonable cost.

You'll need very few parts to make

this adaptor: one male 5-pin DIN con-

nector, two female 5-pin DIN connec-

tors, and some short connecting wires.

It would probably be best if you used

shielded cable for connections, but I

used plain wire and haven't had any

trouble. The secret is to keep the wires

short to minimize the possibility of in-

terference. If you can find them, get DIN

connectors with solder lugs and your'

work will be easier

You should find a little number near

the solder connection for each pin on

your sockets. That number is the pin

number and corresponds to the num-

bers you will see in Figure 2. Make sure

you connect the correct wire to the cor-

rect pin and there are no solder connec-

tions or pieces of wire between the

pins.

You need to solder six wires to the

5-pin male DIN connector- the middle

pin (#2) needs two wires. If you are go-

ing to be fancy and use shielded cable,

the shields for the two cable sections

should both be attached to this pin in

place of two wires.

After that it's just a matter of

soldering the correct wire to

the correct pin on the

female 5-pin DIN sockets. Pin 2

(ground) on the male socket has to be

connected to pin 2 on both of the fe-

male sockets, either through a short

length of wire or through the shield on

your shielded cable if you are using

shielded cable. Pins 1 and 3 of the male

socket have to be connected to pins 4

and 5 of one of the female sockets (this

will be your MIDI-thru port), and pins 4

and 5 from the male socket have to be

connected to pins 4 and 5 of the other

female socket (for normal MIDI-out

operation).

Make sure you get all the wires con-

nected correctly, and make sure no
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MIDI.

Hole Octave MIDI# Hole Octave MIDI* Note Octave MIDI#
c g# 3 44 e 7 88

c# 1 3 45 f 7 89

d 2 a# 3 46 f# 7 90

d# 3 b 3 47 g i 91

e 4 c 4 48 g# 7 92

f 5 c# 4 49 a 7 93

f# 6 d 4 50 a# 7 94

g 7 d# 4 51 b 7 95

g# 8 e 4 52 c 8 96

9 f 4 53 c* 8 97

o# 10 f# 4 54 d 8 99

b 1] g 4 55 d# 8 99

c 12 g# 4 56 e 8 100

c# 13 4 57 f 8 101

d 14 a# 4 58 f# 8 102

d# 15 b 4 59 g 8 103

e 16 *c 5 60 g# 8 104

( 17 c# 5 61 a 8 105

f# 18 d 5 62 a# 8 106

g 19 d# 5 63 b 8 107

g# 20 e 5 64 c 9 108

21 f 5 65 c# 9 109

o# 22 f# 5 66 d 9 110

b 23 g 5 67 d# 9 111

c 2 24 g# 5 68 e 9 112

c# 2 25 5 69 F 9 113

d 2 26 o# 5 70 It ' 114

d# 2 27 b 5 71 g ' 115

2 28 c 6 72 g# 9 116

f 2 29 c# 6 73 a 9 117

f# 2 30 d 6 74 a# 9 118

g 2 31 d# 6 75 b 9 119

g# 2 32 e 6 76 c 10 120

2 33 f 6 77 c# 10 121

a# 2 34 f# 6 78 d 10 122

b 2 35 g 6 79 d# 10 123

c 3 36 g# 6 80 e 10 124

c# 3 37 6 81 f 10 125

d 3 38 at 6 82 f# 10 126

d# 3 39 b 6 83 g 10 127

e 3 40 c 7 84

f 3 41 c# 7 85 Highest allowable MIDI note number.

f# 3 42 d 7 86

9 3 43 d# 7 87 'middle "C" an the piano.

TABLE 1

wires can short out against each other at

the 5-pin DIN connectors. I tend to use

pieces of electrical tape for extra insula-

tion if it looks as if anything might ever

be a problem: Think about what a few

years of abuse might do to loosen things

up.

Now, put the sockets themselves

back together, and plug the male socket

into the MIDI out pott on your ST. The

female socket connected to pins 1 and

3 of the male socket should now func-

tion as a proper MIDI-thru port, and the

female socket wired to pins 4 and 5 of

the male socket is now a correct M IDI-

OM port. Be sure to label the two female

sockets so you know which is which

without tearing the whole thing apart!

With the addition of a MIDI-thru

adaptor, the STs MIDI hardware is com-

plete. A built-in external clock synch

would be nice, but we can't have every-

thing, and that's not actually a part of

the MIDI specification.

WRITING MIDI
SOFTWARE ON THE ST

The ST is equally well-equipped in the

area of built-in software. TOS provides

some functions that work very well for

sending and receiving MIDI data be-

tween the ST and another MID1-

equipped instrument. Usually a pro-

grammer has to write some very knotty

and time-critical code to a device called

a UART to send or receive MIDI; Atari

has taken care of that work for us.

Since C is the language of choice for

most ST programmers (and the editors

will probably be annoyed if this article

gets much longer), I'm only going to

provide information on accessing the

MIDI ports from C. If you are program-

ming in assembly, you'll have to disas-

semble the bindings from a C library
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(.something you're probably quite used

[o by now), if you are programming in

another language, you will have to check

your documentation for access to MIDI.

To send some information from your

MIDl-out port, set up an array or string

of bytes with the information like this:

static char midiinfoll =
j fill in your

MIDI data here);

/*80 byte maximum for

each call to MidiwsV

Count the number of bytes you plan to

send, and then send it like this:

Midiws(<;ount-l,midiinfo);

To get a byte of information Irom the

MIDI port, use the BIOS functions

BconstatQ and Bconin( ) like this:

unsigned char midibyte;

if(Bconstat(3) == -l)/*3

tells the BIOS you are

looking for MIDI*/

midibyte = (unsigned

char)Bconin(3);

Note that some C compilers will do

some very strange things with chars

over 127 when you try to do compari-

sons and arithmetic with them. Many C

compilers do not seem comfortable

with the notion of an unsigned 8-bit

number and will try to sign extend it

when converting it to an int for

arithmetic-thus making your 128 into

a -I 28!

These examples are oversimplified

and wouldn't be especially useful as

they stand. However, those of you who

have had the "pleasure" of writing MIDI

software for other micros will appreci-

ate how easy Atari has made these

things on the ST.

The built-in MIDI handlers aren't

perfect, and it is very common for mu-

sic software companies to rewrite them

for professional MIDI sequencers. For

most purposes, though, they will be

perfectly adequate.

MIDI CONTROL AND
DATA FORMATS
Now that you know how to send MIDI

data, you might want to know just what

to send to get your synthesizer to play

your favorite tune.

MIDI information is sent as a stream

of 8-bit bytes. Two basic types are

recognized: control bytes and data bytes.

Control bytes include note-on events,

note-off events, and several other kinds

(see the accompanying chart, adapted

irom MIDI 1.0 Detailed Specification).

Data bytes normally follow control bytes

and give the receiver information, such

as which note is supposed to be turned

on and how loud it should be.

MIDI distinguishes between control

and data bytes by setting the high bit of

control bytes and clearing it on data

bytes. In English, that means that data

bytes are always less than 128, control

bytes are always 128 or greater.

Take a look at the table of note

values (Table 1). You can see

each of the 127 different notes

allowed by MIDI has a unique number,

with middle "C in the middle at 60. If

you want to tell your synth to turn on a

middle "C then you would have to

send it the note-on event control byte,

which is 144 (if you are sending on

channel 1. more about that next), then a

60, then a number between and 127

that tells your synth how loud you want

the note.

MIDI allows for 16 different data

channels and four different modes for

relating to those channels. The modes

allow for a lot of flexibility, but in the

interest of saving space I'll leave their

details as an exercise for you readers.

Channels are a little simpler Basi-

cally, a sequencer can use the 16 chan-

nels to send 16 different sets of infor-

mation to 16 different synths or groups

of synths, while each group ignores the

info sent to the other groups. Since mu-

sic rarely needs more than 16 com-

pletely different parts going at the same

time (remember that each of the 16

parts can include multiple voices up to

the limits of the synths involved), you

can get a heck of a noise going if you

use everything MIDI has to offer.

In practical terms 16 independent

sets of voices will stretch the limits of

Once you've

stored the sequence,

you can play it

back over any

instruments

you want.

the MIDI data transmission rate (31,250

baud), not to mention the ears of the

listeners. It is very common to use

several channels simultaneously,

however

MIDI uses the low four bits of the

control bytes to determine the channel

to use for data transfer This means if

you want to tell the instruments set to

channel 3 to turn on middle "C" you

have to add 2 to the note-on event byte,

making it 146 instead of 144. Note that

MIDI counts from zero to fifteen instead

of from one to sixteen, so you always

have to add one less than the number of

the channel you want to specify.

If you go back to the table of control

bytes you will notice each type of con-

trol byte is assigned a number that is a

multiple of 16. This means you can add

anything up to 15 before getting to the

next type of control byte. A note-on

event can range from 144 for a note-on,

channel 1, to 159 for a note-on. channel

16.

There are several types of control
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Number Code* Description Data byte 1 Data byte 2

$80 (128 decimal) Note-off event note number
(See Table 1 for

note numbers.)

velocity

$90 (144 decimal) Note-on event note number velocity

(Velocity

usually deter-

mines the loud-

ness if your

synth responds

to different

velocities.)

$A0 (160 decimal) Polyphonic key

pressure

note number pressure

$B0 (176 decimal) Control Change control number control value

$C0 (192 decimal) Program Change program number
(you can use this

to change the

patch your synth

is playing on the

fly—the program

number is the

patch number as

your synth

counts patches.)

none

$D0 (208 decimal) Channel Pressure pressure value none

$E0 (224 decimal) Pitch Bend event value LSB value MSB
(only low seven bits from each

byte are used, zero pitch bend is

sent as 0, 64.)

$F0 (240 decimal) System Message (number of data bytes varies, this

is used for a variety of things

including the sysfrem exclusive

mode that your patch librarian

uses to get patch information

from your synth.)

*channel number is added to the num ber code, see text I or details.

Nate that all data bytes use only the \<ow seven bits.

TABLE 2 MIDI Control Bytes Status Bytes

bytes (the official MIDI spec calls them

"status" bytes). You can change the

mode, send messages that will be ig-

nored by any but a specified syn-

thesizer, send time pulses, and several

other things.

Confused? Good, join everyone else

who has dealt with MIDI. The point is,

at least some things are very simple to

do, and the others will become easier as

you absorb more information. The MIDI

specification is a powerful tool and,

while it has limitations, accomplishes a

great deal. The more 1 work with MIDI

the more respect I have for its origi-

nators.

If you want to do anything serious

with MIDI, you will want more informa-

tion. The best source, the horses mouth

so to speak, is the MIDI 1.0 specifica-

tion. There is a 60-page booklet that in-

cludes the original spec and quite a bit

of explanatory material called the MIDI

1.0 Detailed Specification. This should

be on the bookshelf of anyone trying to

write MIDI software or even trying to

understand the topic.

The price is S35, which is outra-

geous for a 60-page booklet, but I as-

sume that part of the price goes to pay

for the phone line and staff that are

maintained by the International MIDI

Association. To get a copy, write the In-

ternational MIDI Association, 11857

Hartsook St., North Hollywood, CA

91607 (818) 505-8964.

Several magazines offer strong

coverage of MIDI. The most

important is Keyboard Maga-

zine, which publishes columns about

MIDI constantly, often by the people

who wrote the specification in the first

place. Two other magazines to look for

are Keyboards, Computers, and Software

and Electronic Musician. There is also a

BBS called PAN, which specializes in

the arts. Their number is

800-336-0437.

If you can find a copy, I wrote a sim-

ple sequencer for the first issue of

START (Summer 1986), illustrating the

use of the MIDI ports. Also, 1 wrote an

article appearing in the March, 1986 is-

sue of Antic Magazine which discusses

MIDI control and data bytes.

CONCLUSIONS
MIDI has become an indispensable tool

for many performing musicians; for am-

ateur musicians, MIDI can be both valu-

able and enjoyable. It offers the ability

to do more with less, and that's one of

the things we all hope to get from new

microcomputing technology.

This article, long as it is, could only

begin to talk about all of the ramifica-

tions of the MIDI standard. 1 hope your

interest will be sparked and you will

continue to investigate MIDI, since I

think it will enhance your musical ex-

perience whether you are an amateur, a

professional musician or a pro-

grammer
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A SAMPLING OF
MIDI SOFTWARE
Compiled by Heidi Brumbaugh

Editorial Assistant

Acti vision

2350 Bayshore Parkway

Mountain View, CA 94039

(415)960-0410

The Music Studio ($59.95),

designed by Audio Light, will let you

create, edit and playback music from

15 different instruments.

CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Audio Light

146 Town Terrace

Los Gatos, CA 95030

(415) 344-4610

Compatible with their earlier Music

Studio (see Activision, above), Audio

Light plans to release the more

powerful MIDI Studio in the first

quarter of 1987 for under $100.

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Beam Team
6100 Adeline St.

Oakland, CA 94608

(415) 658-3208

This company's series of products

includes a sequencer, Transform

Xtrack ($149.95), an editor/librarian,

Transform Xsyn ($99.95) and a

GEM-based mouse editor, Transform

Xnotes ($199.95).

CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dr. T's Music Software

66 Louise Rd.

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617) 244-6954

Dr T's large base of MIDI software in-

cludes their Keyboard Controlled

Sequencer ($195), the MIDI

Recording Studio ($39), and the CZ

Patch Librarian ($99).

CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Electronic Music Publishing

House

2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 488

Santa Monica, CA 90403

(213)455-2025

As well as MIDIPLAY for Atari ST

($49.95), this company is releasing

MIDI Editor ($89.95). They also

have a collection of Musidisks rang-

ing from Bach to the Beatles, as well

as a selection of Disney songs, for

S19.95 each.

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hybrid Arts

11920 W.Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90064

(213)826-3777

Hybrid Arts has a collection of both

hardware and software products for

the electronic musician of any level.

Hardware selection includes ADAP
($1995), an input/output signal

processor. They have a patch editor

for the Casio CZ series, CZ-Android

($99.95) and DX-Android ST

($199.95) for the Yamaha DX series.

The December 1986 issue of Antic

calls EZ-Track ST ($65.00) "an excel-

lent, simple program" This is a good

package to start out with; after you

grow more comfortable with MIDI

you can upgrade to Sync-Track for

$375 or SMPTE-Track for $575. Hy-

brid Arts also sells MIDI cables

($4.95).

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

XLEnt

P.O. Box 5228

Springfield, VA 22150

(703) 644-8881

Len Dorfman and Dennis Young

designed ST Music Box ($49.95) for

the beginner.

CIRCLE 1B6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Key Clique

3960 Laurel Canyon Blvd.,

Suite 374

Studio City, CA 91604

(818) 905-9136 technical support

(801) 566-1683 orders

Key Clique's SYS/EX ($150) is a user-

upgradeable patch librarian.

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Micro W Distributing

1342B Route 23

Butler, NJ 07405

(201) 838-9027

Remember the old piano player rolls?

This enterprising company has taken

some of the music from that genre

and put it on disks of six songs each,

available for $19.95. You can play the

music using either their MIDI Magic

($39.95) or START'S own 'A MIDI Se-

quencer" by Tom Jeffries (issue 1).

CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDI Soft

P.O. Box 1000

Bellevue, WA 98009

(206) 827-0750

MIDISoft Studio ($99), formerly

known as Metatrack, might be what

you're looking for if you want a low-

priced, full-featured sequencer.

CIRCtE 1B3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Steinberg Research

distributed by:

Russ Jones Marketing Group

17700 RaymerSt. Suite 1001

Northridge, CA9132

(818) 993-4091

Steinberg Research, a German soft-

ware company, designs Pro 24

($295) and Pro Creator ($240), two

professional-level sequencers mar-

keted in the U.S.

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

An in-depth look at ST MIDI software, both consumer and professional, will appear in an upcoming issue of START.
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CSS/APEX mE 68000 SOURCE

The MARKET LEADER IN EUROPE
for software is bringing their software for the ST & Amiga to America.

Now available are two of Europe's hottest sellers. Find out what the

Europeans are raving about, order yours now.

DEEP SPACE
A strategy arcade simulation

with dazzling graphics.

&

ARENA
A life like athletic animatio

of Olympic type Decathalo

events.

~IHI

Be First - Order Yours Now
See what Europe is RAVING about

And they're available at popular prices!

)

FOR THE

ST & AMIGA

5^V ipV is^y^ i

i

COMPUTER | SEISurcesSOFTWARE
SERVICE

CIRCLE 014 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PRINTER DRIVERS
THE EASYWAY

A DEGAS PRINTER DRIVER
MAKER PROGRAM

by TOM HUDSON
Contributing Editor

If
you've ever tried coding some-

thing as complex as a screen

dump program in 68000 assem-

bly language, you've probably come out

of the experience with:

Less hair on your head and fist-sized

balls of same on the floor,

A peerless command of four-

character words,

A familiarity with the little "cherry

bomb" icons that enables you to draw

them perfectly, down to the last pixel,

weeks later.

I know 1 have.

Writing screen-dump printer drivers

is not fun. I don't like doing it. I'd rather

be doing fun things like coding ray-

tracing graphics demos. Really.

I know most START readers aren't

thrilled with trying to write their own

screen dump routines, either Since

writing the printer driver installer pro-

gram in START (see "Stealing the ST

Printer Driver", START #1, Summer

1986), I keep getting calls from the tech-

nical stafl saying, "Hey, somebody with

mrtuck with on oddball printer for your ST? Weep

no more. If you're having trouble finding a DEGAS

printer driver for it, then this program should cure

your pin-head blues. Just open the folder marked

PRINTER.ST on your START disk, and you'll soon

be able to custom-design your own driver, no mat-

ter what printer you have.

a Froon 2000 printer with a 19-pin

printhead wants to know how to

modify the Epson driver ..." I usually

crackle cellophane over the phone

mouthpiece to simulate a bad connec-

tion and pull the cord from the wall.

After I plug the phone back in

several hours later, the technical staff at

Batteries Included will call. "Customer

Support says people are asking for a

printer driver for the Froon 1999

printer (which, incidentally, is com-

pletely different from the Froon 2000).

Want to write one?" 1 feign ignorance of

the ST altogether ("520 what?!"), tell

them my name is Attila Freen and that

they have the wrong number, and hang

up

You can only run for so long before

the inexorable forces of the universe

catch up with you,

1 was in the mood to buy something

one day recently, and that something

was a 24-pin NEC P6 printer Of course,

what good is a 24-pin printer without

screen dump software? Naturally none

of the previous printer drivers 1 had

M Folder PRINTER. ST

on your START disk
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DRIVERS...
written could be easily modified to

work with 24 pins, so I was stuck. I was

going to have to sit down and write a

driver for it. Not only was 1 going to

have to write one driver, but since I

wanted printouts in six different sizes, I

had to write three (two sizes per driver)!

That meant lots of hair to vacuum,

neighbors complaining about the noise,

and literally hundreds of cherry bombs!

ttcchJ

Reluctantly, 1 sat down and started

flowcharting the driver code. Suddenly,

and without warning, it became readily

apparent that the code could be set up

so, with changes to appropriate con-

stants throughout the code, it would

work with just about any printer. I was

saved! 1 could have all three of my

drivers with a miniumum of effort. Bat-

teries Included Customer Support

would get off my back. The guys at

START would do flip-flops!

The code sprung from my brain and

into the computer and worked the first

time.

Actually, I pulled out my hair and

cursed and watched a lot oi cherry

bombs dance across my screen for the

next few days, but it was worth it.

(Editor's note: The following program can

be used in conjunction with Danel Ander-

son's "Black And White in Color: Capturing

Your STs Graphics On Print And Film".)

THE PROGRAM
What we have here is a program that

writes printer drivers for you. The nov-

ice computer user can probably do all

the necessary research on the desired

printer and create a working driver in

half an hour. 1 personally know of com-

puter experts who have done it in five

minutes. These are estimates only; your

actual time may vary.

The program works with any printer

having from 1 to 24 pins in the print-

head (I probably would have just taken

the easy way out and done it for 8-pin

printers, but hey—my printer had 24.

And 1 wasn't about to custom-code

three drivers. No way.).

It will build drivers that will print

screen dumps all the way up to 4160

printer pixels wide, if you have a wide-

carriage printer. (Posters, anyone?)

The main limitation is it works

with printers which use an

Epson-style command format.

That is, for each pass of the print head,

you tell it how many bytes there will be

Top bit! I HIE Hunber of pins; 8L Pattern scaling factor: 1

Printer initialization string:

128 10
64 20
32 40
16 80
80 16

40 32

20 64

10 128Q

FIGURE 2

in the graphics data, then send that

number of data bytes. Printers like some

members of the Okidata Microline

series, which use strange and bizarre

control codes that can't be included in

the graphics data, won't work. Back to

hair-pulling. Most printers these days

use the Epson method, so that isn't a

huge limitation.

You can customize your drivers to do

just about anything. If you want a form

feed before the dump, you can do it. If

you want a form feed after the dump,

you can do that, too. Want funny spac-

ing? You've got it. It won't paint ceilings.

It won't wash windows.

GET IN AND DRIVE
To make your own drivers, just double-

click on the PRNTMAKE PRG icon

while running in medium or high reso-

lution. Low resolution does not allow

the large dialogs to fit on the screen, and

if you try running in low-res, you'll get a

rude message.

You'll soon be greeted by a dialog

box which gives the program credits

and gives you the option of continuing

or bailing out. You can quit if you want,

but I'm clicking on the "Continue"

button.

The first dialog you'll see is shown in

Figure I. This is general data for the

printer and information it needs to in-

itialize itself.

Now is a good time to get out your

printer's manual. A short prayer

STaut The ST Quarterly



wouldn't hurt, either

The first section of the dialog, which

lets you tell the program about the

orientation of your print head (actually,

the printer's), is the trickiest part of this

dialog. Your print head can have one of

two orientations, with the 128 bit on

the top, or the 1 bit on the top. Take a

look at the "Graphics" section of your

manual, and look for a diagram similar

to that in Figure 2. Figure 2a has the 128

bit at the top, and Figure 2b has the 1 bit

at the top. With your mouse, click on

the appropriate button to select the top

bit of the head. Most printers I've used

(Epson, NEC, etc.) have a head with a

top bit of 128, Printers like the

C.ltoh/Prowriter 8510 series have a top

bit of 1.

Next, you need to set the number of

pins in the print head. Once again, con-

sult your printer manual. This will

usually be 8, 16 or 24 pins, just type in

the number ol pins (the default is 8).

You can

only run for so

long before the

inexorable forces

of the universe

catch up with you.

You can use any number up to the max-

imum used by the printer, but the pro-

gram is most efficient if you use all of

the pins in the print head.

The next data held in the dialog,

"Pattern scaling factor' allows you to

change the size of the pattern used to

represent gray-scale in color printouts. I

recommend leaving this value at one,

but if you have a 24-pin printer which

runs its pixels together at small scaling

factors, you can increase this value, Sim-

pi)' move the cursor to the field with

the up- or down-arrow keys or by click-

ing the mouse on the number. This

value can range from one to nine.

Finally, you need to input a string of

numeric values necessary to initialize

the printer and set the line feed length.

This string is simply a group of decimal

numbers (not hexadecimal or binary)

separated by commas, like so:

27,64,27,51,24

This is the initialization string for the

NEC P6. The 27,64 is an IESC1 @.

which initializes the printer to its

power-up settings. The 27,51 is an IESCI

3, which is the linefeed setting com-

mand. This is followed by a 24, which

is the number of pins to advance the

paper ever)' time the printer receives a

line feed code. Enter the appropriate

values for your printer here. The only

values permitted are numeric values

from 0-255, separated by commas.

Spaces are ignored, but not recom-

mended.

You can put other things in the in-

itialization string, as well. Some people

might want a form feed before a screen

dump to place it on a new piece of pa-

FIGURE3

per. If so. you just need to add a 12

I.ASCII form feed) to your inil string, like

27.64,27.51,24.12

After you set all four fields to the

desired values, click on OK or press

[RETURN1. The program will examine

the data and report any errors. If you

made a mistake (by entering non-

numeric data or an out-ol-range value),

the program will tell you and let you try

again.

THE SECOND DIALOG
This is another large dialog, shown in

Figure 3. It lets you tell the driver the

size of the vertical-format screen dump,

which you get when you activate the

printer driver with the Alternate key

pressed. This is a right-side-up printout

(i.e. it looks correct coming out of your

printer).

In this dialog, you must tell the

driver how many printer pixels wide

and tall the printout is to be by clicking

on the appropriate numeric box. The

numbers you choose will depend on

the printer you're using. Printers which

have a one-to-one aspect ratio (that is,

Uertical-fomat dunp size

M idth in pixels

rJW km nun IMFI

fim rnif BOG 18881

ruir 3520 384B ~iWl

Height in pixels!

upi gflii rsBfi ran

BD ran ran ran

nun ran ran ran

Line start string for this Hidth:

I DK | I
Cancel

I
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DRIVERS...
10 pixels aligned vertically are the same

length as 10 pixels aligned horizontally)

use the numbers which are in the same

position in the width and height selec-

tions (640/400, 960/600, etc.) There's

no good way to determine this before-

hand, so I suggest setting the width and

height to the same positions initially,

then adjusting the height up or down if

the printout is too short or tall.

Once you've determined the width

of the printout, you need to set up the

line start string lor that width. This is

the information which tells the printer

the number of pixels wide the graphics

dump will be. You'll have to consult

your manual again for this string. In

most cases, you'll have to send an es-

cape code followed by a pixel count in-

dicator, like so:

27.42.39.128,2

This is the NEC P6 graphics start string

for a 640-pixel line. The 27,42,39 (ESC

* ') places the printer into the triple-

density graphics mode, and the 128,2

tells it" there are 128+C2 * 256), or 640

pixels in the print line. For a typical Ep-

son printer, this string would be:

27,76,128,2

The 27.76 (ESC L) selects double-

density graphics mode, and the 128,2

once again represents 128+ (2 * 256) or

640 pixels. Check your manual for the

proper start string. Be sure the number

ol pixels matches the width in pixels

you have selected, or the driver will do

funny things, like lots of random form

feeds. Take it from me-you don't want

that to happen.

When you have completed the

vertical-format dump dialog, click on

OK or press RETURN. The program will

check your work and report any errors.

DIALOG NUMBER THREE
The next dialog box is almost identical

to the vertical-format dialog, but is used

to set the values for a horizontal-lormat

screen dump. This is the default dump

that the driver will produce, and is

oriented sideways on the paper. If you

size it properly, you can just about fill

an 8.5x1 1-inch page.

Like the vertical-form at dialog, you

must click on the appropriate width

and height for the printout, in printer

pixels. You'll usually want to make the

Horizontal -f ornat dump size

Width in pixels!

i gTiiii nun r

. Be i rwi
~2Z8B

I
240B

I

Height in pixels:

!~64nbm rnsei risen

HO rmal fz56Bl Vim\

[12B11 ^5Z8l f3S4Bl fUfeTI

Line start string for this width:

1
Cancel

I

horizontal-format printout a different

size than the vertical-format dump, just

for a little variety. The aspect ratio rule

mentioned earlier still applies here: Se-

lect the width you need, then adjust the

height accordingly after testing the

dumper

The line start string is just like the

vertical-format start string, except that

the pixel count must match the width

of the horizontal printout. For an 800-

pixel-wide horizontal dump on the NEC
P6, the start string would be:

27,42,39.32,3

Once again, the 27,42,39 is an ESC * ',

which places the printer in graphics

mode. The 32,3 is the pixel count,

which works out to 324-(3 * 256), or

800.

After completing the dialog, click on

OK or press [RETURN] Your work will

be checked. If it passes inspection, you

move on to the next dialog.

THE NEXT DIALOG
Well, here we are at the next dialog.

This is shown in Figure 5. and is a very

simple format.

This dialog allows you to input two

miscellaneous strings. The first is the

string used to terminate each graphics

line. Normally, this will be:

13,10

which is the ASCII carriage re-

turn/linefeed sequence. This returns the

carriage and advances the paper one

line (be sure you set the linefeed to the

proper length in the initialization

string!) You can set this string to what-

ever is necessary to terminate the

graphics line on your printer. IT you just

need a lineleed, you would just enter:

The last string you can enter is the

clean-up string. This is an optional en-

try, and if you enter it, it is sent after the

STart. The ST Quarter!)



Miscellaneous printer strings

String to teminate line (nornally 13, IB);

Clean-up string (optional):

I OK I I
Cancel

I

*

screen dump is complete. If left blank,

nothing happens, and the printer is left

as it is right after the dump is com-

pleted. Its a good idea to at least reset

the printer to its power-up state at the

end of the dump so that you can return

to normal printing after doing the

dump. For the Epson and compatible

printers, this would be:

27,64

If you have properly entered the infor-

mation, your eyes will be greeted with

startling images that virtually leap off

the paper. If not, your eyes will be

greeted by pixel-ized garbage. Well-

think positive.

It may be a good idea to run back

through the data you entered before

testing the driver To do this, click on

the "Re-edit data" box. You will be

returned to the first dialog box. Check

over the data you entered, and click on

the OK boxes to advance through the

dialogs. If you spot something wrong,

you can easily correct the data

Once you're ready to test the driver.

click on either the low, medium or high

resolution test buttons. A file selector

dialog will appear and you can select a

DEGAS normal or compressed picture

to use as the test image. The picture will

not be displayed on the screen, so you

can test any resolution regardless of the

monitor you're using. After you select

the picture to print, a small box will ap-

pear prompting you to press the

[Alternate! key if you want a vertical for-

mat dump, or just click to do a horizon-

tal format dump. It's a good idea to test

the driver in both horizontal and verti-

cal format, in al! three resolutions.

A fter you start the printout,

your printer should start

kdumpingthe image. If it

looks OK, let it continue to completion.

If something looks wrong, or you're just

getting a page full of garbage, press the

UNDO key. The printout will stop and

you'll return to the test/save dialog. Use

the "Re-edit" button to re-check your

This is an ESC *, which resets the

printer to the power-up state. You can

add other things to this string, such as

carnage returns, form feeds, and so on,

if the mood hits you.

Click on [OKI or press [RETURN! to

exit the dialog

TESTING THE DRIVER
Now comes the moment of truth. Your

palms are sweaty, your heart races. Will

it work? Well, it probably won't cause

the screen to fill with cherry bombs,

which is at least something. You should

now see the test/save dialog on the

screen, shown in Figure 6.

This dialog box lets you test fully the

printer driver in all three resolutions,

regardless of the resolution being used.
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DRIVERS...
data. Most often, the problem will be

with the line start string for the format

being tested, in the numbers which tell

the printer the number of pixels in the

graphics line.

If the printouts are OK, you can save

the driver to a .PRT file. Use the "Save

driver" selection to do so. Be sure to use

an extension of .PRT on the file. After

saving, the printer driver is ready to be

used by DEGAS, DEGAS Elite, the

START printer driver installer (START

#1), or any other program using

DEGAS-format drivers.

Got more drivers to build? No prob-

lem. You can use the Re-edit button to

change the data for another driver to

use with this printer, or you can use the

"New driver" button to start over with a

clean slate. You can also return to the

desktop by using the "Quit" button.

TROUBLESHOOTING
If your printer driver does not produce

a proper image, with garbage characters

mixed with graphics, re-check the

graphics start command and make sure

the number of pixels in the start com-

mand match the width value you have

specified for the two dump formats.

The start string for each of the formats

will be different, so be sure to check

them!

It's more than likely that you'll need

to fine-tune your printer driver. This

will usually be an adjustment of the

width or height of the printout to make

it appear to be the same aspect ratio as

the screen. Most printers will allow you

to get close to the screen's aspect ratio,

but won't look exactly correct. This is

normal.

To adjust the aspect ratio to be as

close as possible, most printers have

several different horizontal resolutions.

60 dots per inch (DPI), 120 DPI. 180

DPI and so on are common. You can

adjust to the different settings offered by

your printer to get a good image

As an example, the Epson series

(such as the MX-80) uses the following

settings:

Top bit: 128

Number of pins: 8

Pattern scaling factor: 1

Initialization string: 27,64,27,65,8

Vertical format width: 960

Vertical format height: 400

Vertical format start string: 27,76,192,3

Horizontal format width: 800

Horizontal format height: 640

Horizontal format start string:

27,76,32,3

Line termination string: 13,10

Clean-up string: 27,64

This should be a good starting point if

you have a printer that can emulate the

Epson series.

WHAT TO DO WITH IT?

Once you've made your own printer

driver, now what? Well, using the

printer driver installer from START #1,

you can install your new driver as the

system's driver, and print just about any

ST screen. If you're a member of a tele-

communications network, such as

CompuServe or GEnie, you can upload

your driver so that others can share it.

You can also hang around on street

comers: "Psst! Hey mac, wanna Eroon

2000 printer driver?"

And best of all, you didn't have to

touch one line of 68000 assembly lan-

guage code. Your scalp, the neighbors

and the RESET button on your system

will all thank you.

THE GORY DETAILS

If you don't need to know how the

printer driver maker works, don't read

any further. Go play with your printer

driver and have fun. The rest of you

read on.

This program is composed of two

primary sections. The first is the main

user interface module, which is written

in C The second is the printer driver

skeleton, an assembly language routine

which has a number of "slots" which

have the various parameters and printer

codes inserted into them. Once the

driver skeleton is "fleshed out" with the

appropriate information for the printer

and printout size, it is written to disk in

a 2000-byte printer driver file. This file

is then ready for use. The driver code is

position-independent. That is, it can be

loaded at any point in memory and it

will operate without modification. For

information on how the printer driver is

called, see "Stealing the ST Printer

Driver" in START #1.

THE USER INTERFACE

The user interface of the program was

written in C to make programming it

easy. It is written so that the GEM re-

source data for the dialog boxes could

be included (via the .RSH file output by

the GEM Resource Construction Set).

This lets the program be set up as a sin-

gle .PRG file without requiring a sepa-

rate resource file. Because the resource

data is not loaded with the rsrc_load()

function, the locations of the objects

must be calculated. This is done right

before the workstation is loaded.

The C source file, PRNTMAKE.C on

the START disk, starts with a list of

externally-defined labels. These are

defined in PMASM.S, the printer driver

skeleton source file.

This is a mostly straightforward

GEM application, so I won't go

into a lot of unnecessary

details. Most of the program is dedi-

cated to the actual dialog box process-

ing, which handles the input of the

strings from the user. After being en-

tered, the strings are processed by the

"nparse( )" function. This is a handy

routine which converts the ASCII strings

of numbers separated by commas to ac-

tual strings, ready for use.

To test the driver, the program uses

the "inst_codes()" function to plug the

various values into the printer driver

skeleton. Once these values are loaded

into the skeleton, the driver is ready to
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To load a DEGAS normal or com-

pressed picture, the program uses the

DEREAD.C source file. This is a set of

routines that will load a DEGAS picture

whether it is compressed or not. The

"get_pic()" function, documented in

DEREAD.C, does the loading of the im-

age. The DEREAD.C routines require the

use of an assembly-language memory

mover, "movemO", which is defined in

the PMASM.S assembly-language source

file. Savvy programmers will notice

some of the routines used in the

DEREAD.C file are the same as those in

the IFF loader routines from START #2

("Swapping Art With Other Com-

puters"). That's because the DEGAS

Elite compressed format is the same as

the IFF compression scheme. It basi-

cally makes life a little easier and avoids

duplicating code when doing IFF and

compressed DEGAS tile reading in the

same program.

THE SKELETON
In order to allow the printer driver

maker to create printer drivers that will

work with many types of printers, it

was necessary to allow a great deal of

flexibility. This causes printer drivers

created with this program to operate

somewhat more slowly than those

which are hard-coded for a particular

printer, but the speed difference is not

extreme.

The printer driver skeleton is in the

PMASM.S file. As expected, the skeleton

has a large number of globally-declared

locations used by the C program to

store the various parameters for the

driver. The parameter values are

immediate-format 68000 instructions,

and when the C program stores the

values, it replaces the dummy immedi-

ate values in the skeleton with the ac-

tual values. Throughout the skeleton

code, you'll see immediate values that

are #$1111 or #$11 1111 11. These will be

replaced.

To provide the ability to produce 16

sizes of printouts, the printer driver sets

independent repeat values for the odd

and even screen pixels of both X and Y

axes. On a high-res screen, for example,

the width can be 640 (odd repeat=l,

even repeat=l), 960 (odd repeat=l,

even repeat=2), and so on. The various

odd and even repeat values are found in

the inst_codes() function in the

PRNTMAKE.C file.

The main body of the skeletal printer

driver processes each pixel on the

screen with the proper repeat values

first in the Y direction, until the print

The novice

computer user can

probably do all

the necessary

research on the

desired printer and

create a working

driver in half

an hour.

head is filled. The print head data is

then dumped, and the program ad-

vances to the next X pixel (or repeats

the current X pixel if necessary), return-

ing to the top of the print head. When

an entire line of data is printed, the

end-of-line string is printed and the

program moves to the next line.

Separate X and Y coordinate values

are kept for the printer, allowing the

shading pattern to maintain the highest

resolution of the printer, even though a

screen pixel may take up as many as

169 (13 * 13) printer pixels. The printer

X and Y coordinates are used to index

into the grey-scale pixel table, and by

dividing the printer coordinates by the

pattern scaling factor, the patterns can

be made larger or smaller.
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The data sent to the print head is

held in the LONG variable BUFFER un-

til it is ready to print. The HEADMASK
variable holds a LONG mask with one

bit on which is ORed with the BUFFER

contents when the corresponding pin in

the print head should be fired. The

HEADMASK variable is shifted right or

left, depending on the orientation of the

print head (1 bit/128 bit up). The shift

instruction (left or right) is grabbed by

the C program from either the _lshift or

_rshift labels and is plugged into the-

skeleton at the SHIFT label. When the

HEADMASK is at the end of the shift

range, the BUFFER is sent to the printer

(only the proper number of bytes for

the print head size are sent), the

BUFFER is cleared, and the HEAD-

MASK is reset.

Once parsed from the strings of

numbers separated by commas, the var-

ious strings used by the program are

stored in order at the_STRINGS label,

and their offsets from the _STRINGS

label are stored in various places

around the program (_VSOFF (vertical

start offset), _HSOFF (horizontal start

offset) and so on). Their lengths are also

stored similarly. When they need to be

printed, the program BSRs to the gettab

routine, which points register A3 to the

_STRINGS label. The offset of the re-

quired string is added to the base ad-

dress, the length of the string is placed

in register D2, and the string is printed

using the "printit" subroutine.

THAT'S ALL, FOLKS
That just about covers the printer driver

maker. C purists are probably gasping in

horror at the GOTOs in the C section,

but I'm not going to make any apologies.

The program does what it should, and

is still readable. The various routines in-

cluded on the START disk, such as the

DEREAD.C file, will probably come in

handy for many readers.

If you have any questions on the

program or lavish praise. 1 can be

reached on CompuServe. My user ID is

76703,4224.



ISK INSTRUCTIONS
Prepare yourself.

Every issue of START-The ST Quarterly con-

tains articles written by some of the finest devel-

opers and writers in the Atari computer community. Many of

these articles are programming tutorials, detailing how the

wizards of the Atari world practice their arcane art. And any-

body can benefit from the disk-we provide everything from

tax templates for your spreadsheet to full-featured word

processors, easy-to-use drawing programs and spectacular

graphics demos.

START-The ST Quarterly was designed as a magazine with

disk, containing the finest ST programs available. If you pur-

chased the $4 nondisk version of START you can still obtain

the disk by sending us the bound-in order card or mailing

$10.95: START DISK #4, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA

94107. (Be sure to specify the disk you want.) Note: If you

want same day service, call (415) 957-0886 and ask for the

Disk Desk. Give us your MasterCard or Visa number, and

we'll ship your START disk out that very day!

All programs on the START disk are for your own private

use, and are not public domain. We ask that you please not

copy your disk for your friends, accept a copy from someone,

or upload these programs on a bulletin board system. The

more people who do this, the more difficult it will be for us

to afford to bring you quality ST programs and incisive tech-

nical material. Software piracy hurts everyone.

Use scissors to open your disk envelope along the outside

vertical edge Place your START disk into drive A and double-

click on the disk icon to see its contents. Please refer to your

ST owners manual if you are uncertain about proper Desktop

procedures.

important! Before you do anything else, bach up your START

disk. It is not copy protected. Format a fresh disk as single-

sided, and copy your entire START disk to it. Finished? Now

place your original START disk back inside its envelope, and

begin using the new copy.

Your START disk contains eight folders. Each folder cor-

responds to a particular START article. To open a folder and

reveal its contents, double-click on the folder's icon. Before

running a program, we recommend you read its related article

and transfer its files to another disk.

WHY COMPRESSED EILES?

Our quest for ST excellence has had its drawbacks. Each issue

we face the same problem -how can we get as many fantastic

programs as possible to fit on a single-sided disk and deliver

it out to our readers? The solution? Some of the hies on the

START disk are in a compressed format. You can identify

them by a "Q" as the second letter of the filename extender

(e.g., MAILCALL.PQS). These files are unusable unless first

decompressed with the Un-Squeeg program included on your

START disk. Only the Un-Squeeg program (the decompres-

sor) has been included on your disk. Please note that this

program is owned and copyrighted by the Quack Computer

Company and is not to be considered part of the public do-

main. The latest Squeeg/Un-Squeeg package (version 3.1),

which includes the compression program, is available for

$24.95 from:

Quack Computer Company

257 Robinson Avenue

Bronx, New York 10465

DECOMPRESSING

To decompress a file, first transfer both the compressed file

and UNSQ31.PRG to another disk. When run, the Un-Squeeg

program will create a second, decompressed file which may

be more than twice the size of the compressed one. Un-

Squeeg will not alert you if you run out of disk space, so make

sure you have plenty of room on your destination disk.

Make sure you run UN5Q13.PRG from disk drive A:, and

decompress files onto the A: drive. Not drive B:, and most

certainly not from a C: or D: RAM or hard disk. File damage

may result from operation from a disk drive other than disk

drive A:.

After transferring the files, double-click on UNSQ31.PRG

and a file selector box will pop up requesting the file to

decompress. Un-Squeeg automatically searches for filenames

with
; 'Q" as the second letter of the extender Select a file to

decompress and click in the IOK1 box. Un-Squeeg then

presents a file selector box for you to enter the name ol the

decompressed file. However, Un-Squeeg inserts the original

filename on the filename line, so it's easiest to just click the

10K1 box. You must not run Un-Squeeg from within a folder,

or ask it to access a compressed file inside a folder It must be

run on the root, or first, directory available on a disk.

Un-Squeeg will then read in, decompress, and write the

new, uncompressed file to your disk. Again, make sure you

have plenty of room.

THE DISK

- UNSQ31 PRG-The Un-Squeezer. Double-click on this to

decompress a file.

• COl.ORPR.ST-With the sample file in this folder Darrei

Anderson helps teach you how to produce Ml-color print-

outs with your black and white printer. (You might need sun-

glasses to cut down the brilliance of the printed results!)
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ISK INSTRUCTIONS
You'll find one squeezed picture inside:

TESTPRNT.PQ2- the squeezed medium-res DEGAS picture.

• DISK.ST-Dave Small and Dan Moore wring 40K more

bytes out of the ST disk, while maintaining compatibility with

TOS, and yet manage to double their disk access times. They

make TOS stand on tiptoe and deliver hard disk backup at

over a megabyte-a- minute. Want to duplicate their results? Try

these:

BACKMAKE.MQ-a "make" file, for creating the backup

program.

BACKUP.CQ-C source code for the backup program.

BACKUP.DQN-the squeezed "DFN" file the Resource

Construction Set (RCS) program needs.

BACKUP.PQG-the runnable Backup Program.

BACKUP.RQC-the Resource File for the Backup Program.

MMTWST.CQ- inline assembly in Megamax format for

TWISTER.C and BACKUPC.

PROTECTACC-an accessory to "write-protect" your Hard

Disk.

PROTECT.CQ-the C source code to create the accessory.

PROTECTDQN-the squeezed ".DFN" file an RCS program

needs.

PROTECT.RQC-the Resource file for the Protect Ac-

cessor,'.

REBOOT.SQ-assembly source code for the Rebooter

program

REVIVE.CQ-the C source code for the reviver program.

REVIVE.PQG-the Reviver program itself.

TWISTER.C -C source guaranteed to twist your disk.

TWISTER.DQN-the squeezed "DFN" file an RCS program

needs.

TWISTER.PQG-the Sector Twisting program.

TWISTER.RQC- the Resource file for the Sector Twister.

TWSTMAKE.MQ-the "make" file for creating

TWISTER.PRG.

• ICON.ST-Alex Leavens worked very hard to satisfy us on

this one. Step right up and design your own personal icons

for your Desktop, with the help of the five different files in-

side this folder:

EDITME.RQC-the main program's Resource File.

EDITOR.AQC-the editor program, in Accessory Format.

ICON.DQT- actual picture information for sample Icons.

LOADICON.AQC-the Accessory program to load your

new Icons.

MAKEICN2TQS-the TOS version of the Icon Designer

program.

MACROPIX-ST-When Dale Giarratana submitted this pro-

gram to Antic Magazine, they were overwhelmed. "This is too

much for our readers!" they exclaimed. "Get thee to START

Magazine!" We were impressed. Here, in one Personal Pascal

program, is a nice introductory object-oriented drawing pro-

gram. Here are the files for it:

MACROPIX.PQG-the finished, squeezed, MACROP1X

program.

MACROPIX.PQS-the Personal Pascal source code. A

whopper!

TEST.DCL- color palette used in sample picture.

TEST.DDR— MacroPix sample picture.

TIME.INF- the file containing MacroPixs time delays.

• PRINTER.ST-Tom Hudson is amazing. Without any

prompting from us, he pops up with a program which actu-

ally creates printer drivers which DEGAS and the Atari Screen

Print driver can use Now you, your oddball printer and

DEGAS can all sleep easy, with the help of the six files Tom

sent to us:

DEREAD.CQ-C source for reading DEGAS Elite com-

pressed Pics.

PMASM.SQ-Printer Driver Maker assembly source code.

PRNTMAKE.CQ-the C source for the Printer Driver

program.

PRNTMAKE.DQN-the squeezed ".DFN" file an RCS pro-

gram needs.

PRNTMAKE.PQG-the runnable Printer Driver program

itself.

PRNTMAKE.RQC- the Printer Drivers' Resource file

• RAYTRACE.ST-Have we mentioned Tom Hudson was a

genius? In between turning out hits like DEGAS Elite and

CAD-3D 2.0, he casually views the Xanth "Shiny Bubbles"

demo, then goes home and writes a complete set of programs

which allow you to design and turn out ray-tracing anima-

tions yourself. We'd like you to see what you can do with it!

You'll need the following four files:

EXAMPLE.CTL- the "script" you'll need to create your own

ray-trace demos.

TRACEASM.SQ- assembly source code for the tracing

routines.

TRACER.CQ-the ray-trace program in C source code

form.

TRACER.PRG-the runnable ray-trace program itself.

• TAX86.ST- Only two things certain in life, and the other is

taxes. To help make the best of a sticky situation, we present

here Schedule Sheets for the 1986 US Income Tax form 1040,

arranged in the VIP Professional format 'WKS" file. This is a

large file, so make sure you have lots of room for decompres-

sion. There's only one file inside the folder:

TAX86.WKS-the spreadsheet.
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M
with DoubleThink Plus

1

For your word processing, spreadsheets, desktop publishing,

programming, or other memory-intensive applications, there's

nolhing like DoubleThink Plus, the

"I (HOST expansion which gives you a

powerful 2.5 megabytes of RAM.

k COMPATIBLE with your software

k PLUG-IN installation you can do
yourself quickly and easily

k ONE YEAR WARRANTY
k ACCESSORIES -RAM disk and

other software included

To learn all about DoubleThink Plus, write or call today for a

free brochure. Dealer inquiries invited.

ThoughtSpace
Development

2450 Warring St., No. 21

Berkeley, CA 94704

(415)845-1415

CIRCLE 0.56 ON READEH SERVICE CARD

BACKUP PROTECTED
SOFTWARE FAST.

From the team who brought you
COPY II PLUS (Apple), COPY II PC
(IBM) and COPY II MAC (Macintosh)

comes a revolutionary new copy
program for the Atari 520 and 1040 ST
computers.

COPY II ST copies many protected

programs automatically.

• Supports single and double sided

drives.

• Includes a sector-based copier for

fast, reliable copies of unprotected

disks.

• Includes a bit copy mode for

protected disks.

Requires an Atari 520 or 1040 ST
computer with one or two drives.

Call 503/244-5782, M-F, 8-5
(West Coast time) with your ^£ $$
in hand. Or send a check
for $39.95 U.S. plus $3 s/h, $8
overseas.

$39.95

Central Point Software, Inc.

9700 S.W. Capitol Hwy. #100
Portland, OR 97219

Ceritrdfbint

Software

Backup utilities also available for the IBM, Apple II, Macintosh and Commodore 64.

Thisproduct is provided for the purpose of enabling you to make archival copies only.

CIRCLE 011 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MOVING?

START
won't

follow you
by magic.

Please fill in this coupon
and mail to

START, The ST Quarterly
544 Second Street

San Francisco, Ca. 94107
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ATARI ST
ATARI

1
20 Meg Had Drive

|

SHD 204'

$649

Panasonic
Industrial Company

1080 1 199

PANASONIC
10BOI '99

1091 1 269

10«1 CALL
1592 419

1595 549

3131 249

3151 SAVE

JUKI
Juki 6100 CALL
Juki 5510 CALL
Juki 6300 CALL
RS-232 serial board 55

WINTER SPECIAL!
1040 Mono System

with

SP- 1000 A PRINTER
$975

SAVE ON THESE
IN STOCK PRINTERS

I SP-1000 AEBfilrai

P 5200

| BP 1300. ......

I Color kil , . ...

SP-1000 ribbon

MSP-10
MSP- 15
MSP-20
MSP-25

CALL
.CALL
CALL

.
.
CALL

LX86
FXB5
DX10 . .

EX800 .

CALL
CALL

. NEW
NEW
CALL

LYCO'S WAREHOUSE
PROVIDES YOU ACCESS

TO THE NATION'S

LARGEST INVENTORY!

SILVER REED

520 ST
Color System

with

| Panasonic 1080 l|

Printer

$999

§IE®Ir4

219NX-10 ....

STAR MICRONICS
NX10c NEW
LV12-l0fNew| 175
NL-10 . . . , 259
NX10 219
NB15 CALL
SG-15 367

Wordwrllar
Swiltcalc

Oata Manager
Supar Graphi* .

56.75
56.75
.56.75

24.78
24.75

B4.78

SOFTWARE

EASY MAINTENANCE
FOR TOP PERFORMANCE!

DISK DRIVE
CLEANING KIT.

S8.95

MICROPROSE
:-15 24 75

ACCESS
Laadar Board

26 75
34.75
2675
29 75

S£yco Computet oWa/tketiwg & Coi/isuftemte

TOLL FREE 1-800-233-8760
In PA 71 7-494-1 030

Customer Service 71 7-494-1 670

BH
or send order to

Lyco Computer
P.O. Box 5088

Jersey
1

Shore, PA
17740

RISK FREE POLICY
Si'ipLiir.y ur. ur^p,nr:i:,-.sh.:'Ji.>rs wiihn:hs-.-..-r,:ini=ri;sl ,1 S Vriii.rri- discounts avaiJa-

HOURS ble PA residanlsadd sales la*. APO FPO and international orders add $5.00 plus
30* for prior ly mail srjpj.ce Advertised prices show 4% discount lor cash, add 4%
lor MasterCard and Visa. Personal checks require 4 wBeks ctMrMt M baton ail pptnc
We do not guarafflM rornpaftOity We only ship factory tresh merchandise. Ask about
UPS Blue ana Red label shipping. All merchandise carried under manutaciuru- i
warranty Retu'r tWOriOl on appwaoM Return aulhanjalion required. All rlems subject
to change without nolice.

CIRCLE 021 ONftEADE



ST SOUND
DIGITIZER

DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSING:
I'":

1 professional list' ut just for fun, [he ST Soiun! ili^iii

create music, experimem wiih new sounds, edil shorl c

sounds for use in your own programs or cxpcriim-iii uiih speech recognition.

HI-QUALITY DIGITAL SAMPLING SEQUENCER:
Digitize real-world sounds from any source (eg microphones, guitar, syn-

thesizer, etc.) then play it back with your MIDI keyboard ihrough the ST Sound

Digitizer. The computer automatical!! adjusts the pitch to correspond with

the notes played on the keyboard.

FEATURES:
House-driven software features graphic

cut, copy, paste and mixing of sound

data. Variable real-time echoes and

reverb. A real-time oscilloscope displays

graphic sound samples as they occur.

THE SPECS
Kbit A/D andD/A. 2.5

ps flash A/D conversion

rate allows sampling up to

20(1.00(1 samples per sec-

ond. ! volt peak-lo-

peak signal and source.

Hard ware plugs into car-

tridge port for high speed

da;a transfer rate.

TO ORDER: Contact your local dealer or call:

800-654-2821 in California

PRICE '139" 800-624-6545 Nationwide NANARONE

NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC. = ^Bf
21109 L0NGEWAY ROAD. SUITE C ^^^ ^™

SONORA. CA 95370 • (209) 533-8S49 ^^_—
TLX:WWI 650-230-9046 -

^0V^^^K National leader specializing in A tari ST products.

STMTSAVING NOW
16-BIT HARDWARE

520ST Monochrome Package - Calf Avatex 1200 HC Modem
5Z0ST Color Package

Atari 20Mb Hard Disk Drive

SF314 3.5" DS/DD Drive

SF354 3.5" SS/DD Drive

SD2000 Dual 3.5" DS/DD
Hayes Smartmodem 1200

Avalex 1200 Modem
Magic Sac +

Star NX-10 Printer

119.00 Atari SMM884 Printer

359.C0 Sony 3.5" |box of ]0)

369 CO Mashua35"(boxofl0|

-Call

209 SI

8500

109 CO

249.00

8-BfT HARDWARE
I30XE Computer

1050 5.25" DD Drive

S129.00 MicroFlyte Joystick

139.00 Micro Bat Handle Joystick

49.00

19.00

XMM801 Printer (direct connj 187.00 Epyx 500J Joystick ' 13.00

P:R: Connection Interface 69.00 Veririex Disk 10 pack 5 25" 5 48

PS Printer & Modem Cable |ea| 15.00 Most 8-Bit S/W Available - Call

ST SOFTWARE
ST Accounts S175.00 Two on Two 32.00

Publishing Partner St 105.00 Karate Kid II 28.00

Newell SBM-ST v3.0 105.00 ST Karate 26.00

Autoduel 3500 Phantasie 28.00

Ogre 28.00 King's Quest 1. II, 111 35.00

Right Simulator 11 35.00 3-D Helicopter Simulation 35.00

Jet 35.00 S.D.I. 35.00

H5 Strike Eagle 28.00 SpkJerman FREE Mti ary purchase |S20 value)

Gunship 28.00 Our 300+ page catalog 5.75

ELF SOFTWARE
National Sales Office: |219| 233-5777 • P.O. Box 6566, S. Bend, IN 46660

CIRCLE 03<? ON RFA1ER SERVICE CARD

M> nen*, sutiieiTt v.: ,iv...,!ii-:;-iy prim si.tjKt ii' -i-.i'vif

CIRCLE 020 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

EBH$
37 S. Broad St.

Fairborn, Ohio 45324

ORDERS ONLY PHONE: l-( 800 1-282-0333

™ 1-(513)-879-9699

ATARI ST HARDWARE
1040 ST CPU. DRIVE, MOUSE & SOFTWARE

520 ST CPU W/'RF MODULATOR, MOUSE & SOFTWARE
SF 314 Vh" DSIDD DISK DRIVE

SF 354W SSIDD DISK DRIVE

SC 1224 12" RGB COLOR MONITOR
SM 124 U" MONOCHROME MONITOR

SH 204 20 MB HARD DRIVE

SMM 804 DOT MATRIX PRINTER

LASER PRINTER
1200 BAUD MODEM

PS 3000 (MONITOR & DRIVE)

CALL FOR PRICES!!
INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OR PACKAGES

SOFTWARE HITS
PC Board Designe*
Typing TmorWord lnv9

Leade- Board Goi'

Little Computet People

SI 49

$ 29 LDV. =>
:

OTHERS AVAILABLE -PLEASE CALL
AD #ATST-047

njubieel 10 availability

r """
i \ T

POWERPRINT gives you
the flexibility, features,

and quality that your
ST graphics demand.

FINALLY YOUR ST HAS THE PRINTING
POWER YOU NEED

SUPPORTS ALL ST RESOLUTIONS
16 St is for ii

ZOOM into lust the parts you wonl
ROTATE. MIRROR, and IMVfRSE Option;
MULI.K I S7i :, I.;'; ;; GLANT 6 TOOT POSTERS
Print piclures horn Di GAS Doodle. Mooch or re.-. ::nd others or use our
Special Softwares ;; Caplu's rind ijn'l alr-.yil any ST screen
Creole Soectnculor COLOH r, ;IM: :..:"', '.A:o.ii^.;: c:)lor Ribbons)
RIUVsu[.i[!Ofls--,L.w NIC JMMMri CMoh Ce.-nn i'o-isiso'iir; ri'RON ond

compatible pnniers Only $39.95

COLOR COMPUTEREYES"
INCREDIBLE COLOR VIDEO DIGITIZER
• The first and only full color digitizer for the ST.

• Use Standard inputs like Video Camera, VCR, or
Video Disc
• Provides a full screen picture in all 3 Resolutions
- Output Compatible with Powerprint, Degas,
Neochrome, and others

COLOR COMPUTEREYES ONLY $199.95

SPECIAL OFFER: Order both produefs ond save $20.00 from tola

216-374-7469
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"What's wrong with

copying software?"
"I use a lot of programs on my personal computer, and
I copy them all the time."

"I'm a programmer. Every time you copy one of

my programs, you're taking away my income

—

I depend on sold programs for a living."

"Oh, come on. I bought it: I have a right to copy it."

"You do have a right to make a back-up, that's true.

But when you start copying programs for your
friends and co-workers, that's breaking the law."

"What law? Any copying I do is in the privacy of my own
home."

"It doesn't make any difference where you do it.

Every time you copy a program without permission
from the publisher, you're committing a federal

offense."

"That's all right, I won't get caught."

"You're missing the point. The issue isn't "What
can I get away with?"— it's "who am I hurting?"

Remember, lots of people worked hard to produce
every program you use: designers, programmers,
distributors, retailers, not to mention all the

people who support users. They have a right to be
compensated for their efforts, and their major
compensation is through software sales."

"Well, I don't mean to hurt all those people—or anyone,

really."

"Unfortunately, that's what copying does: it hurts
people. And, ultimately, it hurts people like you,

who want new and innovative software."

Do you copy
software?
Think about it.

The unauthorized copying of software is a crime.

Crealed by Halcyon Associates, Brooklyn, New York.

5RAC1 Software Publishers Association

Suite 1200
1111 19th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036 I
CIRCLE 016 ON READER SERVICE CARD



1CONOGRAPHICS

Black AndWhite
In Color

Capturing your STs graphics on print and film

1 Y DARREL ANDERSON

Saddled with a black and white printer, hut desire color

graphics? Let professional artist Barrel Anderson teach you

how to produce beautiful color printouts with your ordinary

dot matrix printer. Also, check out his tips on capturing spec-

tacular ST graphics with a 35mm camera.

JB sad truth- not everyone owns an ST- The excellent graphic capabilities of

^^ these computers would be of very limited value if they only took the form of

J^^B on-screen images. Fortunately, there are many ways to transform those images

into more widely accessible media. The most commonly available output devices

offer not only the ability to capture your screen images, but also the opportunity to

enhance the color and resolution capabilities of the ST. The techniques described

here even allow those working with monochrome monitors to produce high resolu-

tion, full-color graphics.

One of the primary uses for my ST is producing illustrations for publication. It

joins an array of other tools, mostly traditional, that can be used in combination to

create visual art in many different forms. Some type of "hard-copy" is usually the

link required to make the images transferable to other media, and available to people

without computers.

In this article 1 discuss two forms of graphic output: standard (single color) dot

matrix printers, available to most users and capable of producing surprising results

when used creatively, and screen photography, the easiest and least expensive way

to capture the true color and luminous quality or screen images.

M Folder COLORPR.ST
on your START disk
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Above image produced wifh Cyber Studios' CAD 3-D and The Future Design Disk, available from The Catalog. Artwork by Darrel Anderson.

PRINTERS

While not the purpose of this article to review or recommend

specific printers, I thought it might be helpful to provide a

brief overview of printer types and their respective advantages

and disadvantages re: graphics. Please look at the REFER-

ENCE section at the end of this article for additional infor-

mation.

There are live basic types of commonly available printers:

plotters, ink jet, thermal, laser, and impact. Let's take a look at

each type.

Plotters transfer computer generated images to paper by

literally drawing on the paper with ordinary ink pens at-

tached to mechanical arms. They are especially useful for

technical illustrations or drafting applications. Any linear-

based graphics, or vector-based software (such as Tom

Hudson's CAD-3D). can produce impressive plotter output.

Most quality plotters are expensive and have very limited text

capabilities.

Inkjet printers spray liquid ink onto paper through tiny

"jets" or nozzles. They produce a very clean, "tight" image,

and many are capable of very high resolution output. Again,

quality models tend to be expensive, inexpensive ones tend to

be troublesome and difficult to maintain.

Thermal printers come in two types: those that use heat-

sensitive paper (usually expensive, and It fades rapidly), and

the more practical and versatile thermal transfer type, that can

print on any paper, using heat-activated ribbons. OF particular

note to ST users is the Okimate 20 (see the sidebar), an inex-

pensive machine with good graphic capabilities.

Laser printing is the state-of-the-art technology. These

printers are clean, quiet, and produce very sharp, high-quality

output. Currently they are very expensive, but look for prices

to drop as these machines vie to become the new standard.

Impact printers transfer ink to paper by striking an inked

ribbon. These printers come in two basic types: daisy wheel

and dot matrix. ^

STart. The ST Qui
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Black and White. .
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Daisy wheel printers use raised letter-forms, like those in

typewriters, to impact the ribbon. Dot-matrix impact printers,

the most common, use groups of small wires or pins that can

be fired in any sequence, forming a variety of graphic patterns

including, but not limited to, letter-forms. The number of pins

in the printhead determines the tightness or resolution of the

dot patterns. The more pins, the better. Most printers Fall in

the range of 8-24 pins. Some have color graphic capabilities,

usually involving a multicolored ribbon that lays down each

of 3 or 4 colors with repeated passes of the printhead. Price

is often linked to these two features: number of pins and

color capability.

MULTI-PASS PRINTING

I've never been truly impressed with the output of any color

impact printer Inherent printing limitations make these print-

outs very unsatisfying, especially when compared to the on-

screen source images. This limitation set my innovative gears

in motion. I developed some special techniques that utilize

various single color ribbons and a standard one-color dot

matrix printer to create very pleasing full color graphics.

These methods can also be used to improve the quality of

black and white graphics.

Anyone who has tried to use printouts as originals for fur-

ther reproduction, by photocopying or offset printing, knows

the problem. After only one or two full-page printouts the rib-

bon develops weak spots. This causes grey areas in subse-

quent prints, which in turn leads to a broken-up image when

reproduced By reprinting the entire image, reproduction

quality prints can be made from an otherwise worthless rib-

bon. Therefore, don't throw away any ribbon, black or color,

no matter how tired it is. They're all useful in multi-pass

printing.

These techniques don't overcome all of the limitations

causing printouts to fall short of the brilliance of screen

images. If that's really what you want to capture, look at the

screen photography section in this article. If, however, you are

interested in producing quality color graphics on paper with

your simple printer, and are willing to do a bit of creative

work to achieve those results. .
. stay tuned.

The examples shown here are produced with the Epson

LX-80 using DEGAS Elite and its Epson black and white

driver. The techniques should work with just about any dot

matrix printer/graphics program/driver combination. (For

more information on how to use your particular printer with

DEGAS Elite, see Tom Hudson's "Printer Drivers The Easy

Way: A DEGAS Printer Driver Maker Program," in this issue)

Exact methods will vary with different systems. The basic

idea is to run the same sheet of paper through your printer

several times (once for each color) using the various single

color ribbons available for most printers.

SETTING UP AND TESTING

The first step in this process is testing. By determining the

capabilities of your printer you'll be better able to design

graphics for print. A selection of color ribbons (see REFER-

ENCE section), some good continuous feed 91/2x11" paper,

and your favorite drawing or paint program are needed to run

Sample printer output.
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these tests. Any good black and white graphic printer driver

will do the job. I've included a special DEGAS test picture file.

TESTPRNT.PQ2 in the COLORPR.ST folder on your START

disk.

Since we want to overprint several colors, we need a regis-

tration system (a way of aligning the paper with the printhead

for each successive color pass). Most printers have a form

feed function that makes this fairly easy to set up.

With an Epson LX-80 equipped with tractor feed it's pos-

sible to set up a continuous paper loop, providing excellent

registration. Registration without tractor feed is possible, how-

ever the inaccuracies of friction feed make it a touchy and less

consistent prospect.

THE PAPER LOOP

Tear off three sheets of good quality, continuous feed paper

(I've been using a 20 lb 25% rag bond). Apply a strip of

transparent tape to the back side of the bottom sheet of your

paper loop (see Figure 1), so that half of the tape strip is ex-

posed. Now load the paper as you normally would, feeding

the un-taped top sheet into the paper slot. Feed the paper

through until about half of the top sheet extends beyond the

Ihe excellent

graphic capabilities of

these computers would be

of very limited value

if they only took

the form of

on-screen images.

tractor pins. Join the loop by aligning the edge of the top

sheet with the taped edge of the bottom sheet. I use a simple

little device made of two bulldog clips and a piece of card-

board to make this easier (see Figure 1). Align the edges care-

fully so they touch but don't overlap. After you have the paper

positioned, tack it in place, using light pressure. If it looks

good, secure the splice using firm pressure.

With the printer off use the manual feed knob to align one

vk'iat paper separations with the top o( the printhead. Turn

on the printer and try three successive form feeds. If the

paper ends up exactly where you started, you're in great

shape. The Epson form feeds are very precise, making regis-

tration a snap. Manual adjustment may be necessary if your

-O. PAPER LOOPX '•. INTO PRINTER xsS^
|T\0. JWIt-clip

Aw^ -^^sx

CL| p Nk
T*!^>

CARDBOARD ^\<1 PAPER LOOP OUT^w
OF PRINTER

form feed is not exact. The real test of accuracy will come

when we do the color test. If you are unable to set up a paper

loop on your printer you can still create multi-pass prints by

manually backing up the paper to a predetermined position

prior to each pass.

PRINTING

Now we're ready to print. Unsqueeze and load the

TESTPRNT.PQ2 file into DEGAS in medium resolution mode.

The vertical bar of empty labeled boxes is designed to show a

few of the possible colors using yellow, red, and blue ribbons.

These primary pigments offer the greatest range of color

mixes. Other colors are certainly useful. There are at least

eight available (counting black) for the LX-80.

To achieve color mixes we're combining several screen

images, one for each color ribbon used. Each screen image is

done in shades of grey representing the value or darkness of a

particular color In print terminology these images are called

"overlays" A sample set of overlays is included in the

TESTPRNTPQ2 picture.

The standard DEGAS black and white printer driver for

the Epson has an eight level grey scale A color ribbon, say

red, translates to eight shades or values of red. Multi-pass

printing allows us to combine any of those reds with any of

eight values of up to seven other ribbon colors. Theoretically

this gives us thousands of colors to choose from. When

printed out, however, many are indistinguishable shades.

To simplify things 1 usually work with color mixes com-

posed of solid (0,0,0 palette setting on screen) and one or two

values or halftones. I prefer the printer pattern generated by a

palette setting of 3,3,3, which produces a smooth dot pattern

on the Epson. Sometimes the 4,4,4 and 5,5,5 settings are use-

ful. If you're using a different printer or driver do a simple test

print consisting of small boxes of each of the eight grays (pal-

ette settings 0,0,0; 1,1,1 etc.) to determine which print pat-

terns are best suited for color mixing.
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The best sequence for multi-pass printing is to work from

the lightest to darkest colors. This prevents contamination of

the lighter ribbons like yellow, with ink from the darker

colors such as blue. Before printing with color, clean the

printhead. Next, turn off the printer, remove the ribbon car-

tridge and pass a strip of paper or cloth between the print-

head and the ribbon guide. Load the yellow ribbon and we'll

be ready to start.

With the printer off, manually feed the paper to the

desired starting point. Turn on the printer. Before we start

printing a little trick is necessary to insure proper registration.

If the TESTPRNT picture is on screen, erase it, or if you're us-

ing a program that has multiple screens, switch to a blank

(white) screen. Now select Print Pic to start the printer. (Yes,

I'm asking you to print a blank screen.) After a couple of

passes of the printhead press [UNDO! to abort the printing

process.

iraaganiam

If the paper

ends up exactly

where you started, you're

in great shape.

Notice that the printhead stops in the far right position.

This is where it will stop after printing each color. Now press

the "on line" button once (taking the printer off line) followed

by the "FF" (form feed) button. By doing this "mock" print

we avoid a small register shift that occurs if we start with the

printhead in the far left position it assumes on power-up.

This may not be necessary for all printers and is definitely

not needed if you must turn off your printer to change rib-

bons. Die important thing is to insure that everything is in exactly

the same state prior to each pass,

Re-select or re-load the TESTPRNT pic. The labels next to

each of the boxes indicate the color mixes we're creating in

this test. Y=solid yellow, y=halftone yellow, R=solid red,

r= halftone red, B= solid blue, b= halftone blue. Since we are

printing yellow first, fill all of the boxes containing a "Y" in

their label with black using the solid fill pattern. Fill those

containing "y" with the halltone grey (palette setting 3,3,3).

Now put the printer back on line (make sure that you

peformed a form feed after the mock print). Select PRINT PIC

from the DEGAS menu. After the printer has made enough

passes to print the color bar, labels, and the first of the three

overlays, abort the print process. Three off-line form feeds

will bring the paper back into position for the next color

(red).

Of course, three copies of this print can be made using

this paper loop, but let's just make one this time. If this or any

of the subsequent ribbons are weak you can reprint the image

before changing ribbons. Double printing every color will

produce a very vivid print.

If you're careful it's possible to change ribbons without

turning off the Epson LX-80. Do not try to move the printhead

with the printer on. This will damage the printer Simply lift out

the yellow ribbon and replace it with the red.

Repeat the steps we used to print the yellow. (There's no

need to repeat the mock print.) Start by clearing the color-bar

boxes (by filling with white) and filling those with "R" or "r"

in their labels using solid black and grey fills respectively.

Then, using the OPAQUE block mode, (BLOCK COPY in

DEGAS, Blocked, Edge Stop in DEGAS Elite), move the RED

OVERLAY into position exactly over the YELLOW OVERLAY

eliminating the latter I've included vertical and horizontal

registration lines to aid in positioning. When defining the

block clip the overlay off just below its title so that you can

use the vertical registration line

After printing the red and re-aligning the paper loop, re-

peat the above steps with the blue ribbon in place. Be sure to

clear and refill the color-bar and replace the RED OVERLAY

with the BLUE OVERLAY.

The final result should be a color bar with a full range of

hues, and a rather colorful drawing. This color bar doesn't

show all of the possible combinations using these three

colors in two shades, let alone those possible with additional

ribbons and shades. If you're feeling ambitious, you might try

creating some more complex color palettes.

DESIGNING GRAPHICS FOR PRINT

Now that we have a system for printing color graphics, some

general theory and methods to aid in their design are in

order. The color theory applies to all types of printout Varia-

tions of the overlay techniques can be used for special effects

with screen photography

COLOR
Some limitations are imposed by the particular pigments and

hardware used to print our graphics. After all, mixing the

three primary pigments (yellow, magenta, and cyan) can theo-

retically yield any desired hue. All of the color pictures in this

magazine are composed of mixes of those three colors (plus

black in some cases). So, using three color ribbons with

multi-pass printing, or the three color ribbon supplied with

color printers, we should be able to print any desired hue.

Unfortunately, that's not the case

The offset printing technology used to print this magazine

benefits from two important advantages over most computer
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printers. One is resolution. Very precise color mixes are pos-

sible because many thousands of tiny dots of varying size are

combined in each square inch- The second is pigment trans-

parency Offset pigments arc very transparent, while ribbon

ink tends to be a little less so. This diminishes the influence

of the underlying colors on those overprinted.

Those are fairly unavoidable shortcomings. Even 24-pin

machines can't come close to the resolution of offset printing.

The requirements of impact transferable inks preclude perfect

transparency. In addition, good primary colors are not avail-

able for all printers. The only blue ribbon I've found for the

Epson is not a true cyan. Cyan, in printing, is actually a blue-

green. The blue ribbon is a bit off to the red side ol the spec-

trum and incapable of producing certain hues when com-

bined with other pigments.

For some printers the primaries are not available, forcing

you to design graphics around palettes like blue, brown, and

purple When shopping for ribbons look for a bright yellow,

true magenta, and true cyan (see Figure 2 ) for maximum

color range and flexibility. Other colors are useful. For the

Epson the green ribbon gets around some of the blues' fail-

ings, and the brown has good mixing potential. Whatever

your printer/ribbon situation is, the trick is to learn limita-

tions through testing and design graphics around them.

Some things, easy to create on-screen, are difficult to cap-

ture with most color printers. Pastel colors, subtle color shifts,

luminous effects, and large areas ol smooth color, all tend to

lose something in the translation. Faded ribbons are very

handy for solving some of these problems. They work like

transparent inks and can be printed as solid patterns lor very

smooth color mixes and subtle tints.

If you're working with a color printer, print some sample

palettes comprised of small color boxes labeled with their

respective RGB palette settings. You'll discover, while a few of

the printed colors approximate their on-screen sources, many

don't. Quite often an unexpected RGB setting will produce a

desired print color. Try creating your graphics on-screen first

and then change the RGB settings using the printed palette as

a guide. This special print version of your drawing may have

to look quite odd on-screen to produce the desired output.

OVERLAYS

If you are using the multi-pass print techniques described

above you'll need to develop a good sense of color mixing as

well as an understanding of the concept of color overlays.

OKIMATE 20
If you want easy, inexpensive color printout capability, it's

tough to top the Okimate 20 printer. At about $220 retail

(including the required
:

'Plug'n Print" interface package), it

is widely available and can be purchased at discount and

department stores for substantially less.

The Okimate 20 uses thermal transfer technology, re-

quiring special heat sensitive ribbons. It will print on all

types of paper but achieves optimal results with glossy

thermal transfer paper (also commonly available and inex-

pensive). The three-color ribbons produce vivid full color

prints with bright saturated colors. A color ribbon runs

about $5.50 and is good for 7-10 vertical (half page) prin-

touts. It's a one-use ribbon.

The Okimate also offers excellent black and white

capabilities. The black ribbon lays down a very sharp,

dark, consistent image. These printouts are excellent for

reproduction by photocopying or offset printing. It also

prints NLQ text at 100 cps because only one pass of the

printhead is required. The black ribbon is a little more ex-

pensive ($6.00) and also good for only one-time use.

The printhead itself is a replaceable ($20.00) dollar

item. I had some bad experience with it burning out very

quickly (twice), although, strangely enough, other Okimate

owners I've talked to haven't had the same problem.

Okidata informed me that the expected printhead life is 10

million characters, and that it is covered under the 90-day

factory warranty.
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Some form of overlays or color plates are used in the produc-

tion of most forms of color printing.

Creating overlays for multi-pass prints is directly analogous

to techniques used by artists to produce multicolored etch-

ings, wood-blocks, or silkscreens. One plate, block or stencil

Printed results.

is created for each color to be printed. The term overlay

comes from the process of using a transparent material, laid

over a master drawing, to design the individual color plates.

The ability to easily make duplicates of our on-screen images

aids in the creation of overlays. Similar techniques can be

used to create multicolored images using a monochrome

monitor and color filters when photographing the screen.

(See the Screen Photography section).

1 sp^^
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Original DEGAS Elite

To help design the overlays the artist usually creates a color

sketch. This is a rough version of what the final art will look

like. There are two methods that 1 use to create color sketches

and overlays for multi-pass prints.

METHOD ONE
The first method works best in the low resolution mode. Set

your background color (far left position on the DEGAS pal-

ette) to white and place your darkest color in the far right pal-

ette position. If you can get by without it, don't use the far

right color in your picture.

Creating overlays in this first method is mostly a matter of

elimination. I'll use the yellow, red, and blue ribbon system as

an example. With a low resolution picture as a starting point,

create the yellow overlay using the following steps. Make sure

you have saved your picture to disk before creating the

overlays.

First, eliminate all of the colors that don't contain yellow.

This includes most blues, pinks, and purples. All such colors

are removed from the image by changing their palette settings

to match the background color (white 7,7,7).

Next, determine how much yellow is present in each of

the remaining colors. A bright fire engine red, for example,

needs solid (100%) yellow; change that color's palette setting

to black (0,0,0). A blue-green might need about 25% yellow,

so set its palette to light grey (5,5,5). Knowing how much of

each primary to include in each color mix is tricky. The sur-

est method is to use a printed, annotated palette as a guide-

After setting all of the yellow-containing colors
1

grey values,

save this altered image to disk. I use the last two letters of the

filename to identify overlays (i.e. DUCKS_0Y.PU). Now re-

load the original and repeat the process for each additional

color you wish to print.

This is a fairly straightforward process. A clever program-

mer could probably write algorithms to create these overlays

automatically. Doing [hem by hand offers the opportunity to

customize them to suit the peculiarities of your printer. With

some experimentation you'll learn to go beyond the mechani-

cal interpretation of colors. Adding or subtracting pixels and

creating special screens for additional colors produces

enhanced results.

METHOD TWO
This method is not as simple as the first, but has the capabil-

ity to produce exceptional color printouts. The sample over-

lays in the TESTPRNTPI2 are examples of this approach. One

advantage is its use of the highest resolution available to you

(medium-res with color monitors; high-res with mono-

chrome). The sample includes only three overlays, but as

many as desired can be used in the production of a single

print.

The starting point is a medium or high-res "master" pic-
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ture. Copies of this picture are then changed into overlays.

DEGAS Elite is an excellent tool for this process. The multiple

work-screens allow simultaneous creation and comparison of

the individual overlays. The CHANGE function is very valua-

ble for altering the master drawing. The difficulty is in know-

ing what the overlays should look like to achieve the desired

result.

A simple example may help de-mystify the procedure.

Color charts or graphs can be created easily with the methods

used to print the sample color-bar. In fact, any master draw-

ing composed of outlined shapes can be transformed into

overlays by simply filling those shapes with greys (or various

fill patterns in monochrome). The outlines, if present in each

overlay will end up black after printing several colors.

Since the final print can contain many more colors than

the chosen resolution accommodates, a separate color sketch

is needed. One approach is to use a regular black and white

printout of your master drawing colored with any traditional

media, such as markers or colored pencils. A selection of

colors that closely match your ribbons will make the sketch

very useful.

Creating color prints with these methods is as much art as

science This is part ot its appeal to me- it pushes the hard-

ware beyond its expected performance. Take the time to dis-

cover the particular quirks of your printer Anything from

simple color text and graphics to full-blown fine art computer

prints can be produced with the simplest hardware.

SCREEN PHOTOGRAPHY

The best way to capture the true color and feel of ST on-

screen graphics is to photograph the screen. Often the screen

images seen in this and other computer publications are

reproduced from photographs. You can do your own screen

photography with great success using relatively simple

equipment.

The essential elements include a 35mm (or larger) format

camera with a manually controllable shutter and aperture

(lens opening), a cable release, and a tripod. It helps if the

camera is a "single lens reflex" (SLR) type. This type of cam-

era uses the same lens for viewing and placing the image on

film, making it easier to accurately position the screen image

on film.

The manual shutter, cable release, and tripod are necessary

because of the long exposures (1-7 seconds) required. For

this same reason most simple snapshot cameras, including

some of the all-automatic 35mm cameras are not suitable.

Slide or negative film can be used. Film speeds (ASA) in the

LGO-200 range seem to work well. Higher speed films, while

reducing exposure times, tend to lose some of the clarity and

color fidelity. The standard lens (49mm) on most quality

35mm cameras will work for full screen shots. Good close-up

lenses or "macros" (not to be confused with computing

macros) will reduce distortion and allow you to photograph

small sections of the screen.

SETTING UP

Find the proper distance from the screen by viewing it

through the camera. Set up your tripod, taking care to adjust

the height and angle of the camera perpendicular to the

screen. This can be checked with SLR cameras by viewing

through the lens. Make sure the edges of the screen, or those

of a box drawn on the screen, are parallel to the edges of the

view finder.

Don't throw

away any ribbon,

black or color,

no matter how tired

it is.

Screen reflections are a major concern. If possible, take the

pictures in a completely darkened room. If this isn't possible,

it's necessary to set up a black backdrop. A large black cloth

suspended from the ceiling is a good solution. It should be

placed just in front of the camera and have a small hole

through which the lens is inserted.

Exposures are based on three factors: shutter speed, aper-

ture (the size of the lens opening), and film speed (sensitivity

to light). I prefer an aperture (often referred to as the "f-stop")

of f.8. Wider lens openings (lower f-stop number) increase

distortion and make focusing more critical. Higher f-stops re-

quire very long exposures. In photography "bracketing" refers

to taking a range of exposures to test for the optimal one. Al-

ways bracket your shots when photographing the screen.

Prior to any serious photo sessions shoot a couple of widely

bracketed test rolls to find the best range of exposures.

Most built-in light meters are incapable of giving readings

for the long exposures we're using. If you have a separate light

meter you should be able to get some idea of exposure set-

tings. Hold the meter close to a screen filled with a medium

grey (3,3,3 or 4,4,4 palette settings with a color monitor, or a

50% fill with monochrome). This gives you an average read-

ing. Actual exposures will vary depending on the overall dark-

ness or lightness of the image you're photographing. If you are

unable to get a meter reading, the following chart will help

you get started.
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1CONOGRAPHICS
Black and White. .

.

FILM SPEED F-STOP

(ASA)

64 8

100 a

200 8

EXPOSURE TIME

2-7 seconds

1-4 seconds

Vi-2 seconds

These exposures are based on tests done with Ektachrome

slide film. Other films may vary. The times represent a range

for bracketing. As a general rule the more white or light color

a particular image contains, the shorter the exposure.

SHOOTING

Set the monitor's brightness control to its halfway, notched

position. This is a good brightness for photography and as-

sures consistency from one shoot to the next. Check carefully

for screen reflections. (This is best done with a black screen.)

II the camera is properly aligned, him loaded, aperture & ASA

set, and shutter set to manual, you're ready to shoot.

Since most cameras don't have shutter speeds greater than

one second, some form of timing is needed. A friend pointed

out to me that an audible source works best. Try a watch or

clock that ticks, or a metronome. Some manual shutters must

be held open for the duration ol the exposure, while others

require one push to open and a second push to close. Check

your camera's manual and synchronize your clicks with the

audible timer.

Bracket the exposures and keep careful notes with the pic-

tures title, frame number, and exposure/film information.

Large changes in exposure times are required to show

significant differences on film.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Screen photography opens up the entire world of photo-

graphic effects. Double exposures can be used to fuse com-

puter graphics with other artforms, real-life images, or other

computer images. Time exposures can capture the movement

of on-screen animation. Special filters, lenses, and processing

techniques add a new dimension to ST graphics. Perhaps in a

future article I'll explore some special effects in greater detail.

For now here are a couple of ideas.

By using color filters, you can transform monochrome

images into color photographs. A series of overlays, photo-

graphed through color filters onto one piece of film can pro-

duce multicolored, high -resolution images. The color theory

is different because we are mixing light. We divide shutter

times so that several exposures can be combined.

Transparent images such as film negatives/positives or

photocopies on acetate can be placed in front of the screen,

colored in using a paint program, then photographed as a

unit. This creates an interesting effect that transcends the

resolution limitations of the screen.

These effects require a fair knowledge of photography and

a good amount of experimentation to perfect. Simple screen

shots however, are quite easy. Experiment and keep good

records of your tests. The results are worth the effort. All of

the rich color and luminous qualities of your ST graphics can

be captured with photography.

THIRD GENERATION

The computer is just one of many tools that can be used to

produce graphics. When combined with other media or

manipulated by other devices, these graphics enter a new

dimension. The methods I've described provide a hard-copy

bridge between computer graphics and other art forms.

Try experimenting with your photos and printouts. Your

local copy shop is a good place to start. Modern electrostatic

Creating

overlays for multi-pass

prints is directly

analogous to techniques

used to produce multicolored

etchings, wood-blocks, or

silkscreens.

copiers have the ability to enlarge, reduce, color and copy

your graphics onto a variety of materials. This is especially

valuable if you wish to alter or enhance your work with tradi-

tional media. Photo labs also offer a number of options. See

the REFERENCE section for the name of one mail order lab

that offers some interesting services, including huge enlarge-

ments at relatively modest prices.

Also included in the REFERENCE section is the address of

a place that does laser transfer images of computer graphics

(i.e the March 1986 ANTIC fractal cover). This is not an in-

expensive service but it offers impressive results.

That's it for now. So. crack your knuckles, grab a fresh rib-

bon, fire up your printer, and let the glories of color computer

graphics wash over you.

REFERENCE

PRINTER DRIVERS
• Stealing The. ST Printer Driver by

Tom Hudson START #1 Summer 1986 pp 20-27
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ICONOGRAPHICS

• Printer Drivers The Easy Way by

Tom Hudson START #4 Spring 1987

• CompuServe SIG Atari 16

COLOR RIBBONS

• Ribbon Land

P.O. box 500

Extern, PA 19341

1-800-221-4892

CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• American Ink Products

527 Howard St.

San Francisco, Ca 94105

415-982-0161

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES

• ABC Photo Service

9016 Prince William St.

Manassas, Va 22110

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD

555 19th Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 626-8366

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRINTERS

• Epson America Inc.

23155 Kashiwa Court

Torrance, CA 90505

(213) 534-0360

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Okidata

532 Fellowship Road

Ml Laurel, NJ 08054

(609) 235-2600

(800) OKIDATA

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE
• DEGAS and DEGAS Elite

Batteries Included

30 Mural Street

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1B5, Canada

(416) 881-9941

Telex: 06-986-266

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Tom Hudson's CAD 3-D

The Catalog

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415)957-0886

CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You'll get a lockout of

Thai Boxing

for the

Atari ST.

Examine Artworx' expanding list ol ST software:

THAI BDXING firings oriental kick boxing to the ST with stunning 3-D

graphics and fast action. Only SIS.95

BRIDGE 5.0 Improved bidding and play! Many new features and
refinements. Only $34.95

STRIP POKER is the classic computer program. Play against Suzi and

Melissa; the more you win, the more they take off! Only S39.95

HOLE IN ONE GOLF Plays like the real thing and includes an easy-to-use

Editor for designing your own golf course. Only S19.95

COM PUB BIO BE is Artworx" Dridge tutorial, utilizing 10 chapters covering

all aspects of the game. Only 129.95

PEGGAMMON is a new and innovative approach to backgammon. Play

against the computer or with a friend in the two-player mode. Only 517.95

MAILLIST handles medium to large sized lists. It zip code sorts,

alphabetizes, selects by keyword, prints labels, and more. Only S19.95

BAKER STREET DETECTIVE brings you back to 1893 London with mysteries

to solve just like Sherlock Holmes. Only $1795

Artworx Software Co., Inc., 1811 Peofiefd Road, Penfitld. N.Y. 1452E |716j 385-0120 (300) 82E-6573

CIRCLE 007 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ProCopy ST
BACKUP
UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only SI 2 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and C.O.D.
orders $34.95

Call (BOO) 843-1223
Send check (or S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mail) tot

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co. tech-soft
Internationally Building 2 COMPUTER WHOLESALE

in Europe Shamrock Quay _ 324 Stirling Highway

and
Australasia

Southampton, SOl-
England

Tel, 0703-227274

Cfaremont
Western Australia 6010

Tel. 09-385-1885

CIRCLE 033 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"If I needed la learn Pascal all over again, or

were going 10 leach a course in the language, I

can! imagine using any program other than

ALICE,"

— Adam Green, Inf'oworld

Visit your dealer or send us $79,95 (USD)
plus $5 for shipping and handling. VISA
and MasterCard orders may phone collect.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Trademarks: Turbo Pascal — Borland International, IM

ALICE
The Peraonal Pascal

Ktttului i imiiiiiiM ii ill
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Programming

Made Easy

If you're into programming, or if you

want to be, you won't find a better

system for your Atari ST than

ALICE: The Personal Pascal. Already

popular on the IBM-PC, ALICE now
brings easy, interactive programming

to the Atari ST.

ALICE is, without question, the best

way around to learn about computers

and programming. Beginners can

even order our ALICE Based text-

book tor only $19.95 with ALICE.

Even if you're an expert, ALICE
makes it easier to write, test and
especially debug programs. ALICE'S
extensive Pascal improvements in-

clude a GEM interface even beginners

can use and most of the extensions of

Turbo Pascal. The surrounding ex-

amples just give a glimpse at how easy

it is to put programs together using

ALICE.

Breakpoints,

"ALICE may be the most advanced pro-

currently available for

— Michael Covingtoi

Looking Glass Software Limited
124 King St. N. Waterloo, Ontario

N2J 2X8
519/884-7473

— IBM. Atari ST — Alari Corp., Gt£M — Digital Rt
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"If you enjoy programming languages, this

comes pretty darn close to being as muchfun as

a video game."

— Gene Wilburn, Computing Canada

Looking Glass Software

rch Inc. ALICE n ALICE: The Personal Pascal,!
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PROCEDURES

Hard Disk
Warfare

Experience from the trenches

BY DAVE SMALL
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

PROGRAMS BY DAN MOORE AND DAVE SMALL

Straight from the hacker front line, soldiers Moore and

Small tell terrible tales ofsurvival and offer a hag of tricks

the lilies ofa Swiss army knife: The Twisterfloppyfastfor-

matter, the Meg-A-Minute hard disk backup, the hard disk

write-protector, the Reboot, and thefamed Reviver. Required

reading for all hard disk owners, plus some nifty gadgets

forfloppy users, too. Look inside the D1SK.ST folder on your

START Disk.

B Folder DISKS!
on your START disk
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Warfare. .

.

mk Iter the exciting experience of crashing three hard

I disks in a week's time, Dan Moore and I decided it

^^m was time to write a hard disk backup utility. (Con-

tributing to the decision was the fact that another hard disk

backup utility was responsible for a crash.) Then, we needed

a hard disk write protector because the programs we were de-

veloping had a tendency to delete files for no given reason.

Then we needed a disk checker, and a fast formatter, and a

. . . well, you get the idea.

This is generally how articles like this come to be written:

experience from the trenches- My articles on 68901 and

68000 interrupts (Antic: May, June, and July 1986) came from

researching them lor the Macintosh emulator cartridge. My

[loppy disk article ("Probing the FDC") came mostly from the

disk drivers from same (START #2). And Dan Moore and 1

built "The Amazing MouseTrap" while testing Dan's Paperclip

Elite program (START #2).

Dan and I get asked a lot why we write these articles. A

typical question might be, "Do you write these articles be-

cause of the hacker ethic, the freedom of information ex-

change so vital to the microcomputer revolution?"

To which we usually answer, "No, we're just showing off''

If you'll dig into this article, you'll find some really useful

stuff:

The Twister: a new disk formatter which doubles your

floppy disk speed and increases their storage capacity by over

10 percent. We know, there's been some competition in this

field, but the Twister is the best, for reasons I'll explain in the

article. It will also give you some background on floppy disks

we haven't covered before.

The Rebooter: an extremely helpful little AUTO folder rou-

tine that forces a complete reboot anytime you press RESET.

You want this unless you're really into very strange computer

errors. It also shuts off write-verify on the disk, which dou-

bles your disk writing speed with no effective loss.

Hard Disk Write Protector: a very handy little desk acces-

sory utility. It prevents any program from accidentally writing

on the hard disk. Great for debugging programs without

trashing your hard disk.

The Hard Disk Reviver: users of the automatic hard disk

boot routines are going to get in real trouble if anything ever

goes wrong with the automatic boot (for instance, the driver

file in directory C: goes bad). You literally can't start up the ST

with the hard disk attached. You're stuck unless you have the

Reviver, which lets you bypass the hard disk automatic boot

and (at least) gets you on your way to fixing the problem.

The Meg-A-Minute backup utility: the fastest hard disk

backup you'll find for your ST Does what its name says. It

backs up a megabyte per minute. Since most ST programmers

seem to use 5 megabyte partitions to maintain hard disk

speed, we're only talking 5 minutes for a complete backup.

There's also some nifty information here about the partition

sector you'll want to know.

THE TWISTER
The Twister isn't really a hard disk utility, it's a program

which doubles your floppy disk speed and adds an addi-

tional 40K per disk side. It formats a disk in a special manner,

letting the disk drivers run at full speed instead of the normal

half speed. The new format is completely compatible with

your ST's operating system.

USING TWISTER

Twister is quite simple to use. Double-click on TWISTER.TOS.

It will ask you which drive you want to format and whether

you want double-sided disks or not. It will then go off and do

its thing, formatting and verifying the disk, initializing the

disk directory and boot block as necessary. You might want to

write-protect your TWISTER disk just in case you get out of

sync with the messages and accidentally try to format it.

HOW TWISTER WORKS
To understand Twister, you need to understand sector skew

and the dynamics or sector reading. So, let's dig into that first.

First, if you haven't already, go pick up the second issue of

START and read the floppy disk article within. It covers lots of

gruesome basics about floppy disks that there isn't room to

repeat here, and also gives you a listing of the source code to

Atari's floppy disk drivers.

MORE DATA PER DOLLAR

A typical single-sided ST disk is divided into 80 concentric

rings called tracks, and each track has nine 512-byte sectors

laid out on it. The sectors are numbered one through nine

and are laid out like this: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9. The beginning

(and end) of a track are marked by the index pulse, generated

once per revolution by the floppy hardware. The disk is spin-

ning five times per second, which means 1/5 second, or .2

seconds, per spin. In milliseconds (l/1000ths of a second),

that's 200 ms.

The floppy hardware sector takes 16.6 ms to read a sector,

with around 3-4 microseconds of "dead space" between sec-

tors. If there's 20 ms per sector, and 200 ms per spin, and

hence, then quick math should show room for 10 sectors per

track even though a normal format only uses nine. We picked

up on this and added an extra sector per track. We just put it

after the last sector and told the operating system there are

now 10 sectors per track instead of 9. That's an extra 40K per

disk side, or 80K on the increasingly popular double-sided

drive. The disk sectors are numbered.

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10.

Is there room for an 11th sector? The only way might be to
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cram several sectors together so there's no "dead space" be-

tween them, but that's a fairly complicated problem (called

blocking/deblocking). We wouldn't gain that much room, any-

way, so let's not bother. Let me leave you from these para-

graphs with the image of the disk that looks like this: (index

pulse) 1-2-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 (index pulse) 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

(index pulse), repeating forever.

A SNAGGED READ REQUEST

The low-level TOS routine which does disk input is called _
floprd (lloppy read). One nice feature of _floprd is that it is

very fast. It can read an entire track in just one spin; in other

words, it can handle the overhead of doing requests for 9 sec-

tors, reading them in, and cleaning up after the floppy con-

troller This is necessary because we're dealing with floppy

media We cannot get to the whole track at once; each sector

must rotate underneath the stationary disk head- The floppy

read/write head sits on a given track in the same place and

Sector 1

marches around the

disk with a 2 -sector

offset; hence the name

"Twister."

must wail for the data coming underneath the head to spin

by; if we want sector 1, and sector 1 is currently half a spin

away, we must wait 100 milliseconds for it to come around

again and be read in

When the higher level I/O routine Rwabs (read/write

absolute) tells _floprd to read in 9 sectors on track #0, _
floprd waits for sectoral to spin around (which takes an un-

known length of time, depending on where it was when we

started), then reads, very quickly, 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9. That's 9

sectors, one complete track. The disk has rotated just past

sector number 9; it's not even at the end of the track (the in-

dex pulse) quite yet. _floprd returns to Rwabs. Rwabs then

figures out it's at the end of the current track. So it rings up

_(\oprd again and asks for the next track.

Unfortunately, there's a problem here. _floprd needs to

move the disk read/write head to the next track. It does so,

but, the "seek" routine that moves the head refuses to give

control back to _floprd una'! it verifies it's an the right track.

This is what messes everything up. Why? Seek does this

verification by reading in an address mark, or sector header and

looking for the proper track number. Moving the head takes

about 2 milliseconds, and, at this point, the disk has rotated

to right around the index pulse, well before sector I.

The head settles down on the track, and Seek begins look-

ing for a sector header. Well, of course, it finds sector #1 s

header, complete with a "track #" mark. Seek then returns to

_floprd
,
which then issues a request for sector #1. But sector

#1 just spun by- Seek "used it up." Hence, _floprd has to

wait an entire spin for sector #1 to spin by again. Then, it

reads, quickly, 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9, returns to Rwabs , and

everything continues. We thus miss sector #1 every time we

step to a new track, thereby adding 1/5 of a second per track

overhead to all floppy read/writes. Now, how can we cure this

problem?

NO CAN DO
We can't recode the lloppy BIOS to remove the seek-with-

verify causing this problem. There's just too much code there.

Nor can we modify that code directly, since it's in ROM.

(Note: Some people with EPROM burners have done just this

and ended up trashing disks. Look under "head settling time"

to find out why.) We carft very easily recode just the SEEK

routine because, again, it's tied into the floppy BIOS routines

so intimately.

Well, if we can't change the system software, let's change

the disk.

EX-SKEWS ME
Let's lay out the track a bit differently and watch the effect.

The first change will be 10 sectors per track, which we've al-

ready covered. The second change will be the sector ordering.

All tracks, as usual, begin and end with the index pulse.

Track 0: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

Track 1: 9,10,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Track 2: 7,8,9,10,1,2,3,4,5,6

Track 3: 5,6,7,8,9,10,1,2,3,4

Track 4: 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,1,2

Track 5: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 (which is the same as #0)

THE PATTERN THEN REPEATS.

At first, this renumbering looks mindless. But there's a good

reason for it. Let's look at a read request with our new format.

Suppose we start at track #0.

When _floprd attempts to read the track, it waits for sec-

tor #1 to spin by, fetches it, then it rapidly gets 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-

9-10 as they pass under the read/write head. At the end of

this sequence, the floppy diskette is just past the end of sector

#10, near the end of the track.

II Rwabs needs more data, it calls on _floprd again. _
floprd rings up Seek , which moves the head to track #1, and
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begins hunting a sector mark. It finds sector #9 (look at the

map), which is the first physical sector on the track, complete

with the proper track number, and returns to _floprd. which

then requests sector #1. Sector #9 spins by, followed by sector

#10; then sector #1 is found. _floprd then reads 1-2-3-4-5-

6-7-8, sees an index pulse, then reads 9-10, and returns to _
Rwabs. At this point, the diskette is just past sector #10 on

track 1. Notice we've eliminated the "seek snag" between

these two tracks, but let's see what happens on the next track.

Rwabs calls up „floprd again to read in track 2. _floprd

does a seek, which gets verified by sector #9 and #10 on

track #3. Then, it reads in 1-10, returns to Rwabs, and so on.

The net result is we're not dropping spins anymore; we're

grabbing the sector data as fast as it spins by under the disk

head. This is the essential element of Twister. Note how sector

1 marches around the disk with a 2-sector offset; hence the

name "Twister"

entire track. The next time you try to read that sector #1,

you'll find it's unreadable. Anyway, having destroyed several

disks with this technique (if you're curious, with the

Motivator-Write option of the Magic Sac), 1 have since learned

to let the head settle. Hence, instead of 1 sector (16.6 milli-

seconds) of head-settling time, I give SEEK two sectors (33

milliseconds) to quit rattling and catch a sector ID mark

before sectoral shows up again.

TRACK-PACKING (EXTRA ID MARKS)

An alternate method of fooling Seek is to stick several sector

headers at the end of each track and pray that by the time the

Seek is done and looking for a sector header with a track #, it

will find these sector headers. In other words, if we step from

track to 1, we'll land on the very end of track 1, pick up a

sector mark to satisfy Seek, and get back in time to see sector

BUT DOES IT REALLY WORK?

Actual benchmarking indicates Twister does exactly what its

supposed to do; it can read in an entire disk side (80 tracks)

in 80 spins, plus about ten lor overhead, or 18 seconds. A

double-sided disk takes one more spin for the back side of

each track, or 36 seconds. This is very good performance

relative to anyone's personal computer. You just can't get data

to or from the floppy disk any faster than this; it isn't physi-

cally possible at 300 RPM. Believe me, it outruns any other

personal computer floppy driver I've seen. Put your hand on

the disk drive, and you'll feel it stepping five times per

second.

THE DREADED HEAD RATTLE

Some people have realized just what I've been talking about

here and solved the problem by changing Seek, using an

EPROM burner and modifying the operating system ROMs.

The problem here is that a seek takes a little while. First, the

head has to move to the new track. This takes about 2 milli-

seconds. Then, the head rattles around ("settling') for about

30 milliseconds before it settles down enough to be

reliable- ft literally rattles back and forth from the sharp ac-

celeration of the step. If we seek to the new track on a 10-

sector disk, going from sector 10 of the previous track to sec-

tor 1 of the new track, we have about 10 milliseconds, maxi-

mum, of head settling time before sector 1 spins by. The real-

ity is you'll miss sector 1 about half the time because the

head hasn't stopped rattling; go ahead and try if you like.

The situation is better with 9-sector disks because there's

about 20 milliseconds of "dead" area at the end of each track

(where we put sector #10). Generally this works out okay, but

it's possible to start writing before the head has settled and

thus write in a zig-zag pattern across a track before finally set-

tling down -leaving a skid mark with sector one across the

Put your hand

on the disk drive, and

you'll feel it stepping five

times per second.

#1 . The above discussion of head rattling ought to tell you

why this isn't such a good idea. You miss a great deal of the

time, especially on some brands of disk drives that step

slowly or rattle. If you go 9-sectors per track, it works much

better, but then you've lost 40K per disk side.

SIDE TO SIDE

If we use double sided disks, we also have to twist the sector

data from side to side. I don't really know why; there should

not be that much overhead in switching sides. However, there

seems to be.

DISK COPY OVERHEAD
Generally, using Twister, you'll find TOS doesn't get in the way.

It requests big blocks of data, then steps back while Rwabs

and _iloprd handle the work. However, one routine in partic-

ular is very slow: disk copy. (This is when you drag a disk

icon to another disk icon, and the Desktop copies all the

tracks of one disk to another.) You'll find there is so much

overhead going from track to track that sector #1 gets missed,

even with die added safety margin I've put in. The problem is

most likely the screen animation; while the Desktop is draw-
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ing pretty graphics, sector #1 is spinning by. Since 1 don't

want to slow down sector I/O for one special case, I've left

this alone; it runs just as slowly as regular floppies and there's

little 1 can do about ir.

DAVE'S WRITE-WITH-VER1FY LECTURE

Another problem you're going to see is write-verify. For some

reason I have yet to fathom, the Atari Rwabs insists on read-

ing back sectors that have just been written to ensure that

data was really written. 1 don't know why. At first it seems log-

ical and cautious. You know instantly if something has gone

wrong: "The disk can't be written to." But think about it some

more. In order for a write to take place, the disk has to be

spinning and working very well The floppy controller must

see a valid sector mark ior the sector to be written, and the

write protect switch must be off. The controller then writes

16.6 milliseconds worth of data, during which time the disk

has to work. It even writes a CRC so next time you read the

sector you know all is well with it. Why re-read it at write

time? Odds are you're not going to be able to swap to a new

disk if it screws up anyway. All you're managing to do is slow

down disk operation while checking for an incredibly un-

likely error. Anyway, doing a read after a write will of course

foul up the speed of said write operations. If this doesn't turn

you on, then turn off the write-verify by writing a $0 (word)

to location $444- 1 have this done automatically with the Re-

booter routine included in this package.

At first it might seem incautious not to read back every-

thing you write to the disk for verification. But then again, I've

known people who put up with this write-verify nonsense on

the 8-bit Ataris (with much less reliable hardware) for five

years and never once got a "write didn't work out" error. As

the guy who wrote Atari DOS (Bill Wilkinson) once told me,

"it's an enormous waste of time. I never do it." Bill and 1 don't

agree on much (look, he wrote a Pascal for the ST), but this

one we agree on.

THE R EBO TER
The Rebooter is included here because it has a side effect of

turning off write-verify, which I talk about above. It has a

rather nice main feature, however; it forces a complete reboot

anytime you press RESET

At first, this might seem silly. RESET is RESET. But it really

isn't, uniortunately.

There are essentially two kinds of system startups. The

first is a coldstart, where memory is cleared and the system

initialized, generally brought up completely from scratch.

1 hen, there is a wcmnstart, which happens anytime you press

RESET With a warmstart, a lot of tables and such set up by a

coldstart are not changed. The system distinguishes between

a coldstart and warmstart by a flag (well, actually, several)

called MEMVALID, located at $420.

Now a warmstart is fine for switching monitor resolutions

(which is probably the reason for this design), but the fact is,

the RESET switch often does not restore a machine to life. If

any of those low memory tables which warmstart leaves alone

are damaged (easy to do when developing software), a warm-

start will leave them damaged. Another problem is programs

which require a coldstart to load properly, such as RAMdisks,

are also reloaded by a warmstart. Typically the same RAM-

DISK will reload twice, occupying a big chunk of memory

and screwing up the computer. Because of these problems,

most developers have learned that a warmstart is a bad idea.

Instead, they force a coldstart. They switch the power off,

then on, to restart the machine.

It's possible

to start writing

before the head has

settled—leaving a skid

mark with sector one across

the entire track.

But, there are two problems here: 1.) Memory takes

around 2-3 seconds after poweroff to decay enough for the ST

to realize it is being coldstarted because of the power supply

design (which keeps the RAMs alive that long). 1 have 1040's

which take fifteen seconds to realize they're shut off. (Now

there's a computer with determination!) and, 2.) It is generally

hard on computers to switch them off and on, which subjects

the internal parts to stress

I have a solution to this problem which I call the Rebooter.

It sets up low memory in the ST so that a press of the RESET

switch causes a true coldstart. The program is loaded from an

AUTO folder, and thus run during bootup. It clears

MEMVALID ($420), which is used as a flag during RESET to

determine coldstart/warmstart (among other things). Because

this flag is cleared, the next time the ST is RESET, it will do a

complete coldstart, zeroing out memory, and so forth. Added

to scenic Rebooter is a clear of location $444, the write-with-

verify flag, so we take care of lots of little busy details and

fixes at once.

The source code demonstrates a simple assembly language

"shell" for writing your own assembly code and getting it to

run, including the infamous "release memory" application
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startup kludge. It also shows how to switch to supervisor

mode to access low memory. These routines are useful in

many applications. If you want to try your hand at 68000,

this is a great place to start. To use REBOOT.PRG, just move it

to your AUTO folder and boot up with it. When you press

the RESET switch, the machine will coldstart. (Warning: if

you name it REBOOTTOS, it won't run; only .PRG programs

are run in the AUTO folder.) REBOOTPRG ought to help you

out with your RESET switch, plus it speeds up your writes.

However, we offer a warranty on the first fOO disk spins or

10,000 machine cycles, whichever comes first, if it should

ever fail.

HARD DISK
WRITE PRO TEC T

Now that we've worked on the floppy disk awhile, let's move

to the hard disk for a bit.

First, let's take a brief look at Rwabs.

Rwabs is the place where all disk accesses go. It's the

moral equivalent oi DSYTNV/SIOV on the 8-bit machines; il

you want something done to the disk, you call up Rwabs. All

the GEM Desktop really does is translate your mouse moves

and button presses into things for Rwabs to do.

Floppy disk, RAMdisk, and hard disk accesses all go

through Rwabs. If GEMDOS, TOS, or any old user program

wants something done to the disk, "Ask Rwabs. It eats

anything."

If it's for a RAMdisk, send it to a RAMdisk handler. If it's

for a hard disk, send to a hard disk handler Not either of

those? Okay, well, it must be for a floppy; send it to _floprd

(for a read) or _flopwr (for a write).

Now, Rwabs out of the box doesn't know about RAMdisks

or hard disks, only floppies. You must "steal" the Rwabs rou-

tine, which was made easy to do, just for that purpose, and

put in your own RAMdisk, hard disk, or whatever handler

Generally, such a handler will look lor a given drive number

(like, C: -F: for a hard disk) and handle a request if it's

appropriate, otherwise, it'll return to Rwabs

Now, let's come to a not-uncommon-enough situation

among developers: We're testing a program (let's say, "Paper-

clip Delete"), and specifically its disk routine. We run the pro-

gram off the hard disk and find a few seconds later it has

mangled that same hard disk beyond repair Look, it's easy to

do. This fun event has happened to lots of people. And, be-

cause backing up the hard disk is such an incredibly slow

process, most people don't keep complete backups.

Your alternative is to reformat and start over. Dan's hard

disk write protect is to a hard disk what a write protect tab is

to a floppy. It write protects the hard disk. Simple and easy; it

steals away Rwabs, looks to see if a write is occurring to a

protected hard disk and, if so, shuts it off. Since nearly all

hard disk accesses go through Rwabs, it should catch most, if

not all, of these unexpected little surprises. Using the write

protecter is easy. It's a desk accessoiy; put it on your boot

disk or the root directory of your hard disk with an .ACC ex-

tender It gets loaded at boot time. When you want to write

protect your disk, select the Protecter from the Desk menu on

your Desktop. Then select a given disk and protect or un-

protect it.

HARD DISK
REVIVAI

1 installed Atari's automatic hard disk booter some time ago.

It's a neat little program; on startup, the system boots auto-

matically from the hard disk, no floppy required. It does this

by placing a short boot program into the boot sector (the first

sector) of the hard disk and has a driver program.

SH204DVR.5YS, which goes on the C: director)-. This works

as follows: During system startup, the floppy's boot sector is

read in and tested. If it's marked "bootable" (which few to

none are anymore, that being a relic of TOS-in-RAM days), it

is executed. Otherwise, the first sector of the hard disk is read

in and checked; if it is marked executable, it's run. That nor-

mally isn't so, unless you've run the automatic booter If you

have, the hard disk boot sector reads in and installs

SH204DVR.SYS. If you haven't, the system waits for floppy A:

to have something (or eventually times out).

Just the other day, 1 tried out a friend's hard disk backup

program, OSCAR, on my 5 megabyte C; partition. OSCAR

proceeded to dump out my hard disk to floppy, as it should

have done. It also then deleted every file on drive C:, which to

be charitable, it should not have done. This was a big surprise,

seeing as how I was due to ship the next revision of Magic

Sac software that day. (Discerning readers will note the mini-

review of OSCAR.) A strange thing happened. I couldn't turn

on my ST with the hard disk connected. When 1 tried, 1 could

sec the hard disk "blip" on the boot sector, try to read

SH204DVR.SYS (which, of course, had been deleted), and,

gasp, crash when it couldn't And it.

Catch-22! I couldn't start the ST to fix the hard disk be-

cause the hard disk was zapped. Nor could I turn on the hard

disk with the ST connected because that crashes the ST.

(Supra users note: you can do that to a Supra but not to an

Atari, in case you're wondering). Nor can you plug in the hard

disk after turning on the ST because that's a wonderful way to

fry the driver chips, and, the SCSI controller does not RESET

until the ST forces a RESET (on powerup). You end up with a

hung controller. 1 cried help and called the Dan Moore Hot-

line for Destitute Hard Disks. As usual, I got the answering

machine; 1 left my plea. Dan got back to me, and we spent the

next twelve hours trying to cure the HD, finally involving
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CompuServe, Supra, and a sacrificial ritual, too savage to be

detailed, involving a poodle, a pentagram, and the Egyptian

Book of the Dead.

Anyway, here's what we found. Hard disks are laid out as

any number of 512-byte sectors. For instance, a 20 megabyte

hard disk (a very common size) has about 40,000 512-byte

sectors. They're numbered starting at 1 up to whatever (my

new 40mb drive has 80,000 sectors). To access the hard disk,

you pass the sector number to Rwabs, which in turn invokes

the hard disk driver

SLOW TURN AHEAD
As a side note: Hard disks have a common malady: the more

you put on them, the more they slow down. This is a prob-

lem in TOS and one not easily solved, or there'd be an article

by us telling you how. How much does it slow down? A

nearly empty hard disk can duplicate a 200K file in 6.3

seconds; a nearly full hard disk takes over 60 seconds. That's

ten times slower. (Atari claims a rewrite of this stuff is in the

works.) A partial solution is to partition the hard disk. This

makes one huge hard disk into many small hard disks. Since

each small hard disk has less data, operations on them run

quicker It also makes it easier for users; the partitions serve

as a sort of super-folder to keep things together For instance,

my C: partition is Megamax C language stuff, D: is Alcyon

"C\ E: is Magic Sac, and F: is backups. C: and D: each are 5

mbytes, E: and F: are each 15 mbytes. GEMDOS supports up

to 4 partitions and generally people use all of them. Again,

generally you'll find G-F: being the hard disk (and G: being a

RAMdisk).

PARTITION VOLITION

The partition information is kept in a table in the first sector

of the hard disk. Let's say we have a 20 mbyte drive split up

into four 5 mbyte drives; GEMDOS keeps a table of the

40,000 sectors on the hard disk, saying,

Drive C: is sectors 1-9,999

Drive D: is sectors 10,000-19,999

Drive E: is sectors 20,000-29,999

Drive F: is sectors 30,000-39,999.

All these drives are the same physical drive; they are only

split up into different logical drives. For instance, if GEMDOS
wants sectors #3-7 of drive E:, Rwabs will handle returning

actual physical sectors #20,000+ 3 to 20,000 + 7 of the hard

disk. There's a bit more interesting information in the parti-

tion sector, such as total drive size, whether or not a partition

is a TOS partition (1 don't know of any other uses at the mo-

ment, although a Magic Sac partition is a possibility), and

some optional boot code, as described above. Check out the

Hitchhiker's Guide to the BIOS il you need the complete low-

down on the partition sector.

Well, we finally managed to get the hard disk running by

(of all things) taking the drive apart, switching off the drive

mechanism select, booting the ST, then switching the drive

select back on. (These are switches on the actual mechanism,

not the power switch). The hard disk drivers absolutely

would not install, so we went to low-level routines to look-see

the hard disk and find out what had happened. Supra Corp.

had been kind enough to post low-level drivers on Compu-

Serve; we used those and eventually got the first sector to

read in. These drivers do basic sector level read-write to the

hard disk, bypassing Rwabs . Anyway, we finally got the hard

disk autoboot turned off (by screwing up the boot sector's

CRC) and did some repair work. I'd like to save you the effort

of opening up your drive if you get stuck in this situation. As

more and more people use the automatic booter, they're going

to get stuck more and more often.

REVIVE. PRG is based on a program 1 did quite some time

ago which made double sided disks bootable by RAM TOS.

(DBLBOOT.PRG-in various public domain libraries). Any-

way, the Reviver reads in a floppy boot sector, prototypes it,

then writes it out to a blank disk. This boot sector's only pur-

pose in life is to abort the hard disk startup; it bypasses it

early in the machine's life. You then get your normal GEM
desktop and can run some low level routines to find out what

happened to your disk. (The first, of course, is to try running

the hard disk boot software directly and installing the drive to

see if that cures the problem).

To run REVIVE.PRG-and you'll only need to do this if

you do the dreaded hard drive lock up described:

1. Turn off your hard disk so you can boot.

2. Format up a blank floppy. Single sided, please.

3. Put in a disk with REVIVE.PRG. Run REVIVE.PRG. It

will ask you to swap disks in A and press the SHIFT key; do

so.

4. It will then write an executable boot sector out to drive

A:.

5. Turn your ST off.

6. Turn your hard drive on.

7. Turn your ST on. It will boot off A: almost instantly and

ignore the hard disk. From here you can do all your usual

things, such as installing the hard disk driver Atari hard drive

owners who use Supra software (most common) should use

the ATARIHD (Atari's) program, not the SUPBOOT program;

SUPBOOT gets tripped up by the autoboot mechanism. This

turned out to be the second reason my drive was frozen. This

is a good program to have around if you have a hard disk;

you may only need it once, but if you need it, you'll realty

need it. Users ol the Meg-A-Minute backup program will note

you can use that program to restore the partition sector and

also the whole hard disk after you've booted up using the

Reviver You could, for instance, take a completely new hard

disk, format it, and restore it to where any Meg-A-Minute

backup was.
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New for 1987
MichTron announces eightnew products foryourAtari ST.

TRIMbase
Relational Data Management System
Get organized with ihis powerful database system.

Enter names, addresses, personal or business details,

collection descriptions— whatever you need, and get

neat, customized reports in return. TRIMbase provides

special relational functions for cross-file interactions:

condense, hrcak up, merge, subtract, and even join

files. Pull-down menus and mouse control to make it

all easy. TRIMbase can even exchange its data with

other applications software.

Color or Monochrome $99.95

GFA-BASIC Interpreter
Powerful BASIC Programming Language
Finally there's a fast, accurate, structured language

available for the ST. This compact, high-speed Inter-

preter takes only 55K of memory and runs programs as

fast as those compiled in Pascal! GFA-BASIC is in-

credibly easy to lcam. In no time at all you'll be using

the friendly editor to write your own GEM programs.

The versatility and power of this structured language

package put all ihc speed and graphics of the Atari ST
at your command.

Color or Monochrome $79.95

Super Conductor
MIDI/Atari Music Development Program
Ihis advanced program is for amateur and professional

musicians alike. You can record, edit, and play back

music through your Atari ST or MIDI synihcsi/cr.

Super Conductor holds up to 10 songs in memory for

editing or performing, and special song structuring lets

you repeat parts of songs, and duplicate cvcn-mcasurc

pieces easily. Other features include complete control

of external synthesizer, editing recorded material, and

quantizing (corrects and aligns notes).

Color or Monochrome $79.95

GFA-BASIC Compiler
Ihis fast, 2-pass Compile

GFA-BASIC programs into compact, faster- running

machine-language files. These self-contained files

even run without the aid of a runtime module! 'Ihc

compiler is totally compatible with the GFA-BASIC
Interpreter and is simple to operate. Ihis incredible

package greatly enhances the speed and power of the

already superb Interpreter.

Requires GFA-BASIC Interpreter . . . $79.95

GFA Draft
Computer Aided Design Application

This efficient two-dimensional CAD program makes it

easy to create circuits, scaled drawings, and detailed

plans. The vast array of options are always available

using GEM's pull-down windows. Features up to 255

drawing layers (up to 10 at a time shown), prints or

plots in different colors or densities, draws with

definable "symbols", has two styles of variable sized/

directioned text, Measure, Enlarge, Reduce, and

Rotate commands, and much more!

Color i) $99.95

R.A.I.D.

Introducing R.A.I.D., a powerful programming tool

designed to help increase your productivity and

efficiency. This new debugging system is complete

with miniassembler/disassembler, full-screen editing

capability, and symbolic definitions display for easy

viewing of your most complex machine-language and

C programs. Other features include Tracer options,

Copy, Fill, and Move Block commands, resetable

Breakpoints, and two screen displays to keep program

and debugging activity totally isolated.

Color or Monochrome $39.95

/ \

9a3
V )

M-Cache
Enhance the perl ormance and speed o: your hard -drive

with this handy utility. By holding recently accessed

disk sectors in your computer's memory (somewhat

like a RAM disk), M Cache eliminates the disk scarch-

and-acccss time needed to reload old information.

Access to small programs, files, and documents, as

well as to directories and other system information

becomes lightning quick. M-Cache is easy to install

and the size of the memory Cache is user definable.

Color or Monochrome $39.95

yv
Super Directory
Bring order to your disk collection! Ihis specialized

database reads your directories, recording their files,

lengths, and other attributes. Add personal comments

and categories, and you can sort, display, and print

organized directory lists. And if you're ever unsure of

where a file is, Super Directory will find it! "Ihc

special search and display functions even accept wild-

cards! Get partial listings for particular files, or print

up-to-date listings of your complete disk library (up to

9000 entries). GEM menus and mouse control.

Color or Monochrome $39.95;

All reasonably priced, with more coming every day. Ask for our latest catalog!

Dealer inquiries welcome Visa and Mastercard accepted • Add S3.00 shipping and handling to each order

IHictifron 576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053

Orders and Information (3 13) 334-5700
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MEG -A -MINUTE
HARD DISK

BA CKUP UTIIITY
This is probably the fastest floppy backup program ever writ-

ten for a personal computer (And not just a personal com-

puter with the word "Atari" on it.)

We're not being our usual modest selves. The only compe-

tition I've ever seen for it, in terms of speed, is IBM's FastBack

program, which currently dominates the IBM floppy backup

market. Anyway, it's a safe claim: you cannot physically write

data to floppy any faster than we are doing it. It backs up

more than a megabyte a minute. If you use 5 mbyte partitions,

very popular in the Atari world, you can drop the whole par-

tition to floppy in less than five minutes. This makes morn-

ing/evening backups a very attractive proposition. You don't

have to wait around all afternoon to do a backup, which

seems to be the speed of other currently available hard disk

backup/restore routines-IVe used most of them. Once.

Now, to be sure, you don't get something for nothing. We
don't do a selective file backup; GEMDOS is way too slow to

keep up with us at the speed we're going. We just back up

everything; at this speed, why be selective about it? You also

get a complete image of the disk, not just a motley collection of

files. So be forewarned. You can't read the disk we produce

with normal programs, either Finally, we keep a copy of the

partition sector, and give the option of restoring that. This

generally lets you recover a completely scorched hard disk;

from zilch to where you had it- including the partition sector

you usually can't fix. It also lets you move megabytes of data

between hard disks very, very quickly.

In short, it's just a completely dynamite backup utility.

Well, on to the program. You'll recall I said a hard disk is a

large collection of 512-byte sectors. All our backup program

does is take these sectors and drop them to floppy as quickly

as possible. Naturally, your floppy disks must be formatted

using Twister techniques (Not using Twister itself, for reasons

I will mention shortly), which boosts their speed to the maxi-

mum. We drop the hard disk image to floppy one floppy-

sized chunk at a time; this is called imaging the hard disk. If

we were writing this in BASIC, it would look something like

this:

FOR SECTOR=l TO 10,000 STEP 800

(Write: Sector to Sector +799)

NEXT SECTOR

Get the idea?

The program in reality uses a 100K memory buffer be-

cause the hard disk routines die if they attempt to transfer

more than 128K. (That was a fun one to debug.) We write 10

sector tracks, 80 per side, or 800 sectors per side. If you go

double sided, that's 1600 sectors per disk. Thus, for single

sided, we get 400K per disk; for double sided, we get 800K

per disk. The actual write time is 18 seconds for single sided

disks, and 36 seconds for double sided disks. Add a few se-

conds for speed stabilizing and disk switching, and you still

have 800K in 45 seconds-a transfer rate of -well over a mega-

byte per minute. This is even quicker than some of the tape

backup systems out for other machines. Incidentally, many

tape backup units use floppy controller chips for reading and

writing, and we're just exactly as fast as they are for that

reason.

The backup program, when run, presents you with a first

menu, which asks you if you're backing up or restoring a hard

disk. If backing up, you're then presented with a menu of the

various drive partitions-at what sector they begin and how

large they are. You can back up any of them; the menu will

tell you how many floppies you'll need. You'll also need to

specify single- or double-sided floppy disks. The backup pro-

gram tells you to switch disks as necessary. When done, it

exits pleasantly through the first menu. When restoring,

things are a bit trickier The simplest restore is just a plain re-

store and will serve most intents and purposes. Be fore-

warned: you're not allowed to restore a partition which has

less physical sectors than the one you backed up (like trying

to back up a 10 mbyte partition into a 5 mbyte partition). You

can, however, do a restore into a bigger partition, but the ex-

cess space will be essentially unusable. That's up to you.

The other option allows you to restore the partition sector.

But be careful. You can nuke your hard disk. We give you a

no-holds-barred ability to do that (with a chance to cop-out,

though). If you change the partition data by restoring it, you'll

completely destroy any other data on the hard disk.

When restore gets rolling, it again asks you to put in the

proper disk number, and images that off to the hard disk. It's

smart enough to know if you mess up the disk swapping as

well. When restore is finished, it asks you to reboot the ma-

chine. We don't do this because we're lazy; GEMDOS has a

thing about never re-logging a hard disk directory because it

isn't "changeable media." It's easiest to just reboot. (Also, if

you've changed the partition sector, you will want to reboot,

believe me. If you don't, you'll damage the restored version if

you do any disk writes at all.)

Typically, we would recommend doing a complete image

of your hard disk, then doing a daily backup of whatever par-

tition you use most. If you're doing something with the

potential to butcher the hard disk, then do a backup before-

hand. Five minutes is pretty reasonable insurance compared

to a complete hard disk rebuild. You'll need about one and a

quarter floppies per megabyte, assuming a double sided drive

(which really helps, otherwise you have to switch disks too

much). While floppies are somewhat expensive, they're lots

cheaper than trying to recover a hard disk with lots of work

STart. The ST <Juarlt>r!y S/,t:iV . 1987



Perfect Balance
Now the scales are in your

favor. Dac-Easy Accounting

gives you the best price plus

tremendous performance. That

means value, and the experts

agree. Dac-Easy Accounting was
recognized bv InfoWorld as 1985's

overall "BESf SOFTWARE
VALUE."

No Other accounting package

can match the explosive user

base or the unanimous acclaim

from industry experts. Dae is the

perfect choice for your first

accounting system or for

upgrading from a single module
system. Either way compare,

and you will join over 150,000

people who have computerized

with Dac-Easy.

V PERFORMANCE
Accurate information when you

need it is what performance is all

about. Fast, flexible reports give

you what you need to know to

manage cash-flow, turn inventory

and increase profits . . . Listen to

the skeptics-turned-believers.

"Dac-Ensy Accounting is so

inexpensive . . . we were skeptical

, . . We expected to find a program

that couldn't compete on a feature-

b\/-feat tire basis . . . We were wrong."
InfoWorld, 1985

IS EXPANDABILITY
You never have to worry about

outgrowing the Dac-Easy Series

which offers Atari software

products, support, and ten

different business forms. All of

our products are top performers
offered at amazing prices.

Dac-Easy Payroll is designed to

solve all your personnel and
payroll management problems,

outperforming systems costing

thousands more. And it can

eYiner sland alone or integrate

perfectly with Dac-Easy

Accounting to form a

comprehensive business

management program.

Also available are Dac-Easy

Forms and Fast Forms which offer

the finest selection in continuous,

multi-part forms and checks.

V FLEXIBILITY
Dae offers the rare ability to

handle either service or product-

oriented companies without

sacrificing features.

"Dac-Easy Accounting is

everything its designers say it is . . .

It is also flexible enough to fulfill the

accounting needs of almost any type

of business."

journal of Financial Computing, 1MB

V FEATURES

IS SUPPORT
Subscribe to our toll free

support agreement and join the

best support program in the

industry. Our friendly 12 person

support staff are trained to

answer your accounting and
technical questions. No excuses,

and no delays.

Find out for yourself why Dac-

Easy is the fastest selling

accounting package in history.

Call us today!

oplioi.
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IS INTEGRATION
Dac-Easy's seven modules work
together perfectly. Enter data

once and it's posted to the other

modules automatically. Also,

most modules can be used
stand-alone.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR
IBM & APPLE II

Dac-Easy Accounting is also

available for the Apple 11 series.

On the IBM compatible

machines we have seven

software products including

Dac-Easv Accounting, Dac-Easy
Payroll, Dac-Easy Word II, Dac-

Easy Mate, Dac-Easy Port,

Dac-Easy Accounting Tutor,

and Dac-Easy Payroll Tutor.

CIRCLE 016 ON READER SERVICE CARD

520

l hardware requirements
Atari 520 ST or 1040 ST, one double-
sided disk drive, 132 column print*

in compressed mode The A
ST must have the upgraded
or the TOS in ROM chips in

the system.

E§$fElAccounting

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-992-7779

Ask for Operator #437

IN TEXAS CALL

1-214-458-0038

Mail to:

dac software, inc.
4801 Spring Valley Rd
Bldg. 110-B

Dallas, TX 75244

Yes, please rush me
the following Dac
products:

D.ic-R.isv Accounting 69.95

Dac-Easy Payroll 49.95

Add Shipping Charge 7.50

Texas Res idun Is

Add Sales Tax (bWZ
)

TOTAL

Check Money Order

D AMEX VISA D MASTERCARD

30 Day Money-Back Guarantee
Dac Software offers an uncondi-

tional guarantee on all Dac-Easy

products (less shipping charges).

There is a S10 restocking fee if the

disk seal is broken. This guarantee

is available on all products bought
directly from Dac Software.
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on it Gee a few extra boxes, format them, and keep them only

for backups.

You're going to notice that if you try to read one of the

disks produced by this program, nothing happens. In fact,

GEM thinks the disk is blank. There's a good reason: we've

numbered the sectors from 11 to 20, instead of 1 to 10. Why?

Not just to irritate you; it used to be we numbered from 1 to

10. Problem: if you ever tried to read the disk from GEM,

GEM would crash. This happened to us a fair amount while

testing; we'd typically leave the last disk in after doing a

We finally

managed to get the

hard disk running by

(of all things) taking

the drive apart, switching

off the drive mechanism

select, booting the ST,

then switching the drive

select back on.

backup and accidentally read it. So, we renumbered the sec-

tors so you couldn't crash GEM with them, just to be user-

friendly. Meg-A-Minute is not particularly friendly about hard

disk errors. If you have a bad sector, you've got a problem; if

you have a bad sector in the directory, you have a big prob-

lem. There's really not very much we can do about this. Meg-

A-Minute will ignore a lot of errors, just letting you know they

happened so you can go clean up after them.

So you've got a bad sector, eh? 1 wonder how it got there.

Read on . . .

THE DREADED R/W-NOT LINE

A little fable you should be aware of: Once upon a time there

was a little floppy disk drive company in Texas. They made a

fast little floppy drive for the 8-bit Atari. Anyway, they noticed

after awhile that powering up the system with a floppy in the

drive would sometimes glitch the floppy, producing a bad

sector. The problem was subtle. There's a control line to the

floppy disk drive which, at volts, indicates the floppy

should write and which at 5 volts, indicates the floppy

should read.

Moving along with the story, they discovered that for a

brief period (50 milliseconds) at powemp, the control line

would remain low, compliments of the idiot floppy controller

chip; the drive would then briefly select, and write garbage at

whatever track the head was on. The people in this story had

to issue a Held revision to all their disk drives to fix this prob-

lem. Switching to the modern day, my AT&T 6300 is fully

capable of glitching the hard disks that are inside it if I power

up or power down without parking the heads.

The problem is often subtle. Many times you don't find the

scragged sectors for weeks, or until they destroy something

critical. Furthermore, it doesn't do it every time, just every so

often. The solution: religiously park the disk heads off of the

read/write area of the disk before you power down (hence,

they will be out of the way when you power up). Supra and

Atari both supply a parker program (SHIPPRG and PARK.PRG

respectively) that do this. They seek the disk head out to

track 640, which is unused on a hard disk. Then, when you

glitch the power, it can write trash all it wants to the hard disk

without hurting anything. Use it. Use it. Use it. (Editor's Note:

Supra engineer Mark White suggests parking your drive whenever

you move it, but doesn't find it necessflry to do so whenever you

power down.)

If you do manage to mangle a sector (kicking the table

while the hard disk is busy is a great place to start), you'll

probably have to reformat the drive, using a low-level format-

ter. This actually rewrites the sector headers and such on the

drive, much like a floppy format, as opposed to merely

recreating the directories or other cake frosting. Note also that

hard disk manufacturers deny, deny, deny that anything like

this could possibly happen on their drive, although they will

admit that it could happen to a competitor. Note also that

hard drive manufacturers pointing the finger at each other

has meaning.

CONCLUSION

Well, there you have it, Dan and Dave's Indispensable Disk

Utilities. You won't find them anywhere else. We hope they

find many contented hours spinning on your hard disk, and

we honestly hope they keep you out of the same trouble we

got in. We'd like to express our thanks to Willie Brown at

Supra, who provided much help during many dark debug

hours. Kudos also to Atari for uploading their autobooter to

CompuServe. Finally, many thanks to Amenophis Fikee, Mon-

boddo Romanelli, and Tim Powers for their copy of the Egyp-

tian Book of the Dead.

STakt. The ST Quarterly



REVIEW

CAMBRIDGE LISP
FROM METACOMCO

AT LAST, AN Al
ENVIRONMENT

PROGRAMMING
FOR THE ST!

REVIEWED BY
CHRISTOPHER F. CHABRIS
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Cambridge Lisp

Metacomco

5353 No. E Scotts Valley Rd.

Scotts Valley CA 95066
(408) 438-7201

$199.95

^^he Atari ST's move into che Artificial Intelligence (Al) field

has awaited the proper tools, such as Lisp and Prolog lan-

M guage environments. For over a year, David Betz's public-

domain XLisp interpreter was the only choice (see "The Al

Apprentice: Explore Expert Systems with XLisp," START, Fall

1986). OSS's long-awaited Personal Prolog is still held up as of

this writing.

However, Metacomco has made a strong effort to remedy

the situation by releasing the Cambridge Lisp package. While

Cambridge Lisp is by no means the ideal Al programming en-

vironment, it is a solid ST product with many welcome fea-

tures to recommend it.

Cambridge Lisp is a comprehensive Lisp package, includ-

ing an interpreter and a compiler, an editor, and a 350-page

manual. Metacomco's GEM-based shell program, MENU +
,

ties the package together, providing access to various applica-

tions through drop-down menu selections. (Editor's note: a

review ofMENU+ appeared in issue three ofSTART, Wittier

1987.) A collection of utilities for deleting, renaming, and

cataloging files is thoughtfully provided for use with the shell.

It is even possible to customize the shell menu should you be

unhappy with the supplied configuration. I must admit 1 did

not find the shell as convenient to use as my favorite

command-line interface (Micro C-Shell), but it is a useful in-

clusion for those who prefer a mouse interface to their

development tools.

BACKGROUND
Cambridge Lisp is a dialect of the Lisp programming language.

Lisp (for LISt Processor) was invented in the late 1950s by

John McCarthy and his associates at Stanford University.

Cambridge Lisp is an extended version developed at Cam-

bridge University, originally for the purpose of research into

symbolic mathematics. It is based on Portable Standard Lisp,

a machine independent version of Standard Lisp created in

the mid-1960s. Cambridge Lisp is available for many other

computers, including the Commodore Amiga.

This long and broad development history ensures that the

major design decisions involved with Cambridge Lisp were

neither based on whim nor taken in haste. However, it also

ensures considerable variance from the predominant Com-

mon Lisp standard, adopted, in one form or another, by most

Lisp vendors in the United States.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
My first project with Cambridge Lisp was to port a computer

vision program, written in Franz Lisp, from a VAX to the ST

Since the Franz dialect is relatively similar to Common Lisp,

upon which XLisp is based. I originally tried XLisp as the tar-

get language. Unfortunately, XLisp lacked the necessary

trigonometric support functions (and 1 did not feel like add-

ing them to a customized version of the interpreter), so 1

switched to Cambridge Lisp, relying on its excellent mathe-

matical capabilities to make up for the differences between

the dialects.
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Lisp. .
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I was pleased to discover that Appendix 3 of the manual

was entitled "Converting to Cambridge Lisp'' but was dis-

appointed to find little usable information there. There were

no instructions on converting from particular dialects of Lisp,

only hints on functions which have unusual names or are un-

available in Cambridge Lisp. For example, the manual men-

tions the omission of the LET and DO macros, but offers no

solution to the problem.

Suffice it to say that the project is still unfinished as of this

writing. To make the translation, I had to re-implement

several Lisp functions which seemed to me essential but are

nevertheless missing from Cambridge Lisp. From trying to

port a couple of other Franz Lisp and XLisp programs to

Cambridge Lisp, I've concluded that the Cambridge Lisp di-

alect is not the easiest one to move to for a programmer with

experience in Common Lisp and/or its variants.

Cambridge

Lisp is a comprehensive

Lisp package, including

an interpreter and

a compiler, an editor,

and a 350-page manual.

However, programmers with little or no Lisp experience

will not have such problems; instead, they will face the nor-

mally steep learning curve associated with the transition from

procedural languages like C and Pascal to an applicative one

like Lisp.

DOCUMENTATION
While the Cambridge Lisp manual does little to speed this

learning process for new users, providing no tutorial in-

troduction and few examples, it does an adequate job as a

reference document for experienced users. Since the manual

is such an important part of a language product, we will dis-

cuss it before we discuss the software itself. I would advise all

Cambridge Lisp users to read the manual before getting down

to any serious work.

The first part describes the "generic" items in the Cam-

bridge Lisp programming environment, including the

MFNU+ shell, ED screen editor, and various file-management

tools. In the second part, twenty-two short chapters introduce

and discuss the important Lisp-specific portions of the envi-

ronment, including the interpreter, compiler, and debugging

features. Part three briefly explains each primitive Lisp func-

tion and object in the customary stylized format.

Part four's documentation of the large library of GEM inter-

face functions is similar, so don't expect to find enough infor-

mation on AES and VDI here alone: count on consulting a

reference work like the Programmers Guide to GEM (Sybex,

1986). Actually, it is unfair to fault a third-party language

reference manual for failing to document functions built into

the ST itself. Metacomco is to be commended for document-

ing its own libraries as thoroughly as it has and, especially, for

taking the time to compile a 19-page index of the manual.

Overall, the Cambridge Lisp manual is a good one; with the

addition of a glossary of unfamiliar terms (such as "open

coded"), it could be one of the best around.

INTERPRETER

The Cambridge Lisp interpreter provides the work environ-

ment (or "total computing world, " as the manual describes it)

from within which you will do all your program develop-

ment. It is dynamically scoped, and offers virtually all the

basic Lisp primitives for arithmetic, logical operations,

input/output, control, function definition and application,

and of course list manipulation (also including set lists,

association lists, and property lists).

Additionally, several groups of "advanced" features are

supported; these include macros, reader macros, and syntax

tables, big numbers and extensive mathematical functions,

vectors (as true Lisp values), prettyprinting, I/O with "select-

able streams," and rime functions. One can also customize

the top-level Supervisor environment and preserve the state

of the system in a binary file for later restoration.

The error-handler and debugger are fairly complete and

helpful. Error messages are clear, and the tracing facility in-

voked with the TRACE and UNTRACE functions provides

reams of information on each function call. As for the garbage

collector: it works-what more is there to say? For those

interested in its inner operations, the manual references a

paper describing the underlying algorithms.

A few esoteric features are offerred, such as an AVL-tree

package. (AVL trees are balanced trees normally used for

efficient searching operations.) However, the string handling

package is quite weak, and the DO and LET macros are not

included. In general though, all the important features plus

many enhancements are present-you just might have to read

the manual carefully to find them all.

COMPILER
The Cambridge Lisp compiler is built into the interpreter

environment and is normally accessed through the COMPILE
function, which simply translates one or more functions

STart. The ST Qumivrly 96 Spring, 1987



directly into 68000 machine code. The compiler can be

directed to keep its output in memory or to save it to a binary

disk file as a load-on-call module. The compiler treats all vari-

ables as lexically scoped unless they are explicitly declared to

be either FLUID or GLOBAL.

The compiler sports a good collection of switches and op-

tions, including the ability to reduce error-checking to im-

prove efficiency, to embed profiling code in its output, and to

save the original function definitions after their conversion to

machine code. By setting an interpreter flag, you can cause all

new function definitions to be automatically compiled.

COMPLAINTS

A version of the ED screen editor provided in the package is

also built into the Lisp interpreter itself. While this thoughtful

inclusion does aid interactive program development, it uses

up about 30K of memory (and disk space) which could be

available for list structure and source code files. Also, there is

no function which calls the editor and automatically loads

the edited file into Lisp. Finally, although it is a reasonable

editor, 1 am no fan of ED, since I use a version of MicroEmacs

for all my program editing. Perhaps in the next release

Metacomco will allow the use of any screen editor so users

will not have to leam ED only to call it occasionally from

within the interpreter.

I had trouble installing the system on my hard disk and

had to call Metacomco more than once for technical support.

Although the representatives with whom I spoke were courte-

ous, friendly, and responsive, they did not call back as

promised. To be fair, Metacomco recommends that users

write with questions, so they probably put more effort into

answering such requests.

Of course, In any first release of software this complex,

there are the expected minor bugs and/or errors in documen-

tation that must be dealt with. The problems with Cambridge

Lisp seemed to be related to the fact that it was ported from a

generic product to the ST environment. For example, the file

named LISPRC is not automatically loaded when the inter-

preter is started up (the manual says it should be), and the

image hie directory does not default to IMAGE as the manual

says it should.

Although its interpreter and editor run as text-only TOS

applications, Cambridge Lisp provides excellent GEM sup-

port, with libraries for all the VD1 and AES functions available

on a load-on-call basis. Special functions are used to access

GEM's variables, providing for a complete Lisp-style interface

to this portion of the operating system. Unfortunately, there is

nothing comparable for the Line-A, BIOS, XBIOS, or

GEMDOS calls. Line-A is ignored completely, while the others

are accessible by function number and arguments. This is

workable, but less than ideal.

I like the Cambridge Lisp compiler, but was disappointed

to find that it cannot be used to create stand-alone applica-

tions launchable from the Desktop or a command-line inter-

face. If you need such a facility in order to distribute your

programs to users who don't own Cambridge Lisp, you must

contact Metacomco and discuss "details of licensing arrange-

ments," whatever they may be. (This gem of knowledge is

hidden on the obverse side of the manual's title page.) In ad-

dition, there is no documented, direct method to incorporate

code written in other languages with your Lisp programs.

CONCLUSION
Cambridge Lisp is truly a high-quality, professional program-

ming environment for AI and other Lisp applications. It is

similar to Franz Lisp, a popular dialect used worldwide for

both research and development, and is suitable for educa-

tional purposes as well. Although the Cambridge dialect is

unusual, especially in the United States, and slightly behind

the times (for example, no object-oriented programming sup-

port), it is certainly workable for most applications. 1 recom-

mend it.

(Editor's note: For more timely reviews oj ST products, from ar-

cade games to hardware, see The ST Resource, appearing every

month in Antic Magazine.)

HETRCOnCO
The quality source for Atari ST software

Announces

CAMBRIDGE

TH E SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE FOR

ATARI ST and AMIGA

An interpreter/compiler providing a complete

LISP development environment for $ 199.95

also available

Lattice 'C - The well known Lattice 'C compiler £149.95

MCC Pascal - Fast ISO/ANSI standard compiler $ 99.95

Macro Assembler- Professional quality development system $ 79.95

BCPL- NEW! Full standard BCPL compiler $149.95

Make - NEW! UNIX-like Make utility $ 69.95

Menu +- Best selling ST menu generator S 29.95

All ST languages include Menu+ and provide full interface to GEM
VDI/AES functions.

Metacomco
5353 #E Scott5 Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066
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Software Discounters (*a-v,

Of /\m©riC3 • Free shipping on orders over

For Orders Only— 1-800-225-7638 $100 in continental USA
PA Orders— 1-800-223-7784 »No surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

Customer Service 412-361-5291 «Your card is not charged until we ship

|ACTJVI
r

S[ONI

The graphics editor

and paint program

tor Atari ST
computers.

Paintworks
List S69.95
Our Discount Price $44.

DAC
Dae Easy Accounting S4B
requires douNe-sHad
drive & 132 column printer

DATASOFT
Alter

snguags

ST Basic to C
ST Basic Training Quids
ST Gam Prog. R*f.

ST Grsprtlc* & Sound
ST Internal*

ST Logo
ST Machln
ST Midi Progra.

ST Peek* & Pokea
ST 3-D Graphics
ST Trick* $, Tlpa
ABACUS SOFTWARE
Aiaam/Pro S3'

DataTrlev* S3
FortWMT $3

ACADEMY
Typing Tutor I

ACCESS
Laadar Board Golf .$:

LB.Tourn. Disk m . .1

L.B. FamouaCoursesS
Tenth Fram* J:

ACCOLADE
MaantBOolf S:

Mean 18 Famous Cour
DataDlak $

ACTIVISIOH
Borrowed Tim* I
Hacker II: The
Doomsday Papers S

Little Computer Peopli

Discovery Kit £

Mlndshadow J:

Music Studio %

Portal $33

Shanghai SZ9
Tats Times In

Tonetown 133
ARCADIA
Nln|a (14
Renegade S14
ARTWORX
Bridge 4.0 S19
Compubrldga S19
Hole In One Golf ., $14
Mall List $14
Peggammon S12
Slrlp Poker $25
Thai Boxing S14
BATTERIES INCLUDED
D.E.O.A.S J23
D.E.Q.A.S. Elite 1*9
I'STalk S33
lagur Portfolio

System S12B
Paperclip Elite Call

Thunder: Th*
Writers Assistant .125

Time Link: The Time
Management System $33

BMJDVILLE
Video Vagas $23
CENTRAL POINT
Copy 2 |25
CDA
America Cooka Series:

American S9.95
Chinas* S9.95

Italian S9.es

Mexican $9.95

ELECTRONIC
ARTS'

A machine
you've got to

fly to believe.

Skyfox
List $44.95

Our Discount Price $29.

e Reality:

Chessmasler 2000 ..129

Financial Cookbook 133
New Tech Coloring

Book S1fl

Skyfox $29
Star Fleet 1 $33
EPYX
Champ. Wrestling. ..$25

X-Rated Graphics
Library Disk for

Prlntmaatar (not

lorkld*) STB

MICHTRON
BBS2.0 .'. $49
Bualneaa Tools $33
Calendar S19

$33

123Win!
World Gamaa $25
FIREBIRD
Golden Path ST 129
Stargllder 129
The Pawn 129
FIRST BYTE
First Shapes $33
KldTaik 133

ElghlBall S19
Karate Kid 2 S25
Major Motion 125

M-Dlak 125
Mi-Term J33
Personal Money Mgr. 133
Plnball Factory S25
Pro-Football Wizard .125
Soft Spool S19
Space Shuttle 2.

.

Time Bandit

Utilities

MICROIEAGUE
WWF Wrestling ...Call
MICHOPflOSE
Silent Service 12G
MI-GRAPH
Easy Draw 2.0 J4B
FAST J33

.,•26
125

500XJ Joystick List $19.95
Our Discount Price $14.

(for right-handed players only!)

Math Talk

Speller Bae ....

"these programs talk.

GAMESTA R

Champ. BaaabaH'Sd
Champ. Basketball .

INFOCOM
A Mind Forever

Voyaging
Ballyhoo
Hitchhiker's Guide to

the Galaxy . . .

Hollywood HIJIn)

Leather Goddaa:
of Phobos .

Moonmlsl
Spallbraaker

Trinity

Wlahbrlnger. . .

Zorfc 1

Zork2or3
MEGASOFT
ST Copy S23

Label Master $25
MILES COMPUTING
Harrier Strike Mission . $33
MIHDSCAPE
Balance of Power . . .133
Brataccea $33
MINDSCAPE -

CINEMA WARE

Defender ol the Crown Call

King ol Chicago Call

Sinbad: Throne of

th* Crown Call

S.D.I S33
MONOGRAM
Dollars & Sense ..$65
OMNITREND
Breach $25
Universe 2 $44
ORIGIN
Autodusl $33
Ogr* $26
Ultlma3 $39
OSS
Personal Pascal ....$49
PENQUIN/POLARWARE
Crimson Crown $14

TrT^^^^^T
riiScGtnld

A rare species of

illustrated

interactive

fiction.

The Pawn
List $44.95

Our Discount Price $29.

Oo-Topos $14
Sword ol Kadaah $14
Transylvania $14
REQENT

Regent Baa* $49
Regent Word 2 $49
SIERRA
Black Cauldron $25
Kings Quest 1,

2, or 3 $33 aa.

Space Quest $33
Winnie the Pooh . . . .$16

SOFT LOGIC
Publishing Partner . $95
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Galo $25
SSI
Phantasie $25
SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator 2. . .$33
J*t Call™
Module 2 $49
Modufn2(Dev) $95
TIMEWORKS
Data Manager
w/R*portMgr $49

SwIflCaJc w/Sldewaya . $49
Sylvia Porter's

Swlltax'88. $49
Word Writer wiBS.000

Spell Checker $49
UfVICOflrV

Decimal Dungeon . . $25
Fraction Action $25

Klnderama $25
Math Wizard $25
Read & Rhyme $25
UNISON WORLD
ArtGalleryl , ,.$19
Art Gallery 2 $19
Print Master $25
XIEWT
Megafont $25
Print Maaler

Rubber Stamp $25
STMualcBox $33
Typeaetlar Elite $33
Wrlte90° $19
A CCESSORIES
Anchor VM 520 300/1200
Baud Modem
w/Soflwara (Hayes
Compatible) $139

BulkDIakaS'/. Call

CompuServe Starter Kit

($25 usage credit) .$19
Disk Caaa (Hold* 30). $9
Disk Drive Cleaner

Klt-3Vi $19
Dow Jonea Startar

KltfShr.) $14
Kratt Joystick $9
Magnum Joystick .. .$12
Supra 20 mag Hard

Disk Drive $639
Wlco Black Max $9
WIcoBoss $12
Wlco Bat Handle... .517

WIcoThraeWay ....$21

44.95

ce $29.

lAC.'TIVISIONI

A captivating

strategy challenge

derived from the

ancient Chinese
game of Man
Jongg.

Shanghai List !

Our Discount Pr

P.O. BOX 111327— DEPT. ST-BLAWNOX, PA 15238

"Please Read The Following Ordering Tern
Company checks, allow 3 weeks clearance
$5 on all orders. Canada A Puerto Rico

—

a
eluding shipping charges.' Prices subject t>

merchandise purchased within 60 days fro.

chandlse only. NO CREDITS! Alter UOday!
vice will nol accept collect calls or calls on
catalog of 1000 software titles for Commoc

rtrons Ceretully Before Placing
'

l.'s! Shipping: Continental U.S./

ell orders. Sorry, no olher Interr

without notice. REASONS FOR
A Is defective, please call for a r

our Order: Orders with cashiers c

— Orders under Si 00 add S3; free

ational orders accepted! PA resic

CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE-

;! REGULAR HOURS: h
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-hipping on orders o
nfsadd6% sales ta

1T2-361-5291 (UStal
live merchandise wl
& return directly to

I. 10AM-4PM Easier:

typeGOSDAandsr

0. AK. HI. FPO. APO—add



I^MODULA-^f
/ the successor to Pascal \

. FULL ,„,«*« lo GEM DOS AES . St reams Ma.hLibO and 8|| rtandBri

Smart linker (or greaily reduceo Directory search pains

code size Supports real numbers and

Sop rusticated multi-pass compiler . CODE statement lor assembly coda
allows forward references and code , 370-page manual
optimization „

| nsta || s on Yima disk and RAM disk

Fi;eSvs:cm' ;tai InOui. i^iiijI'Ou: ' """,J J -'•prh customer

InOut. Strings. Storage. Terminal support provided

Pascal and Modula-2 source code are nearly identical Modula-2 should be thought

ol a an 1 ciealor of

Pascal) designed Modula-2 to replace Pascal

Added features ol Modula-2 not found in Pascal

CASE has an ELSE and may contain Dynamic strings that may be any

Programs may be broken up into " Multi-tasking is supported

Modules for separate compilation ^eau,e wnabh*
(

Bit-wiseoperators objects
lj.rp::1 port ana Mumury ncccss Open avay par a-i'i?tr?rs VAN i

Absolute addressing AflflAY OF REALS:)
Interrupt structure Eleganl type transler lunclions

Ramdisk Optomized
Benchmarks (sees) Compile Link Execute Size

Sieve of Eratosthenes 6 2 4 3 3 5 2600 bytes

Float 6.4 A 8 S.3 4B44 Bytes

Calc 5.5 4.2 3.3 2678 byles

Null program 5.1 3 2 2370 byles

MODULE Sieve: MODULE Float;

TYPE FlagRange = [0. Size]:

F-agSet = SET OF FlaaRanrjo.

VAR Flags: FlagSet;

i: FlagRange:

FOR Iter- 1 TO 10 DO
Count: = 0:

y:-sqn(x):y .= arctan (xj:

END:
FORi:= TO Size DO END float.

IF (i IN Flags) THEN
Prime: = (i ' 2) - 3; k:= i

- Prime:

WHILE k < = Size DO MODULE calc;

INCL (Flags, k): VAR a.b.c; REAL. n. i CARDINAL;
BEGIN CST-.SA-.SS-')

END: FORi: ITOnDO
END:

END; END:
END Sieve. END calc.

Product History

Trie TDI Modula-2 compiler has been running on the Pinnacle supermicro (Aug.

Regular Version S79.95 Developer's- Version S149.95 Commercial Version S299.95

supplies an extra diskette corilai-ing a symbol file eeeoder - link and load file

disassemblers - a 5a.,-rc;> He crass 'e'e/ence: - syiuxjnc dcbLjqqi'r - high level

Windows ib'aiy Mod. .In - Hjviicis* ;ird p ii"t Spooler source files - Resource
Compiler. The commercial version conlains all ol the Alari module source Mes.

Other Modula-2 Products

Kermit - Conlains lull source plus S15 connect lime lo CompuServe S29 95

30 procedures ;oii;cessvi!riiti;e length records. S49.95

ifJt SOFTWARE, INC.
10410 Markison Road Dallas, Texas 75238 (214) 340-4942
Telex: 888442 CompuServe Number 75026.1331

MUSICIANS
Turn the Atari ST, a MIDI
Keyboard, and Midisoft
Studio software into

your own state-of-the-art

recording studio.

>rd and play • .» ,

.

32 tracks at one time, maneuver or erase phrases of music.
"—te tunes within minutes. Midisoft'" Studio makes those

CIRCLE 055 OK READER SERVICE CARD

MIP1S#FT $99
P.O. BOX 1000. BELLEVUE. WA 98009 (206) 8270750

CIRCLE 03! ON READER SERVICE CARD

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

FINANCIAL PLUS

The business software lo use with your Atari ST for real

accounting power.

We invite you to compare our product feature -for- feature and
dollar-for-dollar with any other single package on the market

today. With our accounting package every entry you make is

automatically linked to all parts of your books--no longer must

you purchase individual packages, store entries on separate

data diskettes, or run confusing tansfer programs to obtain

complete integration.

All this for $295.

And, finally, after the product's capability and price

worthiness is established, consider the follow-up after the sale.

We are so confident that our product is virtually error-free, we
are ready to provide free technical support for a full 90 days

after your purchase with the ease of a phone call.

For more detailed information and/or ordering directions, call

or write: (512)327-5484

EQUAL* PLUS, INC
1 406 Camp Craft Road, Suite 1 06

Austin, Texas 78746

Dealer and Distributor prices available.

CIRCLE 022 ON READER SERVICE CARD



AN OPPORTUNITY UNLIKE
ANY OTHER

The nation's leading computer camp offers all

traditional camping activities and camaraderie

in a beautiful setting. Your child will have ex-

clusive use of a major brand microcomputer for

at least 6 hours every day. 1, 2, 3 and 8 week
co-ed sessions for ages 8-18.

An experienced staff ratio of one to three and

a computer ratio of one to one uncaps the

creativity of young people. Students receive

hands-on experience in robotics, graphics,

lasers, sound, languages, telecommunications

and more. For free brochure contact:

Call (317) 297-2700 or write to

MIDWEST COMPUTER CAMP
9392 Lafayette Road, Unit G6, Indianapolis, IN 46278

CIRCLE 036 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHILDREN'S
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR YOUR ATARI ST

mathmam \v

OTHER AWILABLE TITLES

• READ & RHYME • FRACTION ACTION

_* KINDERATOA * DECIMAL DUNGEON
2950 t. Flamingo

Greenview Plaza, Suite B

Las Vegas, MV 89121

(702) 737-8862

CIRCLE 057 ON READER SERVICE CARD

STplus^
Buy products Iron an authorized ATARI dealer and itv*
monay while m aklng ATARI and a support cantor growl
Wo are communed to support and servlco ol all ATARI
products! For FAST delivery and Irrtellgent support, cal.

Hardware

Laser printer (1200

520 ST mono 529

520 color

1040 mono

778

749

9091040 color

1,2,4megeST's cal

Atari PC 399

Atari Modem SO
Atari SMMM4 195
3H204 20mb 599
Supra 20mP 639
Supra 30mb 850
Panasonlcl 0601 239
Epson DX-10 239
Toshiba 321 479

Wordprocesslng
Wordwmer 58.00
Hlppoword 6300
TextPro(255co1) 35,00

Power Writer 17.50

35.00
35.00

6495
69.95
17.95

10495

Mghly Mall

1st Word Pais

Zoomracks 2
Micros oil Write

Write 90
Final Word
Regent Word 2 69.95
Thunder 27.95

Business
DBMan
DacEasy
VIP Gem
Data Manager
Swlltcalc

One Write

Isgur Stock
Cornerman
Expert Opinion

Telecommunications
Hash, modem, cable 125,00

Anskjraph(vtt02) 66 00
VT-1 00 cartridge 32,00

Rash 27.95
STTak(VtlOO) 21.00

Programm ing

MegamaxC 1159,95

Mark Wlllams C 125.95

MsoltDevpak 5595

ACForran77 159.95

ProFortan77 104.96

Cambridge Usp 139.96

Module 2 dvlpr 10495

Forem ST(BBSprg) 49.00

GST C 5600
Personal Pascal 5600
LOW Basic Cmpk 49.85

GFA Baslc(FASTI) 5600
Assempro 42.00
MTCShet 9030
Forth /MT 35.00

Graphics
Publishing Partner 106

Graphic Artist 2.0 139

Easy Draw 2 56

Hbpodkjfflzor b/w 114

Degas Elite 56
Magic Sac(MaclnST) 120

so
35
35
35

27.95
27.95

10495
52.00
175.00

56.00
56.00
5600

140.00
36.00
69.95

Macintosh ROM's
Typesetter Elite

Make It Move
Palnl>ro

Prlntm aster

Neochromel.O

Games
Dungeonmaster
Defender Crown
Chessmas1er2000 3500
Joust/Raiders 21.00

27.95
27.95

Psion Chess 42.00
Kid Talk 35.00
Typing Tutor 25.00
Silent Service 27,95

Time Bandits 27.95

Public Domain saoo
A.Games B.UIImes
C.Gem&C D.PIx&Demo
E.STWrller F.Basic fl

G.Basic K HPescaletl
iFonrsSAcc Z.MacstuI

00 ca&yjffsrprograms adboots, p/oaso cai us tor

sBftHsgyou wont to ordor or roadaboutotsowttoratl

Discover - Visa - MC - Amex
Cal(800)874-47B9 Nat1( 800)433- 6222

Local(4tS)849-B717
P.O.Box 1197 Berkeley, Ca 94703
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REVIEW

dPiFORTHEST
APL. 68000 (SYMBOLIC)

! Y HOWARD OAKLEY

MicroAPL Limited

Unit IF, Nine Elms Industrial Estate,

87 Kirtling Street,

London SW8 5BP, England.

Spencer Organization

P.O. Box 248
Westwood, NJ 07675
(201)666-6011

$275.00

5ince APL was first devised and then put onto IBM

mainframes by Ken lverson and colleagues in the early

1960s, it has attracted a small but devoted following.

Enthusiasts recognize it as a language ahead of its time; often,

in fact, as the very antithesis of most modem computer lan-

guages. APL deals with variables, including scalars, vectors, or

arrays of many dimensions, in such a dynamic way that there

are no type or range declarations-the variable X could in the

same line be a character matrix, then a real scalar, and next a

4-dimensional Boolean array. Program development is sur-

prisingly quick, since APL is an interpreted (not compiled)

language. It combines terse code with a very high level of ac-

cess to the machine. You can sort a character string in but a

few APL symbols, and invert a numeric matrix in just one

symbol.

This terseness, and the fact that APL draws its symbols

from Greek and mathematics rather than the ASCII set,

makes programs very hard to read, sometimes difficult even

to an expert. However, after a few weeks of learning the lan-

guage, most people can write functional code. A good ST APL

should use GEM fully, combining its graphics and friendly in-

terface with APLs power and speed. Let's examine how well

MicroAPLs APL.68000 has achieved this.

IMPLEMENTING THE LANGUAGE

The established "core" standard for APL is IBM's APL.VS.

APL.68000 is a much-enhanced superset of the standard. The

core of APL.68000 has now been implemented on almost all

68000-based machines. It has the reputation of being one of

the fastest interpreters around-and benchmarks are much

the same on all 8 MHz machines: a good deal faster than the

IBM PC AT, but a little slower than a Vax and the IBM PC RT

although trigonometric functions are not as fast as on an IBM

with a 8087 math coprocessor Floating point math in

APL.68000 is all IEEE 64-bit, so numeric accuracy is hard to

beat. Over the last few years, I have accumulated a large num-

ber of workspaces, running under IBM PC APL. Many of these

were typed straight in from mainframe listings. My acid test of

the core of APL.68000 was to port these over to the Atari. I

used Michtron's superb DFT to actually carry out the trans-

fers, then a few lines of simple APL to perform the final char-

acter translation. After a few minor modifications, all my ex-

isting code ran superbly.

Figure 1 shows the full-screen function editor in use, and

friendly GEM features which make life a lot more productive.

APL.68000 uses GEM sensibly to make learning APL much

safer and easier The interpreter and APL programs run in any

of the three ST resolutions available.

Since APL is an extensible language like Forth, it is easy to

provide functions to carry out additional tasks. Alternatively,

you can load additional code through an assembled or com-

piled program interlaced with APL by an Auxiliary Processor.

APL.68000 offers this for those who wish to add their own

STart. TbsSTQm



APL. .

.

A SHORT
HISTORY OF
APL
BY PATRICK BASS
START Technical Editor

^Fhe computer language APL (A Programming Lan-

m guage) was first developed by Kenneth E. Iverson,

m while he was teaching at Harvard University in the

1950s and early 1960s- It is a procedure-oriented language,

like Pascal or Fortran, insofar as it allows the descripition

of procedures used for solving problems.

However, APL breaks tradition with Pascal and Fortran

by allowing the user to interact in real time with the lan-

guage. For example, if we type "24-2" into APL, it responds

almost instantly with the answer "4", whereas the other

two won't. The plus sign acts as an operator which signals

APL to take action. It is also possible to write procedures

which are called by other procedures, and which act on

previously stored or generated data.

Don't class APL with BASIC because it's interpreted,

however. APL is a very powerful language, having operators

that perform actions requiring many statements in other

languages. This way a beginner can get started with APL

within minutes, and yet still have access to the powerful

set of APL operators.

The power in APL comes from its use of arrays as the

basic data element, and a set of operators of remarkable

scope for manipulating arrays. All functions which operate

FIGURE 1: Editing the PLOT function uses GEM well.

Olik Ftle m« Break Options

LflBEU/
,

(Hl L|t/198,MXpVLfflEUt(VH(IK-VlllGJ7l] DRAHTEXT YLABEL'

iCWHIR XLABEL)^' CCLlr/XENC t UCHAK-s-Zl-^KpXLABELlJ, CVHAX-51J DRAHTEXT XLftBEL
1

TEKTFACE 1

TITLE]/' ((Llr/lB.UMAHttMxpTOPTnLElUB] DRAHTEXT TOPTITLE
1

HftRKERTVPE 2

P0LVHflRKER(2 l]f>470 46

TEKTSIZE IB

TEXTFACE 1

(1 J I HI illl rur i Iih]'

MRKEBTVPE j

P0LYHAMER12 1M7B 58

MSB BlDIHBITEXhtliw linns injured'

extras, and the manuals document it carefully. Additions can

also be made to the language, usually in the form of "quad"

functions, and MicroAPL has provided a full range of the

more useful ones, from Fortran-like formatting to the strip-

ping of leading and trailing blanks. Finally, to the horror of

purists, you can actually add more APL symbols.

In the interest of protection, APL.68000 does not have

PEEK- and POKE-like instructions to allow memory and ma-

chine code access. This inability makes access laborious to

GEM functions not provided with the package, requiring you

to write code that interfaces through the Auxiliary Processor.

APL.68000 running on a 1040 has a total workspace of up

to about 740K-without any desk accessories -well above the

customary memory size. You can casually invert 100 x 100

matrices in floating point, or strip blanks from book-length

documents. If you are hungry for speed and memory, you'll

get satisfaction here.

THE ENHANCEMENTS
APL.68000 for the Atari ST comes with one single-sided disk

(without copy protection), a generic manual for the language

itself (a thorough reference with excellent tutorial sections),

and a slim blue manual covering the ST-specifk enhance-

ments. There are six additional workspaces to enable:

STart, The ST Quarterly

Full use of the ST disk filing system, including extensive

error-reporting;

Reading the mouse and keyboard, support for the clip-

board, function keys, input/output via serial and parallel

ports;

• Full control of the menu-bar to provide completely GEM-

based menu-driven applications;

• Support for extensive dialog facilities and easy use of alert

boxes;

• And almost the full complement of GEM graphics and

text-drawing functions, even down to program control over

colors in the palette.

It's remarkable how easily the sophisticated features can be

accessed -there is no need for elaborate passing of multiple

parameters, or setting up blocks of memory. However, I have

two cautions about the GEM functions. They appear to do no

checking of parameters- if you pass variables which are out

of range, or the wrong type, then locking-up is likely. Second,

this lock-up cannot be broken by the APL BREAK facility,

since they are effectively non-APL subroutines. Make careful

checks on all variables before passing them to the GEM func-

tions. That said, I have been unable to find any bugs in the

functions.
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upon scalar variables operate in both monadic and dyadic

form. This means an operator applied to a single argument

may give different results when applied to an argument on

either side of itself. For example, the operator which nor-

mally returns the largest of two values will, when applied

to a single value, return the largest integer which is smaller

than or equal to the argument-

One odd feature of APL is that there is no ''operator hi-

erarchy," as there is with other languages. Assuming no

parenthesis are used, expressions are always evaluated

right-to -left. In the following example, 3X2+3 will equal

15, not 9.

APL was originally designed to be operated from re-

mote terminals having little or no local memory, so I/O

structure in APL has been historically weak. However, re-

cent applications of the language take care of the problem

admirably. APL.68000, for example, uses the TOS interface

fully.

APL has attracted many supporters. There are versions

of APL for nearly every machine capable of running it;

from IBM mainframes to our beloved ST You'll find many

people who will defend APL to the death, but can't explain

why. (Similar to, say, the supporters of Forth.) APL, like

Forth, tends to be indecipherable to the unwary reader,

and divides the people who come into contact with it into

two camps -you either love it or hate it.

TechMate 'I'M

CHESS FOR THE ST'"

$49.95 ppd. VISA/MC/Check/M.O.

szabo scSt\x.arB
P.D. Box 623, Bornego Springs,

CA. 9SOD4 [619) 7B7-5Q5B
CIRCLE 047 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LIMITATIONS

APL.68000 has two problems you should be aware of. First,

the lack of support for printing out APL symbols. I have an

IBM Graphics Printer, which my IBM PC APL switches into

graphics mode to print out the full APL character set. Al-

though some printer support is provided, APL.68000 seems

unable to cope with this, and the only way that I can get

function listings at present is to dump the screen with the

Alt-Help function. (MicroAPL should soon provide printer

drivers for Epsons and the like.) I should stress that this only

applies to non-ASCII characters and should not affect an end-

user of APL programs.

The second problem is the keyboard arrangement. Since

traditional APL uses so many non-standard characters,

MicroAPL has provided an APL keyboard configuration, to-

gether with keytop suckers. Again, an end-user can be pro-

tected from this. As a function you can switch in and out of

normal keyboard configuration, and the Control-Tab key com-

bination will do the same interactively. Many people rebel

against APL's strange keyboard arrangement, and opt for key-

words in place of symbols. Spencer Organization offers APL-

Keyword for those who prefer a clean keyboard.

PROSPECTS

In statistics, engineering and other scientific math, APL has

few rivals. If number-crunching is your life, then get

APL.68000 for the ST. However, many others could benefit

from its use. If you have to get a sizeable project completed in

very short time, or want to produce code that will only be

used a few times, the development time saved by using APL

will more than repay your effort in learning it. I use APL to

produce prototype programs, or explore algorithms, before

coding in other languages (such as Modula-2). It is also easy

to produce language emulators in APL, so that you can code

in your chosen (compiled) language, and test, refine and de-

bug interactively in APL before running the compiler

A few years ago, finished products in APL were few. How-

ever, APL.68000 on the ST can offer you the facilities for a

completely professional product-GEM-based, with high

quality. When you consider the relative cheapness of the

hardware and the interpreter needed, it is a very realistic

proposition for both programmer and customer. In short, I

am delighted with it.

(Editors note: For more timely reviews ofST products, from dr-

ank games to hard-ware, see The ST Resource, appearing every

month in Antic Magazine.)
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*ATARI ST

"

GEM" VERSION

*APPLB7/e/c
*AMIGA"
and more to come...

VIP Professional
INTEGRATED SPREADSHEET
Finally - A Business Program

With Total Lotus 1-2-3™ Functionality
Partial List of Features:

v
1 Reads & Writes 1-2-3 Files

V Ultra Fast Floating Point Math

v' Fast Natural Recalculations

•/ Twice As Much Spreadsheet Memory
</ Ease of Use from Hard Disk

J Color Presentation Graphics

•/ Mouse Controlled

V Sparse Matrix

V Full Printer Control

v' Faster Screen Update
\' Macro Application

V Multiple Windows

v' 256 Columns x 8192 Rows
</ Searches, Sorts, Compares
V Icons - Pull Down Menus
V Instant Help on Screen

</ Combine & Extract Files

</ Powerful Data Base Manager

'Although most features are common to these computers please check with dealer for features that are exclusive to

your special computer.

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR APPLE llelc 'Full Blown Mac Style Interface

*Up to 4 Megabytes of Usable Memory

VIP Professional is a state-of-the-art integrated spreadsheet program which brings together a spread-

sheet, database, and graphics capabilities, modelled after the powerful and best selling Lotus 1-2-3

Program which dominates the business world and is acclaimed to be the most powerful spreadsheet

in the world.

VlPProfe sional and VIP Professional LITE are trademarks of VIF
Technolog es Corp.; Lotus 1 -2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Dcuclop
mem Corp
is a regis

trademark

oration; Atari ST is a trademark of a Atari Corp.; Apple
ered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.; Amiga is

of Commodore Amiga Inc.; GEM is a trademark a

For more information see your local dealer or write to:

ISD MARKETING INC.
Digital Re wren. 2651 John St., Unit.3
Copyright ©1986 by VIP Technologies Corp. Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5

availability subject to change without n
or call (416) 479-1991.
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Dr.Ts MUSIC
SOFTWARE

The Dr. . . . Developing Amazing ST Software

m NftHE STATUS TRACK Mi STATUS

I i Us PLflV 5 RECORD

2 bs/sn PLAV ;,',' i Chords FLflV ,','

?

< Bjss PLflV ,' 3

III STOP ||| |FhUSE|

\:mi: wen: ^ct-o; mil LAST 'W. R£C0RD£D|

ill
|st^:t :je| I

s

t c p :ue|

MIDI RECORDING STUDIO $39

An 8-Track sequencer with full editing capabilities. Designed for the

"FIRST TIME" MIDI user. All play/record (unctions are accessible by

mouse or keyboard Files created with MRS are compatible with the

professional Keyboard Controlled Sequencer and weofler a FULL trade-

in allowance to users wishing to upgrade.

Other products for the ST: Keyboard Controlled Sequencer, DX Heaven,
FB01/DX100/27/21, Kawai K3 (editor librarians), the Copyist (score

printing/editing).

LIMITED ONLY BY YOUR IMAGINATION . . .

Dr T'a MUSIC SOFTWARE, 66 LOUiBS Rd.. Cheslnul Hill. MA 02167(617) 244-6954

PUBLIC NOTICE
GEMINI will MATCH
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE &

GIVE FREE SHIPPING

ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS
FULL EXCHANGE ON DEFECTIVES

Gemini Enterprises, one of Atari's

largest dealers, will match any

advertised price and ship FREE in

continental U.S. Send certified check or

money order, stating publication & page
number of item you want price matching

on, to —
GEMINI ENTERPRISES

692 Milford Road
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301

(717)424-2248

•S* HANDLING CHARGE FOR APO t FPO ADDRESS.
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"Don't even think about another C compiler"
- Mike Fleischman, ANTIC: The Atari Resource, Sept. 1986

Megamax Professional C Development System For The Atari ST
Rated #1 C compiler by ANTIC, Computers Atari ST, and Start: The ST Quarterly

• Full Kernighan and Ritchie implementation

Single pass compilation

Full access to GEM routines

Graphical shell

• Intelligent Linker produces efficient native code

• Extensive documentation

• Disassembler

• C programmer's editor

• Code improver

Developer support included

Resource construction program

• Create desk accessories

• In-line assembly and structure passing

Object file librarian

• Six times faster than Atari Development

Package

Develop on single drive 520 ST

The compiler chosen for development by:

Batteries Included

FTL Games

Supra Corp.

$199.95
Mastercard, VISA, American
Express & C.O.D. accepted

Megamax
^^dt^x^lll Development Systems

(214)987-4931
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ST Database
Management Systems
AN OVERVIEW

by Brian Lee

The term database management

system, or DBMS, has been

widely used since rhe advent

of computers. DBMSs have long been

used to organize and maintain large col-

lections of business information. How-

ever most of the early DBMSs were

designed specifically for large main-

frame computers. Smaller businesses

could not afford to use the power of

these DBMSs until the introduction of

powerful persona! computers and prod-

ucts like dBASE.

There are now a variety of databases

available for the ST—some good, some

bad. with prices ranging from $50.00 to

$150.00. In this article, I will present a

quick summary of ST database features,

which 1 hope will shorten your head-

scratching time when you next visit

your local computer store and look for

an ST data management program. At the

m he ST has been in developers' hands for two

years now, and is finally being blessed with data-

base programs. Just how good are they? START'S

business expert Brian Lee takes a look at ten ST

programs designed to help you keep track of what

goes where.

very least, this article should enable you

to ask the right questions before you

make your purchase. But first, some

background material is in order

WHAT IS A DATABASE?
The term database simply refers to a col-

lection of useful information organized

to facilitate easy retrieval and process-

ing. Personal computers such as the

RAM-abundant ST, with the horsepower

of the Motorola 68000 chip, offer a

cost-effective way to store relatively

large amounts of information while

providing flexible and fast access to

data.

Databases can range in complexity

from a simple name and address file to

complete accounting and inventory

control systems, A simple name and ad-

dress file could include the following

data items:

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE

ZIP
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The data stored in this data base could

be organized as follows as illustrated in

Figure 1,

Each piece of information, for exam-

ple first name, is called afield. Each row

is a collection of fields of data and

represents the information for one per-

son. This collection of fields is referred

to as a record. Simply put, a database is

a collection of records.

The above list, however, may not be

the most systematic approach to or-

ganizing your records. For instance, we

would probably prefer to view the

records in alphabetical order by last

name or perhaps sorted by zip code.

This rearranging of data is typical of the

flexibility offered by the DBMS.

WHAT IS DATA?
All information contained in a database

can be called data. Data can be catego-

rized by its nature and use in applica-

tions. Generally, data can be classified

into two broad groups: alphanumeric

and numeric. Some DBMSs use addi-

tional categories and subcategories for

special data like dates or pictures.

Alphanumeric data consists of alpha-

betic characters (A-Z), numerals (0-9),

and common symbols like punctuation

marks. Alphanumeric data is treated as

text by the DBMS and cannot be used

for computations.

Numeric data represents a quantity.

It is treated by the DBMS as a value

which can be used for computations

and included in mathematical formulas.

TYPES OF DATABASES
The information stored in a database

can be organized in many ways. The

most conventional models of organiza-

tion are hierarchical and relational

models.

Hierarchical data bases are rigidly

structured, organizing their contents in

a configuration resembling a tree. (A

good example would be a flowchart.)

This tree not only defines the data ele-

ments but also the relationship between

the elements. While these tree struc-

FIRST
NAME

LAST
NAME

FIGURE!: Sample

ADDRESS

railing list.

CITY/STATE Zip

Gordon

Mike

Roy

Allen

Wong
Silvo

Wolford

Orcutt

434 Eyeglass Rd.

787 Forte Ln.

123 Paco Ave.

943 Ronco Dr.

Mill Valley, CA
Oakland, CA
Corte Madera,

Vegamatic City,

CA
CA

94054

94610

94903

95065

Cures can vary in complexity, they are

always characterized by their well-

defined structure Contents of the data

base are inextricably linked to the struc-

ture. A common example of a tree struc-

ture is the typical organizational chart

shown in Figure 2.

Most hierarchical databases contain

their information in a single data file.

File managers reflect this characteristic,

indicating their reliance on a single disk

file as the major structural clement.

Within this file, data elements can be

This

should enable

you to ask the right

questions before you

make your purchase.

grouped by common characteristics (as

in the Marketing Department, in the

above example). While hierarchical

databases are conceptually easy to deal

with, they are severely limited by their

ability to change their organizational

structure depending on the needs of the

user.

File managers are generally simple-

to-use, highly effective tools for manag-

ing personal databases like addresses,

recipes, tape collections, and the like.

They are well suited to virtually all

home database applications.

On the other hand, relational data-

bases organize data into collections of

two-dimensional tables consisting of

rows and columns. Each row contains

information for one record in the table.

Within each row. information is

divided into separate fields. As a result,

each data element can be referenced by

a unique row and column location

within the table.

A single database can contain man)'

of these tables with each table existing

as a separate data file. Data in different

tables can be linked by establishing a

relationship between the tables based

on matching data. This is the key fea-

ture of the relational model; the separa-

tion of rhe data itself from the structure

of the database. The relational model

permits the easy restructuring of the

database by simply redefining the net-

work of relationships between tables

without affecting the contents of the ta-

bles. Truly relational data bases are

complex programs and. as a result,

challenging to make user-friendly. In the

IBM market several products have made

major steps towards simplifying the use

of relational data bases, in particular,

R:BASE System V has created a com-

pletely menu-driven shell which allows

the user to visually define and edit data

tables.

A common application of

relational data bases is ac-

counting systems. A busi-

ness will generally have a collection oi

regular customers, each with their own

STart. The ST Quarterly



DATABASES...
address, credit terms, etc. When the

business receives an order, an invoice

must be prepared. To do this, informa-

tion about each of the items being sold

as well as the customer information

must be gathered. A hie manager would

require all information for each invoice

including customer address and the in-

formation for each element purchased

to be included in each record. As a re-

sult, valuable disk space is wasted car-

rying redundant data. The relational

model overcomes this by allowing cus-

tomer addresses to be contained in a

separate table referenced by the cus-

tomer's name. In addition, the informa-

tion for each of the items being sold

(description, price, etc.) can be main-

tained in a separate table referenced by

a part number. Under this model, the

invoice only needs to store the cus-

tomer name and part numbers to com-

plete the invoice.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
WHEN PURCHASING
DATABASE SOFTWARE
For purposes of simplicity here, I will

use two categories for my brief database

reviews: File managers and Relational

DBMS. (I'll generalize the term file

managers to encompass all non-

relational products.) While some may

dispute my definition of relational data-

base managers, I will use the most rigor-

ous meaning. To be considered a rela-

tional DBMS, the product must

maintain separation of data contents

from the structure of the database to

facilitate flexible and dynamic restruc-

turing of the database.

The most important criteria for

deciding which database product is

right for you is to define your objective

Data can

be organized by

its nature and use

in applications.

carefully. For most applications, a file

manager will give you the benefits of

ease of use and simple management of

your data. If you must manage large

amounts of complex data and are will-

ing to invest additional time and money,

the relational products reviewed here

will give you the power necessary.

I have reviewed several products in

each category. All the databases share

common features, but I will focus on

those features which make the product

unique. The START charts at the end of

the article will provide more detailed

information for product-to-product

comparison

MailList from Artworx

MailList, as its name implies, is

designed to manage a name and ad-

dress file. The program supports one

key field and five data fields of up to 32

FIGURE 2: Organizational tree.

President

1

VP Operations VP Finance

1

ional Controller

rager

1

VP Marketing

1

1
'

Regional
Manager

Reg
Mar

1

Sales

Manager

I

Advertising

Manager

characters. The program will handle up

to 1800 records on a single-sided disk.

MAILLlST's user interface is by com-

mand line, making no use whatever of

GEM or the mouse. The documentation

consists of one small double-sided

sheet of paper containing a "tutorial!'

While this tutorial takes you through

some of the functions of the program,

there is no explanatory text accompany-

ing the directions for what keys to

press. Even considering its low cost,

this program is not up to commercial

software publishing standards.

Datatrieve from Abacus
Datatrieve is a well-designed product

which makes good use of the GEM in-

terface and also gives you quick access

to all functions from your keyboard.

The program allows you design screen

and report masks which can include

graphic elements like boxes and shaded

areas as well as font specifications. In

fact, you can even specify different fonts

for the field names and field contents.

Datatrieve allows records of up to

64000 characters and text fields of up

to 32000 characters. Files can be in-

dexed on up to 20 fields and searched

using wildcards, substring matches, and

ranges. Reporting is somewhat limited

to labels and lists with a single-level

break. Page headers and subtotals are

possible. The 123-page documentation

is quite good, with numerous illus-

trations.

dbMaster One from Stoneware

dbMaster One consists of three separate

programs: one for creating a database,

one for maintaining a database, and one

for data import and export The pro-

gram makes good use oi GEM lor the

creation of the database, allowing the

user to stretch fields to the desired size.

One of the unique features of the pro-

gram is the support of multiple lines of

data for a given field. The lack of in-

tegration between the three program

modules is a bit of a nuisance but not a

major drawback.
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HabaView from Haba Systems

HabaView uses a columnar format to

display data. This model is very much

like a spreadsheet, with each row corre-

sponding to a record and each column

representing a field. The program also

makes very good use of the GEM inter-

face. It is easy to stretch a column to a

new length by dragging its right edge,

and columns can be reordered easily.

HabaView also provides the option of

viewing the data in the more conven-

tional "form" view. Fields in the form

can be easily resized and moved. The

program also has some nice touches

like optional automatic capitalization ol

the first letter in the data, which can

save time when entering names and the

like. Multilevel sorts are supported

through use of "progressive" sorts. Lists

and labels are supported but the user

cannot create flexible custom report for-

mats. The 58-page documentation is

quite good at explaining the operation

ol the program. Overall, an easy-to-use

program but one which might limit the

more ambitious user.

Zoomracks II from Quickview

Systems

Zoomracks II is a radical departure from

conventional database programs and

does not fit neatly into a category.

Zoomracks 11 is based on the analogy of

cards in racks, like those found next to

timeclocks. The program does a good

job of insulating the user from the usual

concerns of field types, lengths, and file

handling. The documentation and ac-

companying reference card and key-

board template are also well designed

and easy to follow. Several pre-designed

applications are available as separate

products. One of the most unique fea-

tures is the program's ability to include

DEGAS picture files in the data base

TWis is clearly a product driven by a

singular vision, which provides an in-

novative approach to data management.

The product provides strong lunctional-

ity at relatively little effort on the part of

the user First-time-users of databases

are likely to find the rack analogy more

intuitive than those of us prejudiced by

experience with more conventional

products.

Data Manager ST from

Timeworks

Designed to integrate with Swiftcalc ST

and Word Writer ST, Data Manager ST is

a powerful and well-designed product.

It makes full use of the GEM interface as

well as the [unction keys, a reference for

which is displayed on screen. The pro-

gram uses a columnar list format like

that of HabaView and also provides a

form view However, Data Manager ST

goes a couple of steps further by provid-

ing calculated columns and flexible cus-

tom reports. The user can re-size and

relocate columns, although moving a

column requires more keystrokes than

with HabaView. Data Manager ST pro-

vides flexible report creation and even

The most

conventional models

of organization are

hierarchical and

relational models.

business graphics in the form ol bar

graphs, line graphs, and pie charts. The

161-page manual is extremely well done

and easy to read. This is an excellent

and professionally done product which

does an admirable job of balancing

power and ease ol use.

The Manager from BMB Compu-
science

The Manager is a menu driven file man-

ager. It uses standard item list type

menus which you can select by number.

The program does not make use of

GEM, nor does it use the mouse. Yet the

key to this product is its powerful pro-

gramming language. Manager Math.

Manager Math is actually a procedural

language which can handle data

manipulation and even multiple file

operations. Functions included permit

not only calculations but also string

manipulation. This permits the creation

ol custom reports and data entry

screens. The excellent documentation

which accompanies the program is very

thorough and replete with examples. If

you are familiar with file managers on

other computers like Apples or lBMs,

you should feel right at home with this

product. This is a polished product

which looks like a conversion from the

IBM (it even uses the numeric keypad

for PgUp and i^Dn just like IBM!).

Trimbase from Talent Computer
Systems

Trimbase utilizes GEM and the familiar

concept of a card file to represent data.

The program purports to be a fully rela-

tional database management system,

providing functions for merging and

pining disparate data files into new

files. However, this one-time processing

of files accomplishes only a snapshot of

the relations between the data files. Up-

dating of information in the source files

is not represented in the destination file

until the joining function is completed.

Trimbase includes a macro recording fa-

cility to. expedite this process. Overall

the product provides fairly easy access

for the no n-programmer to relational

functions, but would be less appropriate

for development of custom turnkey sys-

dBMan from Versasoft

dBMAN is a serious database manage-

ment system. Compatible with the in-

dustry standard dBASE 111. dBMAN pro-

vides the custom database system

developer with the flexibility and power

necessary to develop turnkey systems.
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DATABASES...
The program supports command files

(though limited to 236 characters), local

and global memory variables, and per-

mits flexible report creation. The

documentation is a well organized refer-

ence to the commands and functions of

the program. The product is clearly

aimed at experienced database

designers. There is no provision for

menu-assisted applications develop-

ment or report generation like those

found in dBASE HI Plus or R:BASE on

the IBM. Also, the user interface is by

command line only. There is no link to

GEM by applications developed using

dBMan. However, the company is

reportedly working on a GEM interface

at the time of this writing.

Regent Base from Regent

Software

Regent Base provides both a GEM-basecl

interface and procedural language lor

applications development. The program

provides a unique form design capabil-

ity which includes action buttons. You

can make these buttons perform pre-

determined functions by activating

them with the mouse. Several preset ap-

plications are included, ranging from

mail lists to check registers. The

documentation is sketchy and void of

illustrations, a problem which Regent is

addressing in version 1.1. Regent treats

data internally as tables with a full com-

plement of relational operators. Regent

Base, like dBMAN, is suitable for custom

database applications development. It

is clearly targeted at the ST market,

providing access to GEM for program-

ming application screens. Its syntax is

somewhat unconventional, a problem

which will be mitigated by the revised

manual.

CONCLUSION
The Atari ST market is still relatively

young. At this point, many of the data-

base products available lack the power

and polish found in similar products in

the IBM market. To put this in perspec-

tive, however you must remember the

IBM PC software market has been in ex-

istence since 1981, and can thus be

called "mature" As the ST establishes its

own standards of (dare I say it?) "Power

Without The Price!' we can expect

higher-quality, more greatly polished

software to hit the market, from both

the above manufacturers and others.

While the IBM market continues to set

the standards for databases, the ST data-

base products have the potential lor

creating completely new standards-

theirown.
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START CHART
RELATIONAL DBMS

TITLE

COMPANY
REVISION

REGENT BASE

REGENT

TRIMBASE

MICHTRON

1.42

DBMAN
VERSASOFT

2.00

PRICE

FILE FIELDS/RECORD

$99.95

UNLIMITED

$99.95

t

$149.95

128

LIMITS
RECORD SIZE UNLIMITED ONE SCREEN 4000

RECORDS PER FILE DISK 32000 2 BILLION

RECORDS PER DATABASE UNLIMITED N/A 2 BILLION

MAX FIELD SIZE 32000 t 254

DATA CHARACTER Y Y Y

TYPE
INTEGER Y N Y

FLOATING POINT Y Y Y

LOGICAL N N Y

DATE Y Y Y

LONG TEXT Y Y N

ENTRY RANGE TESTING Y N Y

DEFAULT VALUES

LOOKUP TO EXTERNAL TABLE

Y N Y

Y N Y

MUST FILL FIELD N N Y

FORCED UPPER CASE N N Y

DATE CONVERSIONS Y Y Y

AUTO INCREMENT FIELDS Y N Y

CALCULATED FIELDS ON ENTRY

CARRY OVER DATA

Y N Y

Y N Y

IMPORT ASCII Y N Y

EXPORT
DIF N N Y

DBF N N N

MANIP INDEXING Y N Y

MAX INDEX FILES UNLIMITED N UNLIMITED

COMPOUND INDEXES UNLIMITED N 7

CAN RESPECIFY INDEX FIELDS

CAN RESPECIFY FILE DEFINITION

Y N Y

N* Y Y

SORTING Y Y Y

MAX SORT FIELDS 3 UNLIMITED 7

*=WILLBE INCLUDED IN REVISION 1.1.

f=No limit within maximum record size.

N/A = Information not available.



START CHART
RELATIONAL DBMS

TITLE

COMPANY
REVISION

REGENT BASE

REGENT

TRIMBASE

MICHTRON

1.42

DBMAN
VERSASOFT

2.00

MANIP ASCENDING Y Y Y

(com.)
DESCENDING Y Y Y

MAX OPEN FILES UNLIMITED 1 10

BATCH UPDATE/DELETE Y N/A Y

OTHER COMMAND LINE INTERFACE Y N Y

USES GEM Y Y N

SCREEN PAINTER Y Y N

COPY PROTECTED N Y N

ON-LINE HELP N* Y N

DOC 200 PGS 65 PGS 350 PGS

REPORTS ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS Y Y Y

AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS Y N Y

STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS Y N N

MULTIPLE FILE REPORTS Y N Y

PREDEFINED MAILING LABELS Y N Y

PAINT REPORT FORMATS N Y N

PROGRAM REPORT FORMATS Y N Y

HEADERS Y Y Y

SAVE REPORT FORMATS Y Y Y

*=WILL BE INCLUDED IN REVISION 1.1.

f ~No limit within maximum record size.

N/A- Information not available.

MOVING?

START
won't follow
you by magic.

Please fill in this coupon and mail to START, The ST

Quarterly, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, Ca, 94107

NEW ADDRESS

lace current address label here.
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START CHART
FILE MANAGERS

PRODUCT NAME:

COMPANY:

REVISION:

PRICE:

MAIL-
LIST

DATA-
TRIEVE

ARTWORX ABACUS

1.0 1.16

S17.95 $49.95

DATA- DB
MANAGER ST MASTER ONE

TIMEWORKS STONEWARE

1.0

$89.95 $49.95

BMBCOMP. QUICKVIEW

1.20 2.0

$169.00 $149.95

IMPORT
EXPORT

FIELDS PER
RECORD

6 UNLIMITED LIMITED
BY MEM

100 UNLIMITED 27

RECORD SIZE 182 64000 LIMITED
BY MEM

3000 58000 519000

RECORDS PER
FILE

1800 64000 LIMITED
BY MEM

UPTO 320KB UNLIMITED 10000

RECORDS PER
DATABASE

1800 UNLIMITED LIMITED
BY MEM

UP TO 320KB UNLIMITED 10000

MAX FIELD SIZE 32 32000 256 3000 1840 20000

CHARACTER Y Y Y Y Y FREE FORM

FLOATINGPOINT N Y Y Y Y FREE FORM

LOGICAL (Y/N) N Y Y N N FREE FORM

DATE N Y Y Y Y FREE FORM

LONG TEXT (MEMO) N Y N Y Y FREE FORM

RANGE TESTING N N N N Y N

DEFAULT VALUES N N N N Y N

REQUIRE SPECIFIC
VALUES

N N N N Y N

LOOKUP TO
EXTERNAL TABLE

N Y N N Y N

MUST FILL FIELD N N N N N N

FORCED UPPERCASE N Y Y N Y N

AUTO INCREMENTING
FIELDS

N N Y N Y N

CALCULATED FIELDS
ON ENTRY

N N Y N Y N

CARRY DATA
FROM PREVIOUS

N N Y N Y N

ASCII Y Y EXPORT ONLY N Y Y

DIF N N EXPORT ONLY N Y N

DBF N N N N Y N

INDEXING Y Y N N Y Y

MAX INDEX FIELDS 1 20 N N UNLIMITED UNLIMITED

SORTING Y Y Y Y Y Y

MAX SORT FIELDS 1 25 UNLIMITED 3 UNLIMITED 1 AT A TIME
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START CHART
FILE MANAGERS

PRODUCT NAME: MAIL-
LIST

DATA-
TRIEVE

DATA-
MANAGER ST

DB
MASTER ONE

THE
MANAGER

ZOOM-
RACKS II

COMPANY: ARTWORX ABACUS TIMEWORKS STONEWARE BMB COMP. QU1CKVIEW

REVISION: 1.0 E 1.16 1.0 1.20 2.0

PRICE: S17.95 $49.95 $89.95 $49.95 $169.00 S149.95

DATA
MANIP.
(cont.)

DESCENDING

MAX OPEN FILES

BATCH UPDATE/DELETE Y Y DELETE ONLY N Y Y

EXACT MATCH Y Y Y Y Y Y

WILDCARD Y Y Y Y Y Y

CONTAINS STRING
IN FIELD

CONTAINS STRING
IN RECORD

N Y Y N Y Y

RANGE N Y Y Y Y N

"AND CONDITIONS" N Y N Y Y N

"OR CONDITIONS- N Y N N Y N

MAX CRITERIA 1 UNLIMITED 1 CAN BE
NESTED

UNLIMITED 1

REPORTS ARITHMETIC
FUNCTIONS

N N N Y Y N

AGGREGATE
FUNCTIONS

N N Y Y Y N

STATISTICAL
FUNCTIONS

N N N N N N

MULTIPLE FILE

REPORTS
N Y N N Y N

PREDEFINED
MAILING LABELS

PAINT REPORT

N Y Y Y Y N

N N MENU Y N N

PROGRAM REPORT N Y MENU N Y Y

HEADERS N Y Y Y Y Y

SAVE REPORT FORMAT

We did not have enough product information on Habaview fo include it in this START CHART.



PROCEDURES

The START 1986
TaxTemplate

BY TOM CHANDLER
ANTIC PUBLISHING ASSISTANT CREDIT MANAGER

Now you can use your Atari ST to help you with your 1986

federal tax return. On the START disk is a folder marked

TAX86.ST. It contains a template you can use with VIP

Professional, the Lotus-compatible spreadsheet from VIP

Technologies. Note: The template requires either a 1040 ST

or a 520 with a megabyte of memory.

ike some help with your taxes? The VIP Professional template on this issue's START

disk can help you with the following forms:L
Schedule G (Income Averaging)

Schedule W (Working Couples)

Form 2441 (Child Care Deduction)

1986 IRS 1040 Long Form

Schedule A (Itemized Expenses)

Schedule B (Interest and Dividends)

WHAT YOU NEED
To use this template, you'll need an Atari ST with at least 1 megabyte of memory, a

copy of VIP Professional and your official Internal Revenue Service 1986 tax instruc-

tions and forms. It's also helpful to have a printer, since it's easier to copy the figures

from a printout than from the screen. If youVe never used VIP Professional before,

begin by studying the manual. It may take a little time to learn the ins and outs of

using VIP Proiessional, especially il you're unfamiliar with spreadsheets, so don't

wait until April 14th!

TAX SPREADSHEETS

Spreadsheet programs are ideal (or preparing tax returns. You provide the personal

data, then customized formulas tell the program how to crunch the numbers.

H Folder TAX86. ST
on your START disk



Educational Software

(Ages 2 to 6)

INTRODUCING

'ST ALPHA-BYTES"™
from mission sans™

Gem" base^ educational software for the Atari ST* for children ages

2to6years. Packed full of giggles and hours of fun. "ST ALPHA-BYTES'
uses delightful graphics to introduce children to fetters and words.

Features:

• Saves and prints score sheets

• Sequential/random alphabe

• Variable qui; ;

• "Buddy"™ tha Worm coloring post

• Shows upper and lower case letter

• Audibly/visually active

• Supports color and black-i

• Includes 20 page guide tc

• Over 80 different graphic:

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

missile sans
P.O. Box 3916

Seal Beach, CA 90740 Phone (2131 439 -6281

Look for "Let's Count ST" from Mission Softs

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

PROCEDURES

c rcll 037 on KhA:>;-.R$h ;.'v:,; card

MT

C-Shell

Shaping

the future

of the

Atari ST

MS*

MT

TOS OS-9 C-SHELL

Multiuser

Multitasking

GEM Compatible

Unix Compatible

Commands

C Shell

Electronic Mail

Aliases/Macros

Command History

TOS File System

Compatible

Stiuctjred Shel

Progiamming

I/O Redirection

& Pipes

l : CDct.'Dl

Automatic lob

Scheduling

:

' " .-.:.

Runs TOS ^rograns

Ins GtM Programs

SuppD'ts SI

Compilers

Password

Security

Price N/A 3295.03- $1?>] 95

"For program rimlopmtnt (hi OS/9 BASIC. Pascal, ai

C language package is an adflilicoal $495

ON reader service card

Each data element or formula is entered in a spreadsheet

cell -similar to the lines and columns on your tax form. As

your data changes (you find another stack of receipts) go to

the proper cell, add in the additional data, and your entire lax

return will be recalculated.

START'S 1986 tax template can be used for many different

taxpayers -just save the original version on disk. It should

take only about an hour to enter each individual's personal

information, and you can save each tax template on disk

under a different name.

As you fill in the spreadsheet, you'll need the 1986 IRS tax

instructions and forms close at hand. The spreadsheet doesn't

duplicate the tax forms exactly, and abbreviations are used

wherever possible. But the template follows the IRS line num-

bers, so you won't get lost.

You will notice that some of the cells use the currency for-

mat, while others use the fixed format. Those in the currency

format are formulas. Be sure to not type over these formulas,

since this will ruin the calculations. As an extra precaution

you might save a backup "unfilled-out" copy before entering

any information onto your working copy.

Perhaps you're one of those taxpayers who must fill out

forms that are not on the template. If so, you will have to fill

out those forms manually, and enter the totals into the appro-

priate cell on the template. Once this is done your ST can add

them in with the rest of the numbers that you've entered.

Once you've entered information into the spreadsheet,

you're ready to print out the information. This can be done in

three steps. First, calculate the template (press F9); it wouldn't

make much sense to print out the information until you've

calculated everything. Second, set the print range to cell Al

through cell G280. Third, align your paper and press G for

GO. Soon you will have almost all the information you need

to copy onto your tax forms. 1 say almost because the template

calculates virtually ever)' line except the actual tax you owe.

Putting all the tax tables into the template would chew up lots

of memory. Instead, figure out your Net Taxable Income on

the template, then just look up the matching Tax Table

amount in your instruction booklet from the IRS as you fill

out your actual 1040 paper form.

It is wise to save your work just in case you need to

change something later. This is done with the File Save com-

mand. Again, we highly recommend you save your completed

work under a different name.

Please examine your template results with great care. If you

have any doubt about the accuracy of your findings, get ad-

vice horn a registered tax preparer. Data entry mistakes and

programming errors have been known to occur START cannot

be responsible for any mistakes that might be made in your

tax payments as a result of using this template.

STart, The ST Quarter!;-
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With the introduction ofthe
ST computers comes anew
kind ofcomputerlanguage:

PRAISE.
"The most advanced, most

powerful microcomputer

your money can buy."

—Creative Computing

"The best hardware value of the year.'
1

—Infowotid

"We have spent the last three months

evaluating the Atari and have come to the

conclusion that it can't be beat as a

low-cost telecommunications terminal

,

drafting workstation, or for quick graphics

visualization" —Micwtimes

"We are most impressed with the clarity

of the graphics, with the speed of the disk

I/O (input/output), and with the ST's

value." —Byte Magazine

"With the impressive ST, Atari has

delivered on its promise of power without

the price." —Family Computing

"Faster and with better graphics capabili-

ties than an IBM VAT™, it could be a great

vehicle for low-cost networks, desktop

publishing and visual database manage-
ment software." —Microtimes

"All of the displays are clear, sharp,

readable, and flicker free. We
were particularly impressed by

the clarity of the high-resolution

monochrome."
—Byte Magazine

"The ST's readily apparent

strong point is speed. Com-
pared to the Macintosh™,

working with the ST is extraordinary"
—John Dvorak, San Francisco Examiner

"Since the pinouts are standard, it is also

possible for various software packages

to support an even wider range of output

devices—even faster printers and high-

end plotters." —Microtimes

"The ST is noticeably faster than the

Macintosh, not only because of the faster

clock rate but because it has a faster

d i sk dri ve
.'

'

—Personal Computing

"The ST is an amazing bargain, much
more of a computer 'for the rest of us'

than Mac ever was." —Byte Magazine

"From here on you had better think of Atari

as a major player in the computer game."
—Jerry Pournelle, Infoworld

The 520ST™ with 512K ofmemory is

under $800. The I040ST™ with afull mega-

byte is under $1,000. No wonder the experts

are impressed.

To experience the ST excitement

for yourself, see yourA tori dealer.

A
ATARI

5

Technology So Advanced, It's Affordable.

CIRCLE 003 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BY MATT LOVELESS,
ASSISTANT EDITOR

SE HABLA ESPANOL
ST Writer fanatic Bruce Noonan, the au-

thor of ST Writer Secrets in START #3

(Winter 1986), has made yet another

enhancement to this fabulous word

processor: foreign language support.

Available now is a Spanish version of ST

Writer, complete with foreign prompts

and special characters. Also in the

works is a German version, which

should soon be available. "ST Writer has

become the ultimate user response pro-

gram," says Dr. Noonan, "People suggest

changes and I make them." You can is-

sue suggestions and changes to Bruce

Noonan through his CompuServe PPN

(72407,504).

CP/MONYOURST
Over ten years ago, Digital Research, the

designers of GEM, wrote an operating

system called CP/M (Control Pro-

gram/Microcomputers) for an 8-bit

8080 machine. CP/M was soon adopted

as the industry standard and has only

recently been eclipsed by the ubiqui-

tous MS-DOS. But there are lots of

CP/M machines out there and lots of

CP/M software So Atari wrote a pro-

gram to turn your ST into a 2 MHz Z80

CP/M machine. The program is called

the CP/M Emulator and is available in

the public domain, gratis. To get a copy,

try your local users group, the Atari BBS

(408-745-5308), or an information

service such as the ATAR116 SIG on

CompuServe or the ST roundtable on

GEnie.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
When the ST debuted just over two

years ago at the January Consumer Elec-

tronics Show in Las Vegas, an air of

mystique enshrouded the meaning of

the cryptic "ST' Rumors surfaced point-

ing to the initials of Atari Corp. presi-

dent Sam Tramiel. When the smoke

cleared, the true meaning, "Six-

teen/Thirty-two" a tribute to the 68000

architecture, resolved the mystery. But

now some new letters have floated into

the acronym. What of the STF and the

STH? Simple. The "F" means built-in

floppy and the "H" means built-in hard

drive. (The latter, the 1040 STH, exists

only as a prototype in Atari's lab. It was

unclear at presstime whether or not

Atari would market the STH.)

MULTIUSER ATARI

In a joint venture, VME Trade Limited of

England and d/SOFT Limited of New

Jersey introduced a three terminal mul-

tiple user system running on a 520 ST,

hoisting Atari into the small business

minicomputer arena. The $2995 system

includes a 20 MB hard drive and a

hardware upgrade-you unplug the

68000 chip and plug in a piggyback

board, replace a couple of the TOS

ROMs, and you're ready to run the

multitasking d/os (pronounced "dee-

oss") operating system. The modified

Atari emulates a Wyse 50 terminal and

allows you to attach two additional ter-

minals. The d/os system runs on a vari-

ety of minicomputers, including the

Alpha-Micro, the original development

environment. "The beauty of the sys-

tem" says d/SOFT's Michael Lewis, "is

that any d/os program can run un-

changed on an Atari ST, assuming it

doesn't exceed the memory require-

ments." This vertical market, value-

added system will soon find its way

into medical offices, video rental stores,

and other small businesses. For more

information, contact: d/SOFT Limited,

310 Cedar Lane, Teaneck, NJ 07666.

(201)652-1413.
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LIFE IN THE FAST LANE.

Kuma Computers Ltd., the prolific solt-

ware company known best for their ap-

plications programs (such as A-Calc

and A-Seka available from The Catalog),

has produced a parallel 32-bit, 7.5 Mips

RISC processor development package

for the Atari ST. First, Mips are "Millions

of Instructions Per Second, "and at 7.5,

that's over seven times faster than your

ST. Second, RISC (Reduced Instruction

Set Computer) processors allow faster

program operations by using a smaller

but faster set of instructions. In short: it

cooks! Called the K-MAX Transputer

the system is based on the Inmos T414

32 bit processor and plugs into the ST's

cartridge port, allowing program de-

velopment with the included Inmos

standard editor/assembler. This system

promises to be a major advancement for

inexpensive university and corporate

research and development. Contact

Kuma Computers Ltd, 12, Horseshoe

Park, Pangboume, Berkshire RG8 7JW.

International phone number: 44-7357-

4335. 1450 Sterling.

CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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£ Practical Solutions Practical Solutions

a| Tired of Switching Cables?
3 Switch To

MONITOR
^i^'^MASTER
t introduce;-

49"
!^3'C&1 Plus $3.00 Shipping & Handling

• Switch Between Your MonoChrome (SM124)"
and Color(RGB or Comp) Monitors At The Flash

of a Button.

• Provides Composite Video'Out On a Standard

RCA Jack.

• Hook Your ST Into Your Stereo From The Audio
Out RCA Jack.

• No Power Supply Is Required.

•Only Available On 520STs With RF Modulator Built In.

Practical Solutions 6 N. Tucson Blvd.

£ Tucson, AZ 85716 /Phone 602-884-9612

Practical Solutions Practical Solutions
CIRCLE 0-11 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PMifli ffl fig MM
STRATEGY ACTION GAME

FIGHT SEfi BATTLES

SEARCH FOR BURIED

TREASURE

TRADING IN SEVEN

PORTS OF CALL

i8lh Century, li is basically a trading name*. ln

which Hit- phiyiT is ihc car-lain of a trading frigate |

who has to trade in the various Barbery Coast
i

iport towns iP order to raise the ransom money I

gel liis daughter bark from [i loud throat Ihc

s. Thf game also lectures i Jit- option o! finding

H !!!,), .tlliiruilt. he ran ,

h r-

u M
UJ rri

SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE
ATARI ST
ATARI

UifioJ-t

Drncu
FmtLO
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RESOURCES

ST SMALLTALK
Smalltalk helped put Xerox PARC (Palo

Alto Research Center) on the boards as

the forerunner in object-oriented lan-

gages. Now in the public domain is a

Smalltalk-like language called Little

Smalltalk from the University of Ari-

zona. It's an interpretive, non-graphics

subset of Smalltalk-80 (a trademark of

Xerox), originally transferred to

microcomputers by Bill Kinnersley of

Washington State University. The cur-

rent version was ported to the ST by

Dave Clemens. We know a version is

available in DL 3 of CompuServe's

ATAR116 SIC.

ANTIC ONLINE COMES
BACK
After a short leave of absence, Antic

ONLINE is now back in lull service.

Antic Technical Editor, Charlie Jackson,

has been appointed Antic ONLINE Edi-

tor and oversaw the complete menu res-

tructure and service improvement.

Antic ONLINE now has color and black

and white RLE pictures and a library of

downloadable files (For example, check

Antic ONLINE for data files of icon im-

ages for the Icon Editor in this issue).

Of course, the familiar feedback areas

are still available plus late-breaking

news, reviews, and editorial. Type GO
ANTIC at any CompuServe prompt.

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FOR THE HOBBYIST
E. Arthur Brown Company of Alexan-

dria, Minnesota publishes the Com-

puter Hobbyist Catalog, selling innova-

tive yet inexpensive software and

hardware for the Atari ST. The catalog is

free for the asking. Call or write: E. Ar-

thur Brown Co., 3404 Pawnee Drive,

Alexandria, MN 56308. (612) 762-8847.

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A BIGGER MONOCHROME
SCREEN

Every Atari SM124 monochrome moni-

tor has a one-inch border surrounding

the usable portion of the screen. Cir-

culating in the public domain is a small

article written by architect and ST de-

veloper Jack Durre, detailing a process

to expand the picture size of the moni-

tor. With a Philips-head screwdriver,

some TV tuning tools, and about an

hour of work, you can expand your

screen. Mr Durre's article has appeared

in numerous ST users group newletters

and is posted on most ST bulletin

boards. Some Atari service centers may

agree to make the adjustment out of

warranty

PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS
The University of Wisconsin-Parkside

and the Parkside Computer Club are

holding their eleventh annual Computer

Fair. This year's theme, "People and

Computers Now," will illustrate how

computer systems and software of to-

day's high-tech society are being used

by people. The Atari ST promises to be

a main attraction. The fair will be held

March 21. at the University of

Wisconsin-Parks ide's Molinaro con-

course from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Admission will be $2. Children under

12 are free. For more information, con-

tact Darryl Hahn, Box 2000, Kenosha,

Wl 53140.

Kuma K-Max, Transputer development system

Optional Upgradi

ST COMPUTER

Diagram: Courier Kunia Compuleis Ltd.
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POWERPRINT gives you
the flexibility, features,
and quality that your

graphics demand.

FINALLY YOUR ST HAS THE PRINTING
POWER YOU NEED

- SUPPORTS ALL S
-
RFSCvUTIONS

run: Iho w.-io'e r:i:ljro •-- ZOOM ;rt;: ,.&: lip [-nts v;ju wrirV
DOWE. MIRROIV. and INVERSE option;
MUITIR r

Si/'iTi up ;o GIANT 3 ICO: I'OSTEftS
F'rirv

f jicliires (rorn \i\ GAS. Di'.-odlo Nrj:.i;.!i.'Or-n? ;:Jid others or use our
Special Software to Copli.ie or.d ;;i w utmost uny 5T scteen

• :.:i(-:ok:^;ec'ncu:or COLOR :l-)INIOlJi!; Ik'eo.mer, oolni Ribbons]
FULLY suoportsSWR. NEC. XMM804 Oloh Gemini Ponoioiiic EPSON ana

compatible p-mlets Only $39.95

COLOR COA/IPUTEREYES"
INCREDIBLE COLOR VIDEO DIGITIZER
• The first and only full color digitizer for the ST
- Use Standard inputs like Video Camera, VCR, or
Video Disc
• Provides a full screen picture in all 3 Resolutions
• Output Compatible with Powerprint, Degas,
Neochrome, and others

COLOR COMPUTEREYES ONLY $199.95

SPECIAL OFFER: Order both products and save $20.00 from total.

216-374-7469
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ATARI 520 ST/COLOR GAMES
FRACTALS: Generate amazing op-art like images in spectacular colors.

Zoom In on the Julia curves by up to 100 million times by
pointing and clicking! Travel in this beautiful space and
enjoy an inexhaustible family of fractals. A typical fractal

( 1
31

' 1 61 dots) takes about 1 minutes to generate, but you
can make pseudo-fractals in about 10 seconds!

MAZE; Develop and test your skills at showing the path through

mazes. This program generates random mazes of six different

sizes/complexities, and will show you the path if desired,

TINGO Vou and your opponent alternate placing dots on a
checkerboard to get five dots in a row. Play against a friend

or the computer. The computer has six different skill levels,

and will always respond immediately. A man versus artificial

intelligence game!

BONGO; find the hidden symbols/colors as in a battleship game. Test

your reasoning/ deductfve skills with this laid back teaser! 20

game modes.

CULTURE You have to be fast and accurate using the mouse to prevent

the Reds from taking over... 36 different game settings to

challenge you' eye to hand skills!

PRICING;

CrOsi today the i.cB/ '/at,- :.

Mail to: Fred Buch
984G Ktely Blvd.

Santa Clara

CA 95051
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Meg-A-Ram is our memory upgrade board for the Atari 520ST.

With Meg-A-Ram, you will have 1 megabyte of memory in your

computer, just like the Atari 1040ST. Meg-A-Ram is easy to install,

with minimal soldering. Included with each Meg-A-Ram pack-

age is J-Disk, our fast ramdisk program. Meg-A-Ram is just 149.95.

ST-Copy is the fastest, most reliable floppy disk back-up program
available for the Atari ST Computers. It backs up both protected

and unprotected disks with just the click of your mouse! Also

included is FMT, a fast disk formatting utility that gives you in-

creased capacity and load speed. ST-Copy is not copy pro-

tected. Copies 1 or 2 sided disks. Updated regularly. New Version

30 Revisions $10 plus $3S/H. ST-Copy is just $34.95!

I J-Disk is a fast, configurable ramdisk program for the Atari ST I

I computers. Can be configured to use any size ramdisk from 29K I

I to 821K in a 1 megabyte ST! Uses any drive from A to H as the I

I ramdisk. Includes FMT. No verify-speeds up disk writes by turning I

'rite-verification. J-Disk is just $19.95!

KILOBYTES
(714) 523-5353

6820-A Oranqethorpe Ave. Buena Park, CA 90620

P 1 Bgee ***! v '

i '
'i

'
i f**t*gpjlBB

DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME
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Fastand
Facilitating.

DISKETTE DUPLICATION
All formats- Quality tested. From 25
to 1000 duplicated in 24 hours— 25,0t

per week.

COPY PROTECTION
NoClone copy protection. Each appli-

cation uniquely encripted.

DOCUMENTATION PRODUCTION
Complete coordination service. Text

printing. Custom sleeves, labels and
tabs.

PACKAGING ASSEMBLY
Full turnkey service. All types of

binders. Shrink wrapping and ship-

ping cartons.

DELIVERY FULFILLMENT
Computerized inventory. Pick and
ship to your customer list. National

delivery service.

disc/one

DISKETTE DUPLICATION AND PRODUCTION

1050 North Fifth Street, San Jose, California 951 1

2

(408)947-1161 OUTSIDE CA: 1-800-826-4296

CIRCLE 019 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER ATARI ST PROGRAM

WE'LL BUY IT FOR YOU!
Full GEM interfacing, convenient SwiftKeys, and many other unique features of our own.

I
ST

wMi Spell

WORD WRITER ST ZtZt
A full-featured, professional word pro-

cessing system for home and business

use. You get:

• A Continuous, 90,000-Word Spell

Checker that automatically identifies

misspelled words as you type your

document.

• An Integrated Thesaurus with over

60,000 synonyms and alternatives.

• On-Screen Underlining
,
Italics and

Boldface, Lightface, Subscript and

Superscript are displayed on your

screen - as you write.

• An Outline Processor that quickly

organizes notes, facts, and ideas in

convenient outline format.

• Every other feature you'll need for

everyday word processing, plus most of

the features found in more expensive

programs.

With Timeworks you get more
than software. . .

You Get Our Customer Technical

Support Team - free to all registered

users.

Data Manager'-'

ST

DATA MANAGER ST v"r
A complete general information Stor-

age and Retrieval System with report

writing, business graphics, and label

making capabilities. Plus, you get:

Flexibility that allows you to modify

your data base structure by changing

the size or position of fields of informa-

tion - at any time.

A complete Report Writer that gener-

ates customized data reports. You

specify the title, location, and sequence

of each column.

I An extensive Business Graphics

Package with pie charts, bar charts,

line plots, point plots, hi-lo-close stock

price plots, and more.

A Label Maker that prints your impor-

tant information onto all types of labels.

With Timeworks you get our Money
Back Guarantee*

If you can find anything that works better

for you - and it's available - we'll buy it

for you. Details inside every Timeworks

package.*

&viftCa/c£

SWIFTCALCST^&a
A state-of-the-art spreadsheet for home
and business use. You get:

• Sideways: Lets you print all columns

on one continuous sheet . . . sideways.

• Super Graphics: Graphically display

and print out business information using

pie charts, bar charts, line plots, point

plots, hi-lo-close stock price plots, and

more.

• 8192 rows and 256 columns provide

up to 2,048,000 cells {locations) in

which to place information.

• Windows: Allow you to work on two

sections of your spreadsheet simultane-

ously.

• Help Screens: Help you use the pro-

gram-without referring to your manual.

• Formatting: Choice of formats - deci-

mal (up to 15 places); graphics; expo-

nential notation; $ sign & commas. Plus,

eight user-defined formats.

You Get Our Liberal Upgrade and
Exchange Policy - Details are inside

every Timeworks package.

MORE POWER FOR YOUR DOLLAR
Timeworks, Inc. 444 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield, Illinois 60015

312-948-9200
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For the Atari 520/1040 Computers."*

Suggested Retail List Price:

$79.95 each

Available now at your favorite

dealer, or call Timeworks.

<&V

II rights

if original purchase. " Registered trademark ol Atari Cor^

TO ORDER CALL:
1-800-535-9497

«*S£



/V*VTHUNDER

.

The writer's assistant

"extremely fast and flexible . . . destined to make a

lot of noise!" -computesst

3 PROGRAMS IN ONE!

©SPELLING CHECKER 50,000 words

Real-time mode: program alerts you when
you've made a mistake

Stand-alone mode: have Thunder! check the

text after you've Finished writing

Select the correct spelling from a list of similar

words — Thunder makes the change instantly

©ABBREVIATION EXPANDER saves you thou-

sands of repetitive keystrokes

Simply enter a pre-set abbreviation and

Thunder! expands it to full form

© DOCUMENT ANALYZER gives you a statistical

report including number of words, average

sentence length, FOG score and much more!

miwanna
TIMELINK
Electronic calendar/diary system

"you'll find Timelink indispensable!" - ST WORLD

Your essential tool for planning and record keeping!

Windows for each day. week, month and year

— put any combination on the screen

simultaneously

Instant and automatic updating between frames

Built-in tlataba.se capabilities let you keep track

of expenses, billable hours and other timely data

Add Subtract, Time Between Dates and other

features help plan ahead

WRSBBBm
DEGAS
Design and entertainment graphic arts

system

"Ifvou want the best Graphic arts package for

the Atari ST, gel DEGAS!" - ANTIC MAGAZINE

total flexibility: create and store your ow:n

custom brush patterns, colors. Till patterns and

more
powerful TEXT capability lets you combine

words and pictures

choose the ideal letter size and weight from the

built-in DEGAS TEXT FONT - or design your

own font

draw an accurate LINE, CIRCLE, DISK. BOX or

FRAME by simply setting two points — DEGAS
does the rest automatically

MAGNIFY any pictures portion

MOVE or COPY any figure, anywhere on the

screen - •

advanced graphic dfkign tools include

MIRROR. SHADOW, and AIKURI Ml

works in all three Atari ST resolution modes

ISGUR PORTFOLIO SYSTEM U&tf"
Investment manager

"It is dangerous to look at any software package

and say 'This is the one', but this one comes very

close." - COMPUTERIZED INVESTING

Helps you manage any combination of investment

porit'ofios more efficiently — stocks, bonds,

options, commodities, mutual funds. For casual

investors and professionals.

Designed by Lee Isgur. top Wall Street analyst

andV.P. of PaineWebber NY.

Program updates your portfolios automatically

with the latest market data — preset for all

the popular on-line financial services

Powerful features show you the most profitable

decisions: "Suggest", "Raise Money",

"Gains/Losses" and many more

Analyze, compile and display your investment

data in new ways, to gain new insights

^STALKJV^"
Powerful, easy telecommunications
",

. , complete telecommunications that offersyou

three levels of user definable macros and a 50, 000

word memory-resident spelling checker.
"

- PERSONAl COMPUTING

Takes the hassle and uncertainty out of

telecommunicating

Multitude of exceptional features are clearly

organized on the GEM user interface

Call up a HELP window for every major function

Totally flexible data routing to any combination

of devices — disk to modem, modem to memory,

screen to modem...
50,000-word memory-resident, real-time spelling

checker to ensure error free outgoing messages

OaWHHto

COMING SOON • PAPERCLIP ELITE!

DEGAS ELITE y\fe^"
For those who want advanced features

The professional ST graphic package. All the

powerful design features that made DEGAS a

critical success. Plus, fantastic new capabilities.

"Degas Elite is state of the art software!"
- ANALOG

ADVANCED FEATURES:
Up to 8 MULTIPLE WORK SCREENS let you

work on several pictures simultaneously

CUT and PASTE between pictures in different

screens

SCALE, FLIP and ROTATE whole pictures or

portions

Incredible new advanced features including;

color animation, block move, text size and font

style, color fill patterns, new drawing capabili-

ties, stretch, rotate and much, much more!

'ITERIES INCLUDED, mi IB! nmi[>:my. rilJ MiiniI SliTfl. Kicliiiimid ]li!l. (iriMrin, ('lunula, l.-lll 1 1 1 fi i.-llfi
i SSI-SHU I. CiisIi.[is>t luiuririi.limi (41fi) HS1-381B

If you can't find (his product al your local rclailiT, you may order il direct from us at the full siifijfpstr'd lisl price plus $5.00

for postage and handling. For product orders please call 1-S0U-HH7-5707 (U.S. only). With nil Bulle-rie-s Included products

u canalwavs have the latest version of vour program Ijv retnniiiin I lie uric inn I disk ,<nd S in. 111). Write to us for our f nil color catalog

of products for the APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI, ATARI ST, COMMODOKL. COMMODORE AMIGA. AND IBM SYSTEMS.

<: 1986 Batteries Included. APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH. ATARI, AT.AR1 ST, COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AND IBM are

registered trademarks respectively of APPLE COMPUTERS INC.. ATARI CORPORATION, COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
INC., AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC. Some features may vary with computer system used,

*A1I prices shown in U.S. funds. Retail'"' -h may .sell for less.

CIRCLE P09 OH READtflS SERVICE CARD

If you can't find

this product at

your local retailer

call our toll-free

number to order:

1-800-387-5707
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nfr'c's C4D-3D is one of the best programs I've

seen for the Atari or anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

Byte Magazine

THE CYBER STUDIO

STEREO CAD-30™ 2.0

plus CYBERIYIATE
"

Tom's supercharged version

of CAD-3D. Enhancements
include dimensioning (real-

world scaling), GDOS output,

STEREO, and over a dozen

other incredible new pro-

features. PLUS, CYBERMATC
—animate the next digital

cinema masterpiece.

(requires 1 megabyte RAM)
ST0236 $89.95

PLOTTER AND PRINTER '"

DRIVERS
For graphics afficionados.

Print your CAD-3D crea- Use CAD-3D to design

tions on a Hewlett-Packard fessional graphics and

STEREOTEX
3D GLASSES"
You've never seen anything

like this. True stereo ani-

mated graphics which make
CAD-3D creations leap right

out of your screen. We've

shown this system at

computer shows and the

crowds have almost knocked

our booth over.

(does not require GAD-3D)

TH9020 $149.95

FUTURE DESIGN DISK

Use CAD-3D to design pro- The ultimate 3D clip art

tions on a Hewlett-Packard fessional graphics and library. Everything you need

(or compatible) pen plotter. animations. From video titles to create your own science

Get 3,000x3,000 line reso- to corporate logos. Includes fiction fantasy film or artwork.

lution outputl Includes 20 two detailed font sets. Designed by a professional

Get 3,000x3,000 line reso-

lution output! Includes 20

custom screen-dump

drivers for every popular

dot-matrix printer,

(requires CAD-3D)
ST0225 $24.95

(requires CAD-3D)
ST0224 $24.95

Explore the new CAD-3D™
Universe on page 2.

Image created by Darrel Anderson with CAD-3D and DEGAS Elite.

Designed by a professional

illustrator and animator to

make super graphics easy

for youl The FUTURE DESIGN
DISK was used to create the

artwork on this page,

(requires CAD-30)

ST0232 $24.95
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THE CYBER STUDIO"' (2-program set)

Tom Hudson and Mark Kimball take you into a new dimension!

Tom Hudson's STEREO GAD-3D 2.0

Works with StereoTek 3D Glasses

Requires 1 megabyte RAM
If you're just getting started, or if you've already got CAD-3D

1.0, you can now look forward to over a dozen new profes-

sional features plus CYBERMATE—The CAD-3D animator. All

integrated into THE CYBER STUDIO, a complete professional

3D design package. And the 2-disk set upgrade is only S40

(plus your original disk and S5 shipping).

Solid Modelling with Shading. Amazing.

With the new CAD-3D, your ST becomes the most powerful

3D graphics workstation this side of Hollywood. Even if you're

not a professional designer, you can use the 3D FONT PACKAGE

andFUTUREDESIGN DISK to create network-qualitygraphics.

Professional 3D Clip Art—No artistic skill required! We're

talking about digital scene simulation, not just goblets and

sugar cubes. The perfect companion to DEGAS Elite.

Look at all these NEW features!

True STEREO control with perspective adjuster

Dimensioning for real-world object scaling

Three independent light source icons, now put them

anywhere in the 3D universe

Z-buffering for 100% perfect hidden line removal

GDOS printer output for ultra-high-res printouts—even

with dot matrix printers

Load/Save 2D object templates

Super Extruder Tool for building objects with holes in them

(like fonts) and/or multicolor faces

Custom palette/shading selector

Illustrated tutorial written by a professional artist, includes

3D objects on disk

Mark Kimball's CYBERMATE™
The CAD-3D Animator.

Supports (optional) StereoTek 3D Glasses

Now, CAD-3D is a cinematic tool rivaling workstations costing

thousands of dollars. This is the software that has been drawing

the crowds at our trade show booths.

Using advanced Delta compression techniques, CYBERMATE
transforms your 1 meg ST into a TEN MEGABYTE frame

buffer. Store up to a thousand animation frames of 3-D objects

(no matter how complex) in RAM and play them back at speeds

up to sixty frames-per-second. That's 2Vz times faster than any

movie. Silken smooth!

Write animation MACROS

To make your animations unique and interesting, the system

had to be totally flexible. So we developed a new "program-

ming language" that allows you to:

Play sound effects or music (created with the G.l.S.T.™ sound

editor, on page 10)

Change frame rates and looping sequences

Change the color palette

Load and run animations as "batch" files

Splice in animations from multiple sources

Call other macros

Using the tools, you can create digital "home movies,"

corporate logo animations, and much more. And the FUTURE

DESIGN DISK is all you need to get started creating the next

outer-space epic. What are you waiting for?

THE CYBER STUDIO

STEREO CAD-3D 2.0 plus CYBERMATE Available in February

2-disk set (requires 1 megabyte RAM)
ST0236 $89.95 DEGAS Elite™ Batteries Included

| .
i S o'\

CYBERSCAPE®
A 3-D "feature film" on disk

by Darrel Anderson

Skim the fantastic, 3-dimen-

sional terrain of the mind!

Metamorphosing metallatons

and transforming tubular time

slots! This full-color, animated

feature was created by profes-

sional artist Darrel Anderson,

to show what can be done with

CYBERMATE—The CAD-3D
Animator. An incredible tour

de force of computer graphic

power, this demo is a guaran-

teed auto-lobotomy of the

very first order!

CYBERSCAPEDS
(1 double-sided disk)

SB0104 $10.00

CYBERSCAPE SS

(2 single-sided disks)

SB0105 $12.00

(Both versions require

1 megabyte RAM)
Available in February

A remarkably powerful modeling system."
— Computer Graphics World

The Original. .

.

Tom Hudson's CAD-3D '"

1.0

520ST-compatible

If you own a 520ST and are interested in computer graphics,

many of the features of CAD-3D 2.0 are included in this

original version—you even get a basic animation system.

CAD-3D1.0 (requires 512K RAM)
ST0214 $49.95

-K&.iS:*.
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Introducing, for the first time, true 3-dimensbnal stereo

realism on a home PC. SIEREQ
1EK

STEREOTEK 3D GLASSES

Last July, we got a phone call from Tektronix, the big high-end

computer-graphics display company. They told us one of their

ventures, LC Technologies, had designed a low-cost version of

their S3,000 electronic stereo liquid crystal shutter (LCS)

goggles— usually sold to the military and large universities.

They were looking for a company to distribute them for the

Atari ST. "Why us?" we asked. "Because the best software to

make them work is CAD-3D."

From that conversation was born the most innovative com-

puter graphics peripheral since the video display tube.

STEREO SOFTWARE AVAILABLE NOW
STEREO CAD-3D 2.0 and STEREO MAPS & LEGENDS 3.0

already work with STEREOTEK. And over a dozen new soft-

ware titles are being readied for market right now. We have

g also included all the stereo C and assembler source code rou-

| tines so you programmers can write your own stereo

= software.

| Add the CYBERMATE animation system, and your CAD-3D

| movies become the ultimate in hi-tech computer graphics.

| Fleets of starships stream out of your monitor. Weird objects

© spin and fly through a thrilling new universe. Vivid MAPS &
LEGENDS globes float in your lap—-in amazing stereo 3-D.

Here's what you get with your STEREOTEK 3D GLASSES

package.

one pair of electronic LCS glasses w/4-foot cable (designed to

also be worn over eyeglasses)

ST cartridge interface unit—supports two sets of glasses at

once (2nd set optional)

stereo CAD-3D animation and slide show by Tom Hudson

For programmers: developers instructions by Mark Kimball

with source code on disk—teaches you how to add stereo to

your own programs

STEREOTEK 3D PACKAGE TH9020 $149.95

ADD-ON GLASSES ONLY TH9021 $99.95

<&*3f

COMPLETE STEREO PACKAGE-SAVE $30!

STEREOTEK 3D STEREO DISPLAY with

STEREO CAD-3D 2.0 and CYBERMATE
TH9038 $199.95

offer available by direct mail only

^FUTURE DESIGN DISK

by Darrel Anderson

CAUTION! Don't enter the

CAD-3D Universe unprepared.

Get a fast start on your three-

dimensional explorations with

the CAD- 3D FUTURE DESIGN

DISK. This modular construc-

tion set of dimensional clip-

art has everything you

need to create SPACECRAFT,

STATIONS, BASES, VEHICLES,

ROBOTS and ANDROIDS.

Model your future; then

populate it with androids and

CAD-People; bring it to life

with CYBERMATE; detail it

PLOTTER AND PRINTER
DRIVERS
Plot your 3D drawings on a

high-resolution pen plotter

for a truly professional look!

Supports Hewlett-Packard

(and HP compatible) plotters.

Multi-plots on a single page-

best fit system,

(requires CAD-3D)

PLOTTER DRIVERS

ST0225 S24.95

with any popular paint

program. Includes:

Complete models

Component parts

Construction tips

"Blueprints"

(requires CAD-3D)

FUTURE DESIGN DISK

ST0232 $24.95

Also, dot matrix printers

supported: GEMINI/STAR, EPSON,

OKIDATA, IBM, COLOR (Radio

Shack, Epson, Canon), NEC,

PANASONIC, C-ITOH, and more.

S5.000 CONTEST

Antic and LC Technologies are co-sponsoring a competition

to search for the MOST INNOVATIVE STEREO APPLICATION

PROGRAM. We're going to pay S 5,000 in cash (advance against

royalties) for the winner, plus a continuing royalty upon

publication here in The Catalog.

For an official entry blank and competition details, write to:

STEREO COMPETITION; The Catalog, 524 Second St.,

San Francisco, CA 94107, or call (415) 957:0886.

3D-FQNT PACKAGE
by Tom Hudson

Design your own 3D greeting

cards, signs, logos, and letter-

heads with CAD-3D. Or create

sophisticated 3D animated title

sequences for your home videos.

At the heart of this packed

disk is Tom Hudson's new
SUPER EXTRUDER TOOL. With

it, you can create new kinds

of complex, multicolored 3D
objects that can't be built

with CAD-3D alone. Plus, it

doubles as a 3D FONT EDITOR,

and Tom has built two incred-

ible fonts just for you (serif

and sans-serif, upper and

lower case—over 250K

of fonts!).

BONUS! Tom's included new
3D object primitives (building

blocks) and his own hints

on how to get the most out

of CAD- 3D.

(requires CAD-3D)

3D-F0NT PACKAGE
ST0224 $24.95

THE CATALOG ST 3
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A-CALC PRIME" by Kuma
Supercharged

by Kuma Computers, Ltd. UK

The first GEM-based spreadsheet for the ST just became the

best spreadsheet value on any microcomputer. PRIME

will give you the confidence to tackle any financial challenge.

This is a next-generation spreadsheet with the power to

run a large business— so

intuitive you already know
how to use it.

Features of the original

A-CALC 1.0 made it the easiest-

to-use spreadsheet ever:

Up to five windows open

at once

WIDE-VTEW'option to see

50 percent more of your

worksheet at once

SEARCH for character strings

Powerful PRINTER FORMAT-

TING commands

.DIF file compatibility

Exclusive A-CHART com-

patibility

Sparse-matrix design

maximizes available RAM
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this is the easiest to use spreadsheet that I've ever seen."

— W. Krieger

Computer Shopper Magazine

Color/pattern coding of formula, text, value, etc.

« SORT and FIND

Trig functions

Sideways printing (for Epson compatibles)

High-speed SMOOTH screen

obal updating

Complete printer control from

within the spreadsheet

Password-protected cells

(hide and unhide)

Additional ease-of-use

features:

• Off-screen scrolling with

the mouse
• Out-of-the-way,

convenient edit window
• Cell and range reference by

pointing with the mouse
(even reference cells in

inactive windows!)

• Ten clipboards

Illustrated manual and

on-disk examples
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And now, PRIME transforms you into a numbers wizard

with dozens of special features:

Row and column lock

Conditional expressions (IF. THEN, ELSE, etc)

- MACROS
Labels

8192 rows x 2 56 columns

In short, PRIME gives you premium spreadsheet power for

the rock-bottom price of S79-95. And, for A-CALC 1.0 owners,

the upgrade is only S20.00 (plus 85-00 shipping. Enclose your

original ver. 1 disk).

A-CALC PRIME

ST0235 $79.95

Available February

Make your next presentation

the one they remember, ui

A-CHART "by Kuma Nr
by Kuma Computers, Ltd.

When was the last time you

were excited about your

spreadsheet? Do numbers bore

you? We can change all that.

A-CHART is one program that

makes working with figures

fun and intuitive.

A-CHART automatically

turns your A-CALC (or

A-CALC PRIME) spread-

sheets into beautiful

graphs that are DEGAS-

compatible. And if you

don't have a spreadsheet,

A-CHART's built-in

editor will help you

organize those numbers

into a super-sharp

presentation.

A-CHART

ST 4 THE CATALOG

DEGAS ENHANCED

View your data in eight

different chart styles—
change styles instantly with

one mouse-click. A-CHART

sports what is probably the

best use of GEM in any

program. Drag and size

multiple charts in each

window, define your own
fill patterns and line styles.

The flexibility of the graphic

presentation of your numbers

will give you an entirely

DEGAS ENHANCED

new perspective on your

business or home budget.

And A-CHART grows as you

do, with the capability of

storing up to 50,000 data-

points in a 512K machine and

150,000 datapoints in a 1 meg

machine.

A-CHART
ST0230 $39.95

Available February

Epson- compatible from A-CHART.

MuM-printer compatible from DEGAS,



THE WORLD ON A DISK.

MAPS FOR EVERYBODY!

MAPS AND LEGENDS -
The Cartographer

Enhanced Version 3.0

STEREO

by Harry Koons and

David Chenette

Hold on a second. Now thai

you've word-processed,

spreadsheeted, databased

and telecommunicated with

your Atari ST, aren't you

looking for something

different?

How about Cartography?

Until now, mapmaking has

been a unique art mastered

by only a few talented people.

Not anymore. With MAPS AND
LEGENDS, your Atari ST

becomes a personal desktop

cartography system.

Show your children exactly

what the world looks like

—

with or without political

boundaries. And in STEREO,

the world globes appear

LEFS-GET-TECHNICALBOX
Packed with features, including: STEREO COMPATIBILITY,

BUILT-IN 9000-COORDINATE DATABASE, 11 DIFFERENT

MAP PERSPECTIVES, PLOTTING FROM ANY ALTITUDE,

WORKS IN ALL 3 SCREEN MODES, BUILT-IN PAINT SYSTEM
(and compatible with DEGAS and NEO), MULTI-FONT

LABELLER, CUSTOM OVERLAY PLOTTER (create your own
maps— build your own map databases), AUTO-LOCATE
MODE (reads coordinates, distance and bearing from maps)

and so many more that we don't have room to list them all.

¥ DATAMAP COLLECTION I PROVINCIAL

to be floating in front of your

monitor. Or print an impres-

sive custom map to go with

your travel itinerary. We use

MAPS AND LEGENDS all the

time at the office for sales and

marketing maps. And since it's

based on the GEM interface,

it's GEM-easy to use!

MAPS AND LEGENDS 3.0

ST0202 $34.95

(upgrade is $15)

800-443-0100, ext. 133

(Continental U.S. and Hawaii] Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE

Expand Your Maps and

Legends Database!

NATIONAL POLITICAL
BOUNDARIES
Europe, Latin America,

S. America, Asia, Africa

BOUNDARIES
Australia, Canada, China,

U.S.S.R.

(requires Maps and Legends

2.0 or greater)

DATAMAPS
ST0227 $24.95

PLUS HISTORICAL MAPS AND MORE!

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Teach your ST, then let it

teach you!

EXPERT OPINION"
by Mind Soft

Curious about expert

systems and artificial

intelligence? Discouraged

because most expert systems

tools are either for the IBM

PC or Macintosh? And

usually cost over S700?

Transform your ST into

an expert on any subject.

EXPERT OPINION creates

production-rule knowl-

edge bases with more

power than the average

university system. And

you don't need to know a

programming language like

Prolog or LISP—EXPERT
OPINION is totally GEM-
based ... so you already

know how it works.

Create your own expert

systems for classification

of Horticulture, Animal

Husbandry, Gemology,

Medical diagnosis,

Economics— any subject

you want. Be a part of the

first wave of knowledge

engineers!

EXPERT OPINION'S

"Inference Engine" solves

problems three ways:

DEDUCTION (forward

chaining); VERIFICATION

OF A HYPOTHESIS (back

ward chaining); or a unique

combination of both

modes. CERTAINTY
LEVELS allow you to fine-

tune your knowledge base

with heuristic control.

Plus, the clear, well-

written documentation

includes a tutorial by

Harvard expert and START

contributing editor

Christopher Chabris.

FREE BONUS! To get

you started, we've

included a disk packed

with knowledge bases

about a typical application

. . . Gemology. The six

linked knowledge bases

will guide you through the

classification of over eighty

kinds of rocks and minerals.

Perfect for studying how
an expert system is built.

EXPERT OPINION

(2-diskset)

ST0219 S99.95

WARNING: This is a

sophisticated computer

science tool requiring

study to use it effectively.

THE CATALOG ST 5



POWERFUL SOFTWARE FROM BATTERIES! I INCLUDED

E
SAVE! GET THE COMPLETE PICTURE!

between them, CAD-3D and DEGAS make the Atari

worth owning."

—Jerry Pournelle DEGAS EUTE & STERErj CAD-3D 2.0

Byte Magazine TH9039 $149.95

ANYTHING THIS MUCH FUN IS USUALLY ILLEGAL.

D.E.G.A.S. ELITE
M

by Tom Hudson

The best-selling graphics software on the Atari ST just got ten

times better! D.E.G.A.S. ELITE has all the power of the

original, plus:

1) Multi-color fill patterns

2) Special effects like scaling, perspective distort, rotating,

outlining, and color animation

3) Multiple screens in RAM at once (up to 8)— cut and

paste between them

4) Color search and replace

5) Multiple GDOS or DEGAS fonts in any style available at

any time

6) Polygon block grabber for lifting any section out of

place

7) Stipling and smearing for real paintbrush effects

8) Load or save any resolution picture in any other

resolution

9) Built-in icon editor for programmers

10) Color palette blending for smooth shading effects

DEGAS ELITE

TH9G36 $79.95 =\

INTEGRATED FINANCIAL

SOFTWARE FROM
BATTERIES INCLUDED
THE ISGUR PORTFOLIO™
THE ISGUR PORTFOLIO is

three programs in one: Port-

folio manager, telecommuni-

cations, and calendar/memo

pad. Receive Dow Jones stock

quotes, CompuServe, The

Source, and InfoGlobe financial

information, automatically.

Consolidate multiple stock

portfolios. Hands on manage-

ment of stocks, bonds, options,

commodities, mutual funds

—

your key to financial success.

THE ISGUR PORTFOLIO is

PC magazine's "EDITOR'S

Choice." The integrated GEM-
based system provides

intuitive access to your data

and unlimited versatility A

complete financial manage-

ment package for the profes-

sional and individual investor.

A real value for your invest-

ment. Plus, THE ISGUR
PORTFOLIO includes 1-S

TALK. Invest in your

future . , . today

TH9009 $199.95

800-4430100, ext. 133

(Continental U.S. and Hawaii) Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE

A SPELLING CHECKER THAT

IS LIGHTNING FAST!

THUNDER"
THUNDER gives you a power-

ful spelling checker accessible

from within your favorite

application program. Your

accuracy will skyrocket, so

the time spent proofing will

plummet.

It's so simple. Here's how
it works. Example: you're

happily writing away and you

make a "mstake" and BEEP

(THUNDER picks up the error

with lightning- fast speed).

Now THUNDER will display a

list of similarly spelled words

(stake, mistake, etc.).

Compatible with Paperclip

Elite, Homepak, BTS, other

Batteries Included products,

1st Word, GST-Edit, DB Master

One, as well as FLASH, A-CALC

and many more GEM soft-

ware titles.

TH9011 $39.95

TAKE A SECOND FOR
TIME MANAGEMENT
TIMELINK"
TIMELINK is a great GEM-

based scheduling and time-

keeping tool for home and

business. Your day, week,

month and year appointments

are only a mouse-click away.

Useful for messages,

reminders and much more.

There are many incredible

uses for this handy elegant,

time-saving tool.

TH9010 S49.95

ST 6 THE CATALOG



SLASH is my #1 choice

on the Atari ST."

—Ron Luks, Founder of

CompuServe's SIG'Atari

and Atari Developers
Forum.

THE MOST POPULAR
TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR
THE ATARI ST.

FLASH"
Version 1.11

by Joe Chiazzese and

Alan Page

If you own a modem, you

should be using FLASH. Why?

Because FLASH is the best. It

will simplify your online time

and make telecommunicating

more enjoyable and less

expensive.

TOTALLY PROGRAMMABLE
PLUS BUILT-IN

WORD PROCESSING

Imagine turning on your ST

and, with one click from the

GEM Desktop, beginning an

online session on your

favorite BBS. Watch FLASH

SV.U.VA'-'-

dial the number, log on, and

automatically browse

through the most recent

messages or files. Then, edit

some email in the built-in

message editor, and upload

it right from the capture

buffer. Instantly! It's your

persona] telecom droid. So

programmable that you have

total control, and so GEM-

intuitive that you feel right at

home the first day you use it.

No wonder FLASH is the most

popular Atari terminal

program of all time.

TERMINAL EMULATION
PLUS BULLETPROOF
FILE TRANSFERS

Of course, FLASH has a barrel

full of terminal-emulation

features, such as DEC VT100/

VT52 and CompuServe Vidtex

graphics, so you can use it

with every mini or main-

frame editor. And talk about

bulletproof file transfers! It's

got the most reliable Xmodem
around-—never lose a file

during transmission again!

PACKED WITH FEATURES!

Here are just a few of the most

useful features. Shop around

and see if any other terminal

program can even come close!

Built-in GEM word
processor with cut & paste

Programmable "script"

language (70 commands)

Mainframe terminal

emulation

Xmodem (CRC), ASCII and

DC2/DC4 file transfers

Totally configurable to

your needs!

Free online time and

membership

Ask your local telecom

guru's opinion. FLASH is the

winner. . . hands down!
FLASH
STD220 $39.95

FREEIIiyFMSHnoiv
and get $15.00 ot
CompuServe
access time, FREE.

Ordernowand
you'll receive a
CompuServe Intro-

Pak; your free

Introductory sub-
scription to the

CompuServe Infor-

mation Service
with a 46-page
CompuServe mini-

manual. Plus

$15.00 worth ot
CompuServe
access time, free.

This offer Is valid

for everybody,
Including current
CompuServe
subscribers.

LASH is to the Atari ST what Lotus 1 -2-3 is to the IBM PC"
— Ken Wolburn

Microtomes Magazine

DOUBLE THE POWER OF Plus, you can now use the

YOUR FLASH! TRANSFORM powerful KERMIT protocol

IT INTO A BBS! ADD KERMIT! with FLASH. With KERMIT,

you can transfer up to 128

REMOTE CONTROL different files without

ACCESSORY & KERMIT touching your keyboard!

PROTOCOL™ More powerful than the

by Joe Chiazzese and version shipped with the Atari

Alan Page Developer's Kit— total

One mouse-click tranforms automation for less than S25!

FLASH into a password- Works with any Hayes-

protected BBS. You can send compatible modem.

and receive files while you're

in another room or even away
(Remote/ Kermlt requires FLASH™)

from home! STD22G $24.95

ALL THE FLASH COMMANDS
ON ONE POP-UP CARD!

FLASH-CARDS'"

The Ideal Flash Add-on

Wouldn't it be great to have

every FLASH command at

your Fingertips? This rigid

command card lists all 110 of

the commands, with their

ALT-key equivalents. It slips

right into your function key

slot. Plus, it has room for you

to write down three sets of

twenty of your favorite

function key macros.

Get the most out of FLASH.

Start using FLASH-CARDS

today!

FLASH-CARDS
TH9Q25 $7.95
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MISSILE COMMAND™ MEETS SDI -WITH A TWIST.

RED ALERT"
by Stanley Crane and Daniel Matej'ka

What if you could view a game of SUPER MISSILE COMMAND
from space? You'd be playing RED ALERT! Your cities are under

attack. Russian ICBM's and MIRV's are coming in— both over

the pole and from subs. You make the decisions about where to

locate your Antiballistic Missile Silos, Ground-based Lasers, and

when to use your space-based Particle Beam Weapon. The twist

is that you may also place your cities anywhere you want . .

.

from your hometown to Havana. Or use the European scenario

and defend London, Paris and Rome from the Red Menace!

The perfect blend of strategy and arcade excitement.

RED ALERT
ST0223 S24.95

MISSILE COMMAND™ Atari Corp.

GET ORGANIZED AND HAVE
FUN WITH MICHTRON
Eliminate the desk battlefield

and make organizing easy!

CORNERMAN"
What Sidekick did for the IBM,

CORNERMAN does better for

your Atari ST. This utility

gives you a host of useful

desk-top tools in one simple,

neat package. With everything

from a built-in clock, notepad,

phone book and ASCII table,

to a full-function calculator, a

cluttered desk is a thing of the

past. And as a desktop

accessory, CORNERMAN is

available nearly anywhere

within GEM.

CORNERMAN doesn't

interfere with other programs

and comes complete with

security. HIRE THE PERFECT

SECRETARY TODAY— HIRE

CORNERMAN.

(One megabyte RAM
recommended.)

TH9013 S49.95

IHichYron

Now you're organized—

so take a break and have

some fun.

PINBALL FACTORY™
Design your own pinball

machines! Full-featured editor

includes graphics line, circle,

ray, box, textured fill, and

more, Use your mouse to drag

bumpers, borders and bells

into position. Adjust the

gravity, elasticity and speed.

Save your creations to disk

and build a whole arcade of

pinball wonders!

TH9026 S39.95

TIME BANDIT a***1*
*

The arcade adventure takes

you to the world of the

biggest, fastest, most detailed

game ever designed for a

home computer. You're the

bandit rogue travelling through

time and space. The quest

always beckons: recover the

Great Artifacts and break the

Gates of Time! Features: 16

unique arcade lands, 3,000

screens, realistic detail, three

text adventures, unique dual-

player mode. Uses 16 color

monitor.

TH9014 $39.95

WHY TRUST GYPSIES?

STAB STRUCK"
—The Astrologer

by Harry Koons

Sure, vou can cross that palm

with silver, but can you trust

the results? Your ST, on the

other hand, won't leave you

in the gutter with empty

pockets. And it's accurate!

This GEM-based celestial

workhorse instantly creates

charts using formulas for the

9 most popular historical

house systems (Placidus,

Morinus, Porphory, and

6 more). And if you don't

know the coordinates of your

birthplace, just point and
click on the US or world

maps! Of course, you can save

charts in DEGAS format and

create your own astro-

masterpieces. STAR STRUCK

works in color or monochrome
and comes with loads of extra

fonts. Now you've got some-

thing to talk about at the local

singles bar.

STAR STRUCK
ST0222 $24.95
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(Continental U.S. and Hawaii) Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE
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AT LAST! subLOGIC 'S FLIGHT SIMULATOR FOP THE ST /r , . //
FLIGHT SIMULATOR IT $~m
Buzz the World Trade Center— fly under the Golden Gate

You're going to love this one! We knew it was hot software the

moment the prerelease copy hit the office. Whenever subLOGIC's

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II was started up, a crowd of otherwise

jaded programmers crowded around the computer station to

watch. We finally had to take it away from them— nothing was

getting done. This is it. The Atari ST version of the phenomenally

successful FLIGHT SIMULATOR II. And it's really something.

Fly a Cessna prop plane, soar in a Lear jet, or dogfight with

other planes in a World War I scenario. Completely mouse
controlled! Multiple windows for multiple viewpoints: cockpit,

spotter plane, tower, zoom-map— set up as many as you like,

drag them, size them and put them where you want. Special

custom-graphics routines permit multi-tasking windows.

Explore accurate, solid, three-dimensional geographical scenarios

which sweep by at update rates as high as 10 frames-per-

second. Supplied scenarios include San Francisco, New York to

Boston, Chicago to Champaign, Los Angeles, and Seattle.

RIVALS PROFESSIONAL TRAINING UNITS!

Two experienced pilots on our staff took FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

up for a spin and pronounced it a complete success— detailed,

accurate, in many ways far better than professional flight

simulators. You can preset your position and altitude and adjust

your seasonal and weather conditions— including wind

direction and multiple cloud layers. Nine directional views are

available from the cockpit plus a zoom and a pan. "Instant

Replay" feature lets you redo your most successful moments

—

which you can then watch from any vantage point!

TWO-PLAYER MODEM FLIGHT!

Spectacular two-player mode lets you fly with a friend over

modem. Choose a distinctive color for your plane and you're

all set to stage your own aerobatic shows. Signal each other

through the special text-message mode—or simply dip your

wings. Our two in-house pilots hooked up a null-modem cable

and chased each other all over the San Francisco Bay Area,

circling the Trans America Pyramid and buzzing Alcatraz. If you

know someone with an Amiga version, you can take your

rivalry to the skies!

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II ,-. n nrUl ^N/VlA
TH9027 S49.95 ©LH^LULllLr

_ AiiCROPROSE

SILENT SERVICE"
Exciting World War II

Submarine Action in

the South Pacific!

by MicroProse

0400 hours, Tuesday,

August 12, 1942 ... BATTLE
STATIONS!! BATTLE
STATIONS!! Enemy convoy

identified on radar!!

SILENT SERVICE, The Sub-

marine Simulation, brings

exciting action, great strategy,

detailed graphics and an ultra-

realistic simulation of World

War II U.S. submarine action

in the South Pacific.

SILENT SERVICES out

standing features include: all

the critical battle stations,

engine room, conning tower

and ship's bridge; challenging

and realistic combat versus

single ships and heavily

escorted convoys; and an

infinite varietv of situations

using complete maps and

charts for the entire Southwest

Pacific and a sophisticated and

realistic attack plotting system.

SILENT SERVICE provides

a wide selection of historic

scenarios. From hit-and-run

attacks to patrol missions that

bring challenge and fun to

both the first time player and

the experienced submarine

veteran.

As captain, you select a

quiet patrol sector in the

Marianas Islands, or choose

the dangerous waters off the

coast of Japan. Is the sub-

merged daylight periscope

attack best, or do you charge

in on the surface at night

using only radar bearings as

your guide? These and many

more decisions will determine

vour place among the elite

ranks of the SILENT SERVICE.

TH9016 S39.95
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CREATE NEAR- SYNTHESIZER-QUALITY SOUND EFFECTS

WITH OUR SOUND LABORATORY.

G.I. Sound Tool

G.i.s.r

by Lee Actor & Gary Levenberg for Synthetic Software

If sound has always fascinated you ... or if you're a programmer

or developer. . .take a look at G.I.S.T., the sound editor. G.I.S.T.

was created to establish a standard of sound generation on the

Atari ST that far surpasses the abilities of the built-in sound chip.

G.I.S.T. is really

two programs:

1) GEM -based editor

2) Sound Driver

As you can see

from the screen

display, the G.I.S.T.

editor gives you real-

time mouse control

over any sound

shape. The key to

G.I.S.T.'s power is dynamic control of the GI chip. Each voice

has three ADSR (envelope) controls and three LFO's (low

frequency oscillators). You'll be creating sounds like a profes-

sional engineer—Near Synthesizer Quality (NSQ) sound.

For programmers, the Sound Driver is linkable object code

that can be used in your own software. Adding superior sound

effects to any program . . . It's interrupt-driven, so it won't

impact the speed of your software. In fact, it's already built into

CYBERMATE for CAD-3D— just one of many useful applications.

LET'S-GET-TECHNICALBOX
Volume ADSR to shape attack, decay, sustain, release

Volume LFO for Tremolo effects and AM (Amplitude

Modulation)

Frequency ADSR— frequency shifts up to ±3 octaves!

Frequency LFO for Vibrato effects and FM (Frequency

Modulation)

LFO delay lets you add effects at any point in the sound
Cut and Paste to copy part of one sound to another

• MIDI-compatible! Use your keyboard to play the Gl chip

Three sound windows may be open at once

G.I.S.T. is also compatible with CYBERMATE. Add sound
effects to your CAD-3D animations!

Source-compatible with Alcyon C, Megamax C, and Lattice C.

G.I.S.T.

ST0233 $34.95

Available February

MORE POWER FOR
PROGRAM DESIGNERS!

C.O.LR. OBJECT EDITOR"

by The Rugby Circle

What is it? Originally designed

to create the beautiful birds in

ST Joust, C.O.L.R. OBJECT

EDITOR is the original tool for

making software sprites and

bit-mapped game objects.

Perfect for converting any

piece of a low-res screen to a

file linkable to your own C or

assembly-language program.

Use the powerful block-

manipulation commands to

create perfect images for your

own programs. For example,

design separate 360-degree

views of a spaceship with

CAD-3D, then cut each view

out and link them together for

your own space game. CAD-3D
and C.O.L.R. OBJECT EDITOR

are the perfect graphics team

for every action programmer.

C.O.L.R.

ST0201 was $29.95— on-sale

only $19.95

Joust™ Atari Corp.

FLOPPY DISKS AREN'T
PERFECT. THAT'S WHY YOU
NEED DISK DOCTOR.

DISK DOCTOR"
by Dan Matejka

The best time to get a good

disk editor is before your

un-backed-up disk is zapped

by a power surge—or you

mistakenly send your tax-

return to the trash can

instead of the backup disk in

drive B.
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DISK DOCTOR will make
recovery of your lost data as

painless as possible. You can

even use its built-in GEM disk

editor to personalize your

own software's menus and

error messages. DISK DOCTOR
is the perfect file repair utility

for casual users, plus it's one

of a programmer's most

valuable tools.

DISK DOCTOR
ST0211 $29.95

800-443-0100,
ext. 133

(Continental U.S. and Hawaii!

Visa/MC Only
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CRYSTAL"

(It makes GEM shine...)

by Jim Thompson

These are the DOS Icons

Digital Research forgot when

they wrote GEM. It's too bad

Atari didn't put CRYSTAL into

the TOS ROM's, because for

about 30K of code, CRYSTAL
gives TOS the most powerful

features of MS-DOS. Plus, you

never lose the look and feel of

GEM. And since CRYSTAL is a

desk accessory, it's always

available.

In fact, these eight icons

will eliminate all the frustration

vou feel from not having power-

ful DOS functions available

from within your favorite

GEM program (or the desktop). .

.

Of course, CRYSTAL is

compatible with all monitors,

all disk drives, and all printers.

Make your personal version

of GEM shine— for S24.95.

CRYSTAL
ST0229

Desk File Uiew Options ADD A WORLD OF DOS ICONS TO ALL OF
YOUR GEM PROGRAMS.

RENAME files singly or

subdirectories or to other

disks

CREATE and DELETE folders

Co]
TEXT FILE FORMAT and

PRINT using headers,

foolers, and page numbers

DISK LABELS printed

SL FORMAT disks

TURN YOUR ST INTO TWO COMPUTERS!

K-SWITCH'"

by Kuma Computers, Ltd. GZ>
Picture this: You're in the middle of hyperwarp to an

endangered sector of the Star Raiders™ galaxy when you hear

the approaching footsteps of your boss. No problem. You press

three keys and your ST instantly switches to 1ST WORD™
where you continue working on a letter to the Accounting

Director. The boss's steps recede in the corridor . . . press three

keys and—WHAMO! Right back in the middle of hyperwarp.

If you have a megabyte of RAM in your ST you can now load

two programs at the same time. K-SWITCH splits your ST

into two isolated 400K blocks, with a shared RAMdisk. You can

toggle between two programs instantly— at any time. The

inactive program will be frozen in progress, ready to continue

right where you left off.

Now you can use your favorite word processor and database

together. And for the ultimate in financial software, mate

A-CALC PRIME and A-CHART, transferring data instantly with

the RAMdisk. Even run low res. programs in one half, and

medium res. in the other— it's a marvel to see it switch.

If you own a megabyte ST, K-SWITCH will transform the way

you use it. Today.

(1 megabyte RAM required)

K-SWITCH
TH9023 $29.95

Construct GEM resources

without spending $300 for the

Atari Developers Kit.

K-RESOURCE™
by Kuma
Do you program in any of

these languages? C,

Pascal, Modula2,

Fortran, Lisp.

Now you can write

professional GEM programs

with custom icons and dialog

boxes—without spending an

arm and a leg. K-RESOURCE

makes creating menus, icons,

and screen dialogs easy. More
powerful than the original DRI

Resource Construction Set,

K-RESOURCE is also compatible

with all other .RSC files.

K-RESOURCE
TH9024 S49.95

NOTE: Take a look at the

ATARI ST GEM PROGRAMMERS
REFERENCE from Abacus on

page ST-15. It's the perfect

companion to K-RESOURCE.

THE CATALOG ST 11



Here is the compiler that 1ST WORD"" was written in.

GSTC COMPILER"
by GST, Ltd.

If you've recently begun

programming in C, this is the

compiler you're looking for.

Its GEM Superstructure

Library™ will make your very

first program run with GEM
windows—automatically.

Write GEM applications

without the complex learning

curve associated with GEM
AES and VDL Plus, you don't

have to remember any arcane

commands. The compiler and

editor use GEM everywhere

— it couldn't be easier!

The package includes a spe-

cial programmers version of

the GEM-intuitive 1ST WORD'"

editor, Linker, C Compiler, 68K

Assembler, GEM bindings

(including XBIOS) and a

comprehensive user manual.

GSTC
TH9018 $79.95

1ST WORD'" Atari Corp.

Desk Uiew Conn and Options LEARN GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING WITH GSTC!

GSTC APPLICATION/FOUNDATION I

FRACTAL FACTORY"
The best way to learn how to write a full-blown GEM
application is by example. You need source code. FRACTAL
FACTORY is a unique and beautiful program developed by the

GST in-house programmers—and it's a great tutorial. It

includes all the source code, batch files, linker files, graphics

and math libraries—everything you need to build your own
amazing ST program. Plus, FRACTAL FACTORY is the ultimate

fractal-maker, using multiple windows, variable zoom, and

contouring to display and save infinite generations of dazzling

mathematical graphics.

(Does not require GSTC.)

FRACTAL FACTORY
ST0228 $19.95

A high-level Macro Assembler that last drop of performance

with an unbeatable combina- out of your ST, GST-ASM is the

tion of price, performance,

and features.

GST-ASM™
by GST, Ltd.

When you want to squeeze

macro assembler that will get

the job done. It's got every-

thing . . . high-powered macro

facilities and toolkit, extended

macro functions, 100%

Motorola compatibility, plus

the built-in exclusive GEM
editor and GEM "shell" oper-

ating environment. In fact, it's

probably the most elegant and

sophisticated assembler avail-

able for any microcomputer.

Naturally, it also creates cross-

reference listings, symbol

tables, supports include files,

generates relocatable code,

and produces object files

compatible with every high-

level language.

GST-ASM
TH9017 559.95

Be the fastest assembly-

language programmer

around— for under $35!

A-SEKA
M
byKuma

Version 1.0

byAndelosSystems/Kuma, UK

68K Assembler, Editor,

Debugger, Disassembler

Sometimes you just need to

tweak that code for speed. Or

maybe you want to prototype

an idea . . . fast. SEKA does it

fast, because it's all in RAM.

All of it. Source code

assembles at over 30,000 lines

per minute! Plus it assembles

and links simultaneously, so

you can run your code

instantly. Naturally, this

macro assembler has a full-

screen editor and uses

standard Motorola mnemonics.

But what really sets it apart is

its powerful machine language

monitor, disassembler and
symbolic debugger. SEKA

will pay for itself in the time

you save on your very first

project.

A-SEKA
ST0216 $34.95

ARAM " by Kuma
by Roddy Pratt, UK
Can your RAMdisk partition

any size disk emulator you

want?

A-RAMcan.

Can your RAMdisk accelerate

your floppy write speed?

A-RAM can.

A RAMdisk is an area of

memory set aside as a buffer

that responds like a disk

drive-—only much faster.

Everybody needs a great

RAMdisk, and A-RAM is

powerful, simple, and flexible

enough for every application.

BONUS! Order now and

we'll send you the best print

spooler you've ever seen.

Never wait for your printer

again!

A-RAM & SPOOLER
ST0215 $19.95
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METACOMCO. . . The standard for the 68000.

LATTICE C

Here it is. The industry-standard C compiler for the IBM PC and

Amiga is available now for your ST.

Full Kernighan & Ritchie implementation

Macros

Complete interface to GEM libraries (all libraries included in

object and source form)

- Compatible with linkers for Alcyon (DRI) and GSTC

Includes MENU+ GEM shell operating environment

Full floating-point arithmetic

No runtime licenses required

270-page manual

If you're writing serious software, you need a lot of

flexibility. LATTICE C has it: PREPROCESSOR COMMANDS,
STORAGE CLASSES, TYPE DECLARATORS, OBJECT
MODIFIERS, INITIALIZERS, and STATEMENT TYPES.

INCLUDES: EDITOR, LINKER, MENU+.
Compatible with G.l.S.T. (page 10)

LATTICE C

TH9D07 S149.95

MAINFRAME ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE ON AN ST?

ABSOLUTELY!

CAMBRIDGE LISP ' 68000

LISP, the symbolic language of

artificial intelligence appli-

cations, is now available on

the Atari ST. LISP (LISt

Processing) is the language of

choice in the fields of robotics,

expert systems, and natural-

language interfaces.

CAMBRIDGE LISP 68000

was created in the same

A.I. lab that developed the

original LISP. Its authors,

Cambridge University Profes-

sors John Fitch and Dr. Arthur

Norman, have custom-designed

a powerhouse, mainframe

language for your ST that

supports all GEM AES and
VDI calls.

Transform your Atari ST

into a full A.I. workstation at

the most outstanding price/

performance yet achieved by a

LISP system on any personal

computer. And CAMBRIDGE
LISP 68000 is both an

interpreter and a compiler.

Use the interpretive mode

together with the trace package

to quickly develop and debug

programs. When all the

diagnostics check out

—

compile it!

INCLUDES: EDITOR,

LINKER, MENLI+.

CAMBRIDGE LISP

TH9037 $199.95

MCC MACRO ASSEMBLER
by Metacomco

The MCC MACRO ASSEMBLER

is the companion assembler

for Lattice C and MCC Pascal.

This full-specification

assembler was specifically

designed to complement those

languages. Features include:

linker, editor, GEM libraries,

macros, MENU + and 100-page

manual.

MACROASSEMBLER
TH90Q5 S79.95

Technical questions? Talk

with a Metacomco System

Software Engineer: Call

(408) 438-7201.

MCC PASCAL"
ISO PASCAL COMPILER
A fast and powerful imple-

mentation of ISO PASCAL

conforming fully to the

exacting ISO 7185 standard.

MCC PASCAL is the ideal Pascal

for new or experienced users.

Features include:

Fast, single- pass compilation

Compatible with ISO Pascal

running on other macros

32-bit integer math plus

32-bit floatingpoint

Comprehensive error-

handling

Includes MENU+ GEM shell

operating environment

215-page manual

INCLUDES: EDITOR,

LINKER, MENU + .

ISO PASCAL
TH9D06 $99.95

800-443-0100, ext. 133

(Continental U.S. and Hawaii) Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE

or an environment that's superb for development,

I vote for Metacomco."
—Anita Sinclair,

Magnetic Scrolls, UK
(developers of THE PAWN)

WANTTOSELL YOUR STSOFTWARE?

HERE'S HOW:

We market a wider range of software than anyone in the

ST marketplace. Whether you're a first-timer, veteran,

or a major software firm, we have a place for you in

The Catalog. We also distribute thru over 1,000 retailers.

So, if you're looking for broad distribution and under-

standing support, send us your program and let us take a

look. Worried about security? So are we. Just send us a

description of your software and we'll arrange the

necessary non- disclosure agreements.

THE CATALOG
Product Development Dept.

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886
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An Electronic Jewish Mother Created by a Former Playboy

Cartoonist!

Written by Yakov Kirschen and Just For You, Inc.

HARD TO FIND CABLES ONLY $19.95

MOM and ME"
Just think. Your own
computerized Jewish

mother—on-screen in an

over-stuffed chair; knitting,

cajoling, dispensing advice, and

offering you encouragement

—or making you feel guilty,

of course. She'll speak to you

by name and brag about you

to your friends,

monochrome/color

ST0204 $19.95

MURRAY and ME™
Some people don't want a

Jewish mother. How 'bout a

Jewish uncle? The London

Times called MURRAY "the

first in a new generation of

Biotoons'—computerized,

interactive cartoon characters.

MURRAY is always ready to

cheer you up when you're

feeling blue,

monochrome/color

ST0203 $19.95

THE CATALOG has premium

quality shielded cables with

gold contacts.

What makes these cables so

special? They have the unique

non-standard Atari connectors

and provide the length that

can free-up your workstation

of awkward peripheral

arrangements.

520 ST
6' ST Micro floppy disk drive cable

(SF354 and SF314 drives)

PH0003 $19.95

6' ST to printer cable

PHO0D1 $19.95

5' ST (o modern cable

PH0002 $19.95

800/XL/XE
10' Atari standard peripheral cable

(Serial/SIO connector)

PH0006 $19.95
5' 850 Interface to printer cable

PH00D4 $19.95
5' 850 Interface to modem cable

PHQ005 $19.95

ST ARCHIVES

START BACK ISSUES AND ANTIC C0MPENDIUMS
GET YOUR ST LIBRARY OFF TO A GOOD START! Back issues of

START, The ST Quarterly are now available. You can order either

the magazine, or the START disk—or both. Be sure and get

them all now while we still have them in stock. (Issue #1 is

in very limited supply. If you want that one, don't linger.)

Magazines are only S4.00 each, disks are S10.95 (shipping and

handling included).

MAGAZINE # DISK §

START #1 SUMMER '86 SMS0686 SDS0686

START #2 FALL '86 SMS0986 SDS0986

START #3 WINTER '86 SMS1286 SDS1286

AND—THE ANTIC ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM
A complete collection on 3 Vi " disk of all the programs appearing

in the ST RESOURCE section of ANTIC Magazine from the very

first issue. Each disk is packed with example source code and

runnable programs. S10.95 each.

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #1

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #2

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #3

ISSUES

8/85-1/86

2/86-5/86

6/86-9/86

DISK*
SB0101

SB0102

SB0103

If you're familiar with Autocad for the IBM PC...

you 'II feel right at home with The Graphic Artist."

—Antic Magazine

800-443-0100, ext. 133

[Continental US. and Hawaii) Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE

Graphic
Artist

Originally sold for $495.00.

Now available for $199.95

THE GRAPHIC ARTIST

This object-oriented drafting

system features aunique spread-

sheet foundation and menu-

driven interface for beginning

users. Complex macro-

programming language

offers complete control for

professionals.

Supports high -resolution

dot-matrix printers, plotters,

and laser printers. The two

examples shown here were

created by The Graphic Artist

and were used to illustrate

plotter output for the Autumn

Catalog's CAD-3D plotter

driver. Includes detailed

400-page manual, 2-disk set.

THE GRAPHIC ARTIST

TH9028 S199.95 LT3CJ
PROGRESSIV
COMPUTER
APPLICATIOr
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PROFESSIONAL MIDI MUSIC SOFTWARE FOR EVERYONE!

from @ Hybrid Arts, Inc."

The patch librarian, editor and sound generator for the CASIO

CZ synthesizer series and Atari ST.

CZ-Androld'

Completely professional MIDI software designed specifically for

your CASIO CZ synthesizer. CZ-Android actually helps you
program your CASIO CZ synthesizer. Then save thousands of

your lush new patches with the 20,000-patches-per-disk

librarian. Plus, you can edit all CZ parameters either

graphically or numerically. The unique Android
programmer lets you listen to thousands of new, original

sounds and select the ones you like; to use right away, for

graphical editing, or to save for later use. Get the most out of

your instrument!

TH9031 509.9b

The 20-track polyphonic MID! recorder for the Atari ST.

EZ-Track*

This is the finest, moderately-priced MIDI software we've

seen—and hy an experienced firm with a strong music

background. Easy to use, but no toy! With EZ-Track, you can

make multitrack recordings in real time or step time, save them

to disk, then play them back in perfect sync. Professional features

include: Real-time solo and muting of tracks, quantizing (auto-

correcting) of timing, instant transposition of entire song and

much more. Memory capacity is over 27,000 notes on the 520ST

and over 63,000 on the 1040ST—very flexible MIDI control.

TH9029 $65.00

MIDI CABLES
High-quality MIDI spec, cables in 5 foot length.

TH9032 $3.95 each

The sheet-music printout program for the Atari ST.

EZ-Score"

This utility program translates EZ-Track song files into sheet

music on the ST screen. You can then add lyrics and chord

symbols as well as define the chart format. Most popular

printers are supported.

TH9030 $99.95

ABACUS BOOK 'nDISKPAKS

ATARI ST TRICKS AND TIPS

Learn by example! This book

contains a very important

collection of ST programming

tools and techniques,

including; RAMdisk, print

spooler, color print screen

dump, and plotter output

driver. Discover how to make

brilliant graphic displays, use

the VDISYS commands and

master the powerful world of

GEM applications, refine your

BASIC, assembler and C

programs with advanced

programming techniques. 260

pages, single- sided disk.

TH9934 $29.95

ATARI ST 3-D GRAPHICS
Learn ultra-fast 3-D graphics

techniques in 68000 machine

language. Teaches 3-D rotation,

zooming, mathematics, and data

structures. Topics include:

transformation of one-

dimensional figures to 3-D,

hidden line removal, shading,

and an introduction to 3-D

computer-aided design.

Features a 3-D patternmaker

and animator. 351 pages,

single-sided disk.

TH9035 $34.95

ATARI ST GEM
PROGRAMMERS
REFERENCE
If you don't have the S300

Atari Developer's Toolkit, you

will need this indispensable

guide for the serious ST

programmer. Detailed

information about GEM
written specifically for the

Atari ST in an easy-to-follow

format. Topics include:

programming the VDI, AES,

and GDOS, interfacing with

TOS, how to choose the right

programming language, and

an introduction to C and

assembly language. Includes

a disk packed with example

programs. 412 pages, single-

sided disk.

TH9033 $29.95

AbacusBill Software
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ST PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

SOLID SOURCE CODE
Features Jim Luczak's VDI

SAMPLER and C PRIMER,

which demonstrates C pro-

gramming techniques and the

use of VDI functions and their

C BINDINGS. BICALC, a desk

accessory Binary-Hexadecimal-

DecimaJ calculator. Plus two

very fast versions of LIFE,

written in Assembler.

PD0079 $12.00

ARChive Collection ^
A collection of tools for

manipulating archives

—

multiple files combined and

compressed into single library

files for later extraction and

use. Includes TOS-based ARC,

TTP (with generic C source

code), ARC-SHELL (with full

Modula-2 source code), a GEM
based front end program, and

full documentation of the

programs and their standard

"lARC" file format, as used

with the Amiga, MS-DOS, and

CompuServe's Atari Forums.

PDD094 $12.00

UNITERM—TEK/DEC . p ^ {

Terminal Emulators w
UNITERM, written by Simon

Poole, is a public domain

GEM-based terminal emulator

supporting complete VT100

and Tektronix 4010/4014

modes (with zoom), as well as

ASCII file -transfers and other

features. Also included on the

disk, both with full C source

code, are WTERM II, a GEM-

based Tektronix 4010

emulator that is compatible

with Thunder! in terminal

mode, and the XMODEM
program for error-free

downloads.

PD0091 $12.00

ST BASIC/LOGO SAMPLER
BASIC: Includes MIDIREC.BAS

— a simple MIDI sequencer

and sample song files, BG.BAS

—backgammon, Fractals in

BASIC, Biorythm's, and more.

LOGO: Nearly a dozen useful

routines including complex

graphics. Plus two bonus desk

accessories.

PD0D78 $12.00

ATTENTION RETAILERS!
When it comes to ST software Distributors, The Catalog offers

retailers the highest quality software at the lowest price.

The products that we choose to distribute are proven

winners—like CAD-3D, FLIGHT SIMULATOR II, FLASH,

DEGAS, TIME BANDITS, and SILENT SERVICE. Our steadily

increasing volume of ST product sales is no surprise.

We offer profitable discounts and ease of ordering to our

ST dealers so they can capitalize on this swiftly growing

market.

Use The Catalog to stock ST products from a range of

companies such as Antic, Batteries Included, subLogic,

Microprose, and more. It only takes one phone call. Also,

many of our customers call us to find the nearest ST dealer.

We'd love to introduce them to you.

We're eager to help you service the growing body of ST

owners in your area. Give us a call at (415) 957-0886 and

ask for me, Brian Sarrazin.

/S^-*n ^Pf^te^y**!

Sales Manager

S/Termlnal plus SOURCE!
PD0057 S12.00

"Enhanced version with fill

and palette functions."

ST DOODLE plus SOURCE
PD0058 $12.00

XLISP

XLisp, written by David Betz,

is a version of the LISP pro-

gramming language on the

Common LISP standard with

extensions for object-oriented

programming. Applications

written in XLisp on the ST can

be run as-is on many systems

for which XLisp has been imple-

mented, including Amiga,

Macintosh, MS-DOS, CP/M-86,

CP/M-68K, CP/M 2.2, VAX/

VMS, and Unix. Includes

43-page manual and full C

source code on disk.

PD0084 $12.00
I^a/JII

PROFF tifgwl

PROFF is a text formatter

similar to popular mini-

computer tools like RUNOFF

and TROFF. PROFF takes input

from standard ASCII text files

with embedded formatting

commands and produces

fully-formatted output files,

including boldface and under-

lining effects that reproduce

on any dot-matrix printer-

just print from the GEM
Desktop! Includes 37-page

manual and full C source

code.

PD0089 $12.00

MIcroEMACS Collection

MicroEMACS, originally

developed by David Conroy, is

a popular implementation of a

useful subset of the EMACS

text editor used on mini-

computers. This disk includes

an excellent version by Moshe

Braner, with documentation

and full C source code, as well

as a version by Dan Lawrence

that supports 40-line editing

with the SM124 monochrome

monitor.

PD0090 $12.00

CAD-3D COLLECTION I

The first collection of complex

objects created by Tom Hudson

with CAD-3D. Includes:

MONITOR (Atari SM124

monitor), ALPHOM (Alpha

when viewed from one angle,

Omega when viewed from

another!) STARSHIP (Starship

Enterprise), OUTLET (exploded

view of electrical wall outlet),

HELMET(l6th centuryJapanese

battle helmet), and more!

(requires CAD-3D ST0214)

PDQ085 $12.00

ST FRACTALS plus SOURCE!
Uses Mandelbrot algorithm to

draw fractals in GEM windows

in any resolution. Then zoom
in with 2x,4x,8x,orl6x
magnification. Change fractal

iteration values and rescale

fractals to enhance their color.

Then save your fractal picture

to disk. Includes ail "C" source

and object files. PLUS, a half

dozen other fractal programs

that use different algorithms

and display techniques.

PD0068 S12.00

ADVSYS
ADVSYS, written by David

Betz, is a complete Lisp-like

language for creating text

adventure games. It offers

special facilities for giving

descriptions, parsing user-

input sentences, and handling

objects and actors. Includes

complete docs on disk, as well

as "Starship Columbus," a

completely documented

sample adventure that's also

fun to play!

PD0092 S12.00

SPELL/ Writer's Tools.

SPELL, written by Eric

Bergman-Terell in Personal

Pascal, is a simple spelling-

checker for ASCII or lst-Word

files. It scans your document,

reporting incorrect words and

allowing you to add them to

the program's unlimited-size

dictionary.

PDD093 S12.00


